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Abstract
We present a collection of signatures for physics beyond the standard model that need to be ex-
plored at the LHC. First, are presented various tools developed to measure new particle masses
in scenarios where all decays include an unobservable particle. Second, various aspects of su-
persymmetric models are discussed. Third, some signatures of models of strong electroweak
symmetry are discussed. In the fourth part, a special attention is devoted to high mass reso-
nances, as the ones appearing in models with warped extra dimensions. Finally, prospects for
models with a hidden sector/valley are presented. Our report, which includes brief experimen-
tal and theoretical reviews as well as original results, summarizes the activities of the “New
Physics” working group for the “Physics at TeV Colliders" workshop (Les Houches, France,
8–26 June, 2009).
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Introduction
G. Brooijmans, C. Grojean, G.D. Kribs and C. Shepherd-Themistocleous
The LHC has started colliding proton beams at a center of mass energy of 7 TeV, ushering
in a new era of physics at the energy frontier. The exploration of physics in the multi-TeV
energy domain will take another major step forward in 2013 when the LHC will run at a center
of mass energy close to 14 TeV.
The minimal discovery scenario for the LHC is the Higgs boson, but it is likely that there
will be a lot more. In the case of observation of the Higgs boson, the mechanism responsible for
stabilizing its mass at the electroweak scale should manifest itself. If the Standard Model Higgs
boson is shown not to exist, other new particles or interactions fulfilling its role in regulating
the massive vector boson scattering cross-section should be observed. The LHC’s discovery
potential spans a broad spectrum, including the direct production of the dark matter components
in the universe and the manifestation of new degrees of freedom in space-time. In this report
a wide variety of new physics signals are studied, exploring mostly areas that have emerged
recently.
The first two contributions examine the various tools developed to measure new particle
masses in scenarios where all decays include an unobservable particle, usually a dark matter
candidate. The performance of these tools is evaluated and compared for different new physics
scenarios, illustrating their complementary strengths.
A second group of studies use Supersymmetry as a working model. These evaluate mul-
tiple aspects: how to observe R-parity violating decays of gluinos, the impact of SUSY-QCD
corrections to MSSM Higgs production, how to distinguish Supersymmetry from Gauge-Higgs
Unification, and the allowed region for CP-violating phases in the MSSM.
This is followed by two contributions in the area of strong electroweak symmetry break-
ing, one on the impact of a composite nature of the Higgs boson on the LHC Higgs discovery
potential, and the second a study of the LHC discovery reach for techni-vector mesons in their
decays to electroweak vector bosons.
Another possibility is that new high mass resonances will produced at the LHC. A first
article on that topic reviews processes inspired by models of warped extra dimensions and shows
the results of some applications of the special techniques needed in their discovery. In other
contributions to this section, the LHC discovery potential at multiple center of mass energies
for the specific case of a Z ′B−L boson is revisited, the production of heavy Kaluza-Klein quarks
and four-top final states are studied, the LHC sensitivity to very wide high mass tt¯ resonances
is examined, and the effects of nearby resonances are considered.
The final set of studies included in this report tackle the novel signatures introduced in
recent hidden sector models. One of these proposes a new trigger scheme for signatures with
multitudes of low energy photons, another defines a set of trigger, reconstruction and analysis
benchmarks that should be appropriate for early LHC searches, and a third explores what would
happen if the MSSM were coupled to a new gauged hidden sector with characteristic energy
scale in the GeV region.
This report does not attempt to present an exhaustive picture of new physics at LHC.
However, in presenting a wide variety of signatures motivated by very different models and
exploring the performance of sets of techniques to observe and/or measure these new physics
5
scenarios, it will hopefully serve as a useful resource for the exploitation of the LHC physics
potential.
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Mass determination methods
Contribution 1
Comparison of mass determination methods at the LHC
L. Basso, R. Brunelière, T. Lari, J.-R. Lessard, B. McElrath, T. Robens,
S. Sekmen, M. Tytgat and P. v. Weitershausen
Abstract
For any BSM theory, the underlying particle mass spectrum will be
among the first available information on the new physics involved. A
multitude of techniques is currently available to determine the masses
of new particles in these models from measured data. Here, we report
on an ongoing study in which different mass determination methods
are applied to a common SUSY event sample, generated including a
generic collider detector simulation. The event sample was produced
with and without the explicit generation of an additional hard jet by the
hard matrix element to investigate possible effects of extra hard jet ra-
diation. We report on first results of this study for several of the more
commonly used mass determination methods.
1 Introduction
The start of data taking at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider at the end of 2009 [1] promises the
beginning of an exciting era for both Standard Model physics and beyond the Standard Model
searches. Currently, many BSM models are on the market, which promise to solve some SM
inherent puzzles such as the hierarchy problem, or the absence of dark matter candidates. These
models typically introduce additional massive particles, where coupling and mass exclusion
limits are obtained from past and current BSM collider searches [2]. For the center of mass
energies at the LHC, many allowed scenarios exist where the new particles are produced at a
relatively high rate, and typically decay through long decay chains containing both SM and
BSM decay products. The measurement of these BSM masses at the LHC will be among the
first available information about the structure of the underlying theory.
In the past years, a large number of methods, widely varying in applicability and accuracy,
have been proposed for measuring the masses of the new particles at colliders (for a compre-
hensive review, see Ref. [3]). Many of the well established methods have already been tested to
high accuracy in realistic experimental setups, where parton showers, hadronization, and detec-
tor simulation are all included. However, similar studies for many of the more recently proposed
variables, as well as a consistent comparison of the existing methods are still lacking. Here, we
initiate a comparative investigation of various mass determination methods. For this, we use
common Monte Carlo samples for the mSUGRA scenario SPS1a [4]1, where parton shower,
decays and hadronization were included and a generic LHC detector response was modelled
with a fast detector simulator. We also produced event samples where one hard jet is explicitely
generated by the hard matrix element, and matched with the parton shower using the MLM
1The superpartner masses and production cross-sections for this scenario are given in App. A.
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matching algorithm [5]. For methods relying on jet spectra, the effect of this more accurate
description of the jet energy distribution needs to be taken into account in a realistic application
of the respective variable. First results on these are presented in this study as well.
Throughout our work, we have used a center of mass energy of 14 TeV. We focused on a
luminosity of 10 fb−1. Our results should apply for the first stage analyses at the nominal LHC
energy.
2 Event generation and detector simulation
2.1 Event generation
In this project, we have generated events for supersymmetric processes and the two main back-
ground processes. In order to include a better description of initial state radiation with high PT
and three-body decays which could affect mass determination, event generation of the super-
symmetric signal has been performed in three steps:
1. Matrix element generation has been done with Madgraph 4.4.24 [6, 7]. Samples were
divided according to the different final states g˜g˜, g˜q˜, q˜q˜ and χχ and the number of QCD
radiations (0 or 1). g˜ means a gluino, q˜ is a squark and χ is either a chargino or a neu-
tralino. Samples generated with no or one additional QCD radiation will be named in the
following 2→ 2 and 2→ 3 processes, respectively.
2. As a second step, the particles produced during matrix element event generation are pro-
vided to BRIDGE. BRIDGE v1.8 [8] is used to decay supersymmetric particles according
to its own decay rates using all possible 2 and 3-body decays.
3. Finally, decayed events are passed to Pythia [9] version 6.420 for parton showering and
hadronization. The merging of samples with different parton multiplicity is also per-
formed during this last step using the MLM matching scheme as explained in [5, 10].
The main matching parameter Qmatch, used to determine whether a jet after showering is
matched to one of the initial partons, is set to 40 GeV. In order to avoid double counting
between e.g. g˜g˜ and g˜q˜q¯ [5], events from the latter process including an intermediate
gluino resonance are excluded.
The W + jets and tt¯+ jets backgrounds have been generated with Alpgen [11] plus Pythia [9]
generators using the standard MLM matching procedure.
2.2 Detector simulation
Simulation for a multipurpose LHC detector response was implemented using the fast simula-
tion package Delphes 1.8 [12]. Simulation includes a tracking system embedded into a magnetic
field, calorimeters, a muon system, and very forward detectors arranged along the beamline, and
takes into account the effect of magnetic field, the granularity of the calorimeters and subdetec-
tor resolutions. We have used the default detector configuration. Definitions of objects used in
the analysis are given in App. B.
All generated signal and background samples were stored in the Monte Carlo Database
MCDB [13].
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3 Mass variables
3.1 Effective mass
The effective mass (Meff) is used to estimate the SUSY mass scale (MSUSY). For hadronic pro-
cesses, MSUSY usually refers to the masses of the strongly interacting SUSY particles. Authors
in [14] use MSUSY as the lowest of these masses, while the author in [15] defines it to be their
average. Similarly, there is no universal way to define Meff . The most widely used is described
in equation (1).
Meff = pT,1 + pT,2 + pT,3 + pT,4 + E
miss
T (1)
It is mainly used in the 4 jets + EmissT channel. Nevertheless, the 2 jets + 2 leptons +
EmissT channel will also be studied in this note. In this latter case, pT,3 and pT,4 of equation (1)
correspond to the leptons transverse momenta instead of the jets transverse momenta.
Independently of the definition of Meff and MSUSY, the strategy is always the same. The
correlation between these two is determined by simulating many points in SUSY parameter
space. This correlation has been shown to be linear, although the correlation coefficient varies
significantly depending on the exact definition of these two variables and the SUSY model
used [15].
3.2 Square root of s-hat min (sˆ1/2min)
The sˆ1/2min variable, equation (2), is another variable used to establish the SUSY energy scale.
It is designed to have its distribution peak at the threshold center of mass energy (sˆ1/2) of
the studied process [16]. In the context of SUSY processes produced in hadron colliders, the
threshold value of sˆ1/2 corresponds to about twice the mass of the lightest gluino or squark.
sˆ
1/2
min(Minv) ≡
√
E2 − P 2z +
√
(EmissT )
2 +M2inv (2)
The total visible energy is E =
∑
iEi and the corresponding longitudinal momentum is
Pz =
∑
iEicosθi, where index i labels the calorimeter towers. Minv is the sum of the masses of
all the particles that cannot be detected (invisible). When muons are present in the event, their
energy is added to E and their longitudinal momentum is added to Pz.
3.3 Transverse Mass
When particles in the final state escape detection, their momentum can only be constrained from
the missing momentum in the transverse plane. Therefore, a simple variable that can extract the
absolute masses of intermediate particles is the transverse mass. Such a variable does not rely
on the event topology. The only requirement for the variable to work properly is that all the
missing energy comes from the same particle (which mass is to be reconstructed). If such a
requirement is not matched, it gets harder to extract information. A typical suitable event is of
the form:
A+X → B(vis) + C(inv) +X , (3)
where the particle A decays into some visible (B) and some invisible (C) particles. We use X
to identify anything else taking part in the event and not being important here.
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Several definitions of the transverse mass exist in the literature: we quote here Barger’s
Transverse Mass [17]:
M2T =
(√
M2(vis) + ~pT
2(vis) + |/pT|
)2
− ( ~pT(vis) + /~pT)2 , (4)
where (vis) means the sum over the visible particles one wants to consider. A general feature
of this variable is the prominent peak2 and sharp edge at the absolute mass of the parent particle
A.
However, this variable assumes that all the missing energy comes from one particle, which
is not generally true for BSM models with pair production and a stable particle, such as in the
MSSM considered here.
3.4 MT2 Stransverse Mass andMT2 Kink
The MT2 stransverse mass collider observable first introduced in [19] is useful to measure
masses of pair produced particles, with each of them decaying to one or more directly visi-
ble particles and one invisible particle leading to missing transverse momentum. It was shown
that the endpoint of the MT2 distribution yields an estimate of the mass of the decaying particle,
provided that the mass of the invisible daughter is known. The method is especially suited for
R-parity conserving SUSY models, where superparticles are pair produced and the LSP at the
end of the decay chains is stable and undetectable. As an example, we give the expression for
MT2 as originally derived in [19] for slepton pair production pp→ X + l˜1l˜2 → X + l1χ˜01l2χ˜01
MT2 ≡ min6p1+6p2= 6pT
[
max
{
m2T (p
l1
T , 6p1),m2T (pl2T , 6p2)
}]
, (5)
with m2T (p
li
T , 6 pi) = m2li + m2χ˜ + 2(ET liET i − pT li 6 pi) and ET =
√
p2T +m2 and where the
minimization runs over all possible 2-momenta, 6p1,2 (corresponding to the unknown 2-momenta
of the two neutralinos), such that their sum equals the total missing transverse momentum, 6pT ,
observed in the event. The condition that the mass of the invisible daughter is known beforehand
is of course a problem since none of the SUSY particle masses have been determined yet.
However, this problem can be avoided with the MT2 kink method introduced in [20], in which
the MT2 endpoint distribution considered as function of a trial mass for the invisible particle
may reveal a kink yielding the exact two unknown particle masses separately. In the example of
slepton pair production given above, where the decay of the mother particle contains 1 visible
particle, the strength of the kink depends on pT (X) (or the total pT of the slepton pair system)
and the kink is expected to disappear for pT → 0 [21, 22].
3.5 Edges
In contrast to other methods, mass determination from edges does not rely on a specific event
topology. The method is typically used for long decay chains of the form
A → B + C → B +D + E → ... (6)
where the intermediate decay chain particles are taken onshell; in general, it can be used to
extract masses from decay chains of arbitrary length3. From the four-momenta of the outgoing
2Notice that this is not the case for chiral bosons, for which the Jacobian peak is absent [18].
3For 1 → 2 and 1 → 3 decays, only relative mass differences can be determined.
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visible particles, invariant masses
m2ab...n = (pa + pb + ...+ pn)
2 (7)
are constructed. The minimal and maximal allowed values of these variables, which are visible
as “edges” in the respective distributions, are completely determined by phase space and given
in terms of the decay-chain masses only, therefore being independent of the total energy of
the process. The explicit analytic form of the distribution endpoints depends on relative mass
hierarchies between the intermediate onshell particles; in case of no a priori knowledge, all
possible sets of inversion relations need to tested. Studies of edges have been presented in
e.g. [14, 23–25], and these (and similar) variables have found wide applications.
In our present study, we focus on the decay chain
q˜ → χ˜02q → l˜lq → χ˜01llq, (8)
where we consider the following variables
m2ll = (pl1 + pl2)
2, m2qll = (pl1 + pl2 + pq)
2,
m2ql(low) = min{(pl1 + pq)2, (pl2 + pq)2}, m2ql(high) = max{(pl1 + pq)2, (pl2 + pq)2}
The endpoints in the distributions of these variables are denoted by mmaxll , m
max
qll , m
max
ql(low),
mmaxql(high).
3.6 Polynomial Intersection
Unlike the preceding methods, the estimator in the case of Polynomial methods is the mass it-
self, and not an auxiliary variable. They work by hypothesizing a kinematic topology consistent
with the particles in the final state, and for each assignment of visible objects to external legs,
deriving a polynomial equation for the event. This polynomial is a function of unknown kine-
matic quantities and masses. One may then consider different ways to solve these polynomials
by making further assumptions. Applications of these ideas were pursued in Ref. [26] for a sin-
gle decay chain with some masses known. Considering both decay chains simultaneously can
potentially give us more information and allow a better determination of the masses [20,27,28].
Ref. [27] considered symmetric decay chains with two intermediate resonances on each side,
Ref. [29,30] considered symmetric chains with three intermediate resonances on each side, and
Ref. [31] used this same symmetric 3-resonance topology but omitted the quadratic missing
mass shell condition and instead used a likelihood to achieve similar results. The relationship
between these variables and the MT2 "kink" observable was explored in Ref. [32].
Figure 1: The event topology considered.
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For this study we examined events with resonances as shown in Fig.1. The equations for
a single event, assuming the two sides of the decay have the same masses are
(M2Z =) (p1 + p3 + p5 + p7)
2 = (p2 + p4 + p6 + p8)
2,
(M2Y =) (p1 + p3 + p5)
2 = (p2 + p4 + p6)
2,
(M2X =) (p1 + p3)
2 = (p2 + p4)
2,
(M2N =) p
2
1 = p
2
2.
(9)
where pi is the 4-momentum for particle i (i = 1 . . . 8). Since the only invisible particles are 1
and 2 and since we can measure the missing transverse energy, there are two more constraints:
px1 + p
x
2 = p
x
miss, p
y
1 + p
y
2 = p
y
miss. (10)
Given the 6 constraints in Eqs. (9) and (10) and 8 unknowns from the 4-momenta of the missing
particles, there remain two unknowns per event. The system is under-constrained and cannot be
solved. This situation changes if we use a second event with the same decay chains, under the
assumption that the invariant masses are the same in the two events. Denoting the 4-momenta
in the second event as qi (i = 1 . . . 8), we have 8 more unknowns, q1 and q2, but 10 more
equations,
q21 = q
2
2 = p
2
2,
(q1 + q3)
2 = (q2 + q4)
2 = (p2 + p4)
2,
(q1 + q3 + q5)
2 = (q2 + q4 + q6)
2 = (p2 + p4 + p6)
2,
(q1 + q3 + q5 + q7)
2 = (q2 + q4 + q6 + q8)
2
= (p2 + p4 + p6 + p8)
2,
qx1 + q
x
2 = q
x
miss, q
y
1 + q
y
2 = q
y
miss. (11)
Altogether, we have 16 unknowns and 16 equations. The system can be solved numerically and
we obtain discrete solutions for p1, p2, q1, q2 and thus the masses mN , mX , mY , and mZ . Note
that the equations always have 8 complex solutions, but we will keep only the real and positive
ones which we henceforth call “solutions”. The code used to solve the polynomials is publicly
available in Ref. [33].
4 Results
All analyses use object definitions and cuts as given in App. B if not stated otherwise.
4.1 Effective mass
The effective mass distribution is shown in Fig. 2.
The Meff from SUSY events can be clearly distinguished from the backgrounds consid-
ered4. This makes Meff a good variable for early SUSY discovery. Moreover, given a good
understanding of the backgrounds, the Meff distribution from SUSY events could be deduced.
From Fig. 3, the peak of the distribution could be established with a precision of 10 to 100 GeV.
Nevertheless, to estimate MSUSY from the distribution, the corresponding SUSY model needs
to be known. This is needed to find the correlation between Meff and MSUSY via MC simula-
tion. However, an effective mass analysis cannot discriminate between different SUSY models.
Consequently, external input from other studies is needed to estimate MSUSY when using Meff .
4Due to computing constraints, multi-jets from QCD have not been simulated. They could be a significant
source of background for the 4 jets + EmissT channel although we are confident that requiring E
miss
T > 100 GeV in
the analysis would keep this type of background under control.
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Figure 2: The distribution of the effective mass for the 4 jets + EmissT channel (left) and the 2 jets + 2
leptons + EmissT channel (right). The SUSY events are in purple, while the background from top-antitop
and W+jets events are in red and green respectively.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the effective mass for the 4 jets + EmissT channel (blue) and the 2 jets + 2
leptons + EmissT channel (red) when only SUSY events are present.
4.2 Square root of s-hat min (sˆ1/2min)
Although sˆ1/2min is model independent, it needs Minv as input. In the SUSY context, it means that
the neutralino mass needs to be known. The dependence of sˆ1/2min on Minv is shown in Fig. 4.
Another issue with the sˆ1/2min variable is that it is very sensitive to initial state radiation (ISR).
The solution proposed by the authors in [16] is to use only calorimeter towers with |η| smaller
than ηmax in the calculation of E and Pz, equation (2). They choose ηmax = 1.4 based on the
fact that this is where the CMS barrel ends. The effect of using different ηmax is shown in Fig.4.
The sˆ1/2min distribution of SUSY and background events (without QCD multi-jets) in the
4 jets + EmissT and 2 jets + 2 leptons + E
miss
T channels can be seen in Fig. 5. The sˆ
1/2
min SUSY
distribution peaks at a different position than the SM model background making sˆ1/2min a good
variable for early SUSY discovery. Nevertheless, it is doubtful that it will be useful in establish-
ing the SUSY scale. First, Fig.4 shows that sˆ1/2min (0) peaks at about 2000 GeV while sˆ
1/2
min (1000)
peaks around 3000 GeV. It means that a bias of about twice the lightest SUSY particle mass
would be introduced. Second, the choice of ηmax cut can induce another significant deviation.
For example, the sˆ1/2min(0) distribution of the top-antitop background should peak at twice the top
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Figure 4: The left hand side plot shows sˆ1/2min for six different values of Minv, 0 (blue), 200 (red) , 400
(light green), 600 (purple), 800 (cyan) and 1000 (dark green) GeV. The right hand side figure shows the
sˆ
1/2
min(0) distribution for different ηmax cuts: ηmax = 1.4 (blue), ηmax = 2.5 (red), ηmax = 3.2 (green)
and no ηmax cut (purple). Both plots are using the 4 jets + EmissT channel.
mass (∼ 350 GeV). However, from Fig. 5, it peaks at 500 GeV in the 2 jets + 2 leptons + EmissT
channel and at 600 GeV for the 4 jets +EmissT channel. It is also worrisome that the variable sˆ
1/2
min
is channel dependent. These observations lead to conclude that sˆ1/2min requires a very trustworthy
MC to properly understand the effect of the ηmax cut.
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Figure 5: The sˆ1/2min(0) distribution for the 4 jets + E
miss
T (left) and 2 jets + 2 leptons + E
miss
T (right)
channels. ηmax = 1.4 is used as described in the text.
4.3 Transverse Mass
The general assumption for this variable to work properly is to have only one source of missing
energy. The presence of more than one source in an event (both real particles and detector
leaks) generally spoils the results. In fact, the fraction of events for which the missing energy
is effectively coming from just one source, matching the definition of the variable, is small.
Therefore, instead of a well defined peak with a sharp edge on a flat distribution, we can expect
a smooth distribution peaking at the correct mass value. This is indeed what we see. Figure
6 shows the transverse mass distributions for two opposite sign leptons: e+e− (left) and µ+µ−
(right) for the SUSY 2 → 2 scenario. The distributions for the SUSY 2 → 3 scenario are very
similar.
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Figure 6: Transverse mass distribution for e+e− pairs (left) and µ+µ− pairs (right) for the SUSY 2→ 2
scenario.
As suggested previously, looking at figure 6 we see a continuous distribution peaking at
the correct χ˜02 mass value (mχ02 = 181.1 GeV). Since the peak is not very prominent, more
detailed analysis of the background is required for a quantitative statement. Also, the shape
of the distribution is not really characteristic: similar studies in the literature [34] showed that
typical SM backgrounds can lead to the same shape.
Notice that, given the low statistics, fluctuations may be misunderstood as peaks in the
distribution. Both electron and muon distributions show possible secondary peaks at 250 GeV
and 330 GeV respectively, none of which corresponding to actual particles in the spectrum
giving rise to pairs of (opposite sign) charged leptons.
The conclusion from this study is that the application of the transverse mass to processes
with more than one missing energy source may yield some information, but ultimately, the
(simple) transverse mass is not a suitable variable for SUSY or UED events, since more than
one particle is escaping the detection and the definition of eq. (3) is not matched.
When applied to the proper events instead, this variable is very powerful in addressing
quantitatively the intermediate particle’s mass, as shown in [34] for the B − L model 5.
4.4 MT2 Stransverse Mass andMT2 Kink
At the SPS1a point used here, the most abundantly produced slepton is the τ˜1. Fig. 7 shows the
MT2 distribution obtained for the SUSY 2→ 2 sample for both same sign and opposite sign τ˜1
pair production pp → X + τ˜1τ˜1 → X + τ χ˜01τ χ˜01 using parton level information and using the
exact mass of the invisible LSP χ˜01, 96.7 GeV (see Table 1). For the computation of MT2 the
Oxbridge MT2 / Stransverse Mass Library [35] was used. As by construction mτ˜1 ≥ MT2, the
endpoints of these distributions are expected to be a good estimate of the τ˜1 mass, 134.5 GeV,
which is clearly the case here. For this particular channel, where each of the τ˜1 decays to 1 vis-
ible and 1 invisible daughter, the endpoint of the MT2 distribution, MmaxT2 (Mχ, pT ), considered
as function of the trial LSP mass, Mχ, is expected to exhibit a kink at Mχ = mχ˜01 , only when
the τ χ˜01τ χ˜
0
1 system is recoiling with significant pT against X [21, 22], as will be demonstrated
below. As an example, Fig. 8 (left) shows the MmaxT2 distribution as function of the trial LSP
mass for the same sign τ˜1 pair production events in the g˜q˜ production channel. The distribution
was fitted in the low (0 < Mχ < 60 GeV) and high (140 < Mχ < 260 GeV) Mχ range with the
5Only at the parton-level. The detector level analysis is still on going.
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functional forms MmaxT2 (Mχ, pT ) taken from [22], which describe the region below (Mχ < mχ˜01)
and above (Mχ > mχ˜01) the kink
6. The latter functions implicitly also depend on mχ˜01 and mτ˜1 .
Instead of doing a 2-dimensional fit we performed a 1-dimensional fit of the Mχ dependence
only, leaving the average pT of the sample as a free parameter in the fit together with the two
unknown particle masses, mχ˜01 and mτ˜1 . Here, the average pT (X) of the event sample was de-
termined to be 234 GeV. As can be seen, both fits describe theMmaxT2 perfectly in their respective
regions and the two curves cross each other at the expected kink position at (mχ˜01 ,mτ˜1). The
fitted mass values were mχ˜01 = 96±4 (97±2) GeV and mτ˜1 = 133±4 (133±3) GeV, whereas〈pT 〉 = 205± 58 (370± 28) GeV for the low (high) Mχ fit respectively, which is in very good
agreement with the actual mass and 〈pT 〉 values. The observed kink is expected to disappear for
pT (X) going to zero. This effect can indeed be seen in Fig. 8 (right) where the MT2 endpoint
distribution is plotted for events with pT (X) < 80 GeV and compared to the case without any
pT (X) cut. The position of the kink is determined by the two particle masses only and therefore
independent of pT (X), but the kink itself becomes less pronounced for small pT (X) values. For
pT (X)→ 0 the entire MT2 endpoint distribution can be described by one single function of the
two unknown particle masses [22]. From the above observations, we conclude that the MT2
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Figure 7: MT2 distribution for same sign (left) and opposite sign (right) SUSY τ˜1 pair production on
parton level.
kink method is at least in principle applicable to the τ˜1 pair production channel considered here
and may yield an accurate determination of both the LSP and τ˜1 mass.
Turning to an analysis at detector level, in Fig. 9 the MT2 distributions are shown for τ
pair production for the SUSY 2→ 2 sample, where events with exactly 2 same sign or opposite
sign τ jets were selected and where the exact LSP mass was used for the MT2 computation.
Due to experimental resolution, possible τ misidentification and due to τ jets not originating
from τ˜1 decays, the sharp edges of the distributions are blurred compared to the corresponding
parton level distributions in Fig. 7. The precise position of the endpoints will also be affected by
e.g. the tau jet calibration. Note also that a study of the different backgrounds for this particular
channel was not yet included here. The extraction of the LSP and τ˜1 mass values from actual
measured data therefore requires further investigation and will definitely be more challenging.
6See Eqn. (4.10)-(4.13) of that reference.
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Figure 9: MT2 distribution for same sign (left) and opposite sign (right) τ pair production for the SUSY
sample.
4.5 Edges
We have analysed the signal chain as given in (8), for both 2 → 3 and 2 → 2 SUSY samples,
considering l = µ only. For the parameter point considered here, the theoretical values for the
endpoints are given by
mmaxll = 81 GeV, m
max
qll = 455 /448 GeV
mmaxql(low) = 320 /315 GeV, m
max
ql(high) = 398 /392 GeV
for initial (d˜, s˜) and (u˜, c˜) squarks respectively. Our experimental signature is exactly one µ+µ−
pair, both at generator and detector level. In addition to this "dimuon" signal, we also investi-
gate the behaviour of the "pure" signal, which was selected by additionally requiring the exis-
tence of the χ˜02 → µLµ˜R decay on generator level. Note that this sample also includes events
where the neutralino was not produced according to (8); the majority of these additional events
comes from direct χ˜0χ˜0 production and subsequent decays. In our analysis, we applied stan-
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dard Delphes cuts and detector level object definitions7 (cf appendix), as well as lepton isolation
for all leptons considered. In addition, we cut out the Z peak as well as all invariant masses
below 10 GeV in mll for all variables. The overall pure (dimuon) signal cross sections on de-
tector level, which take the above mentioned cuts as well as object definitions into account, are
0.22 pb (0.35 pb) for the 2 → 2 and 0.24 pb (0.40 pb) for the 2 → 3 sample8.
Considering the pure signal only, the characteristic triangle-shaped distribution of the mll vari-
able [36] can easily be reproduced on generator level and persists on the detector level, cf.
Fig. 10. The dimuon signal contains additional background which peaks at lower energies.
About two thirds of the background can be attributed to stau pairpoduction, with subsequent
leptonic tau decays. Since the tau does not distinguish between first and second family leptons,
this background can be nearly completely reduced by subtracting the mll distribution for events
with the e−µ+ and e+µ− signatures, respectively (see Fig. 11). After the subtraction, the ex-
pected triangular shape is recovered and the edge is clearly visible.
Unlike mll, the mqll,mql(low),mql(high) variables involve identifying the correct quark jet.
As an example, we here discuss mqll, where similar results were obtained for the other vari-
ables. First, we consider the behaviour of the pure signal without additional background, where
we now additionally require a squark parent for the χ˜02, such that events stem from the decay
chain (8) only. As for mll, the distribution shape doesn’t change much when moving from
generator to detector level, given the correct identification of the jet9, cf. Fig. 12. In general,
however, combinations with either one of the two hardest jets in the event have to be consid-
ered, and each variable will then inevitably include misidentified jets. In Ref. [36], a subtraction
method similar to the opposite sign opposite flavour subtraction as described above was used.
The background resulting from incorrectly identified jets is eliminated by subtracting a mass
distribution with a random uncorrelated hard jet, for instance the hardest or second hardest jet
from a previous event candidate. However, for the low luminosity considered here, this sub-
traction method does not immediately result in the expected shape distributions, and further
investigation is needed10.
Finally, we want to comment on the inclusion of additional backgrounds. Specifically, the
preliminary results for the edge mass method presented here did not take SM background into
account. In the high luminosity study [36], however, this background was well under control
after applying similar suppression techniques as discussed for the SUSY induced background
above. Summarizing, we can say that, given that the SM background is under control, the
mll edge, including all SUSY induced background, is clearly visible even at an early stage of
data taking, and can be used to constrain the number of unknown masses by one. However,
full knowledge of the relative mass spectrum includes edge measurements involving jets. These
have proven to be more challenging, and further studies are needed in order to obtain the correct
jet assignment for these variables on detector level.
7We used the Delphes lepton isolation criteria with no track with pT > 2 GeV in the dR = 0.5 cone.
8The relative contributions to the pure signal on detector level for the g˜g˜/ g˜q˜/ q˜q˜ , and χ˜χ˜ samples are
12%, 53%, 20%, and 15% for the 2 → 3 and 11%, 44%, 18%, and 27%, for the 2 → 2 sample respectively.
9We here used a χ2 minimalization in order to identify the "proper" jet at detector level, in order to test detector
effects on the pure signal distribution.
10In Ref. [37], a more dedicated study results in percent-range errors for distributions including jets, for a slighlty
different point in SUSY parameter space.
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Figure 10: The mll distribution for events exhibiting a µ+µ− signature as well as involving the χ˜02 →
µLµ˜R decay, both on generator level (left) and detector level (right), for 2 → 2 sample. The left (right)
plot corresponds to 6049 (2173) events. The expected edge at 81 GeV is clearly visible in both samples.
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Figure 11: The mll distribution for all µ+µ− events after subtracting the uncorrelated lepton back-
ground. The plot corresponds to 2435 events after subtraction. The expected edge at 81 GeV is clearly
visible.
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Figure 12: The mqll distribution for µ+µ− events involving the χ˜02 → µLµ˜R decay, using the proper
quark on generator level (left) and corresponding jet on detector level (right). This is from the 2 → 2
sample, corresponding to 5241 and 1803 events respectively.
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4.6 Polynomial Intersection
Here we considered the topology of Refs. [29–31], shown in Fig. 1. This occurs in SPS1a in
large numbers with taus on the external legs, because the stau is the NLSP. This is generic across
SUSY models in the "coannihilation region", in which the correct relic density is achieved by
the enhanced annihilation cross section due to the near degeneracy of the stau and neutralino. To
achieve precise results one can restrict to only events with smuons or selectrons instead of staus,
but the statistics are much lower. Instead here we tried using the taus themselves. We define a
tau as either an isolated muon, electron, or hadronic tau candidate as defined by Delphes. There
is inherently missing energy in the tau decays, so we expect resonances to be smeared compared
to refs. [29–31]. Additionally we require:
– 2 or more jets with pT > 50 GeV (only pT > 50 GeV jets are considered)
– all possible combinations of jets and tau’s are considered.
To solve the system of equations presented previously, one must choose two events. Refs.
[29, 30] computed all N(N − 1) possible pairs for N events to avoid questions about subset
size, which is very CPU intensive, but in principle one can Monte Carlo over pair choice (with
replacement) and as the number of pairs approaches infinity this is mathematically equivalent
to taking all possible pairs. In practice the error on mass determination is fundamentally set by
the number of events, therefore one should not need very many more solutions than the number
of events before the errors from pair choice are sub-dominant. Therefore instead of plotting the
solutions from all N(N − 1) pairs of events, we Monte Carlo’ed over pair choice, plotting all
solutions from each pair, until the number of entries in the histograms were 10 times the number
of events. Future work should quantify the errors on mass determination as a function of the
number of pairs chosen.
There are several possible particles which can appear at each point in the chain, generally
with similar masses, so that no double-peak structures are seen. We have used the entire SPS1a
2 → 3 dataset, so the heaviest particle MZ is always a squark (possibly with an upstream
gluon) with masses from 513 − 568 GeV. The second heaviest MY is the χ02 at 181 GeV. The
third heaviest MX is dominantly τ˜1 at 135 GeV, and the lightest MN is the χ˜01 at 97 GeV.
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Figure 13: MN (black solid),MX (red dashed),MY (green dot-dash), andMZ (blue dashed) polynomial
solutions.
Our results are shown in Fig.13. We find unsurprisingly that the slepton and neutralino
mass peaks are broader than in Refs. [29, 30], due to the extra missing energy from neutrinos.
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5 Conclusions
In this writeup, we reported on the first results of an ongoing comparative study of different mass
determination methods. We used a common Monte Carlo data sample, which was generated for
the MSSM mSugra point SPS1a, for a proton-proton collider with a c.m. energy of 14 TeV
and an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1. Our sample includes parton shower, hadronization,
and detector simulation. We investigated several mass determination variables. Most of these
were specifically designed for a scenario with long decay chains and missing energy from one
or more invisible final state particles. At this stage of the study, comparative statements cannot
yet be made. Therefore, we only comment on the status of the analyses and point to directions
which need to be taken in further investigation.
– Effective mass The effective mass variable is designed to determine the lowest or average
BSM mass scale in the considered process. It only uses transverse information of the
involved particles and does not rely on additional mass assumptions. In this study, we
found that, assuming the background to be under control, the distribution peaks at the
expected values. However, for a thorough investigation of any BSM model, a parameter
scan needs to be done which establishes the relation between Meff and MBSM; therefore,
the final interpretation of the result is highly model dependent.
– Square of shat-min Similar to the effective mass, the square of shat-min tries to deter-
mine an overall scale of the BSM process by exploration of the threshold region of BSM
particle pair-production. In contrast to Meff , this variable directly relies on an additional
input of the LSP mass, which needs to be determined elsewhere. Furthermore, this vari-
able is highly sensitive to initial state radiation. Cutting out ISR events with a rapidity
cut leads to a high cut dependence of the result. We therefore conclude that, although in
principle applicable, the effects of different rapidity cuts need to be further under control
before this variable can be used to determine a mass scale for new physics.
– Transverse mass In contrast to the other variables considered in this report, the trans-
verse mass is not applicable for scenarios where the missing energy stems from more
than one particle; in a way, our results can be seen as a test of an a priori false assump-
tion. As expected, we do not obtain a distinct peak in the MT distributions, but rather a
broad spectrum which however peaks at the expected value. This is caused by a small
number of events which have effectively one source of missing energy. The distribution
can furthermore be polluted by additional background; therefore, the use of the transverse
mass is quite limited in the scenario considered here.
– MT2 Stransverse Mass and MT2 kink The stransverse mass, MT2 , has the advantage
over the transverse mass that the missing energy in the process can come from more
than one particle. At the parton level, the endpoint of the MT2 distribution of the event
sample considered here could effectively be used to estimate the mass of the decaying
particle. However, the mass of the invisible particle is required as input and needs to be
determined elsewhere. The latter problem could be overcome by theMT2 Kink method in
which theMT2 endpoint,MmaxT2 , is considered as function of a trial mass corresponding to
the invisible particle. A kink effectively appears at a position which depends only on the
mass of the LSP and the considered decaying particle. The strength of the kink was seen
to depend on the total PT of the decaying particle pair. Both the mass of the decaying
particle and the LSP could be extracted quite well from a fit to the MmaxT2 trial mass
dependence. However, further investigation at detector level, including the consideration
of the SM and BSM background as well as reconstruction inefficiencies, is needed before
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a definite statement can be made about the use of this method in our present study.
– Edges Using the information of edges of invariant mass distributions is one of the more
classical methods for BSM mass determination. It is in principle applicable to any event
topology which involves on-shell decays of (B)SM particles. In our study, we found
that edge measurements which only rely on the leptonic information of the event can
easily be determined, especially after a simple background reduction. However, edge
measurements involving jets are much more challenging, and for the low luminosity con-
sidered here, we did not manage to efficiently subtract the background stemming from
wrong combinatorics. This point needs further investigation before any statement about
jet-related quantities can be made. From the measurement of the dilepton mass only, the
number of unknown masses can be reduced by one. Note however that, depending on
relative mass hierarchies within the decay chains, different inversion relations hold for
extraction of the correct mass assignments. This can in principle lead to further misinter-
pretations, even when the complete edge information is available.
– Polynomial Intersection The polynomial intersection method uses exact solutions for the
kinematic configurations of long decay chains with intermediate on-shell particles, and
in general can only be applied to specific topologies, as it relies on the overall number
of unknowns and constraints in the considered system. In this study, we investigated a
topology with eight external legs, assuming symmetric decay chains. This allows for an
exact solution of the polynomial equation system if any two events of the same topology
are combined. Pair assignment in N events as well as the related error determination
proved to pose the biggest challenge in our study. Instead of combining all possible pair
choices, we used a random Monte Carlo pair assignment. The resulting distributions
for the masses peak at the expected values, where peaks are broad mainly due to extra
energy losses in the tau decays. A big advantage of this method is that all intermediate
masses can be determined and fitted simulaneously. Future investigation concerns error
estimation as well as the inclusion of all backgrounds.
We consider this report as a starting point for a more thorough investigation. More detailed
studies adressing the issues mentioned above, as well as the inclusion of all background, are
needed before we can compare different variables in a quantitative way. However, our results
already point to advantages and drawbacks of the variables considered here, and further in-
vestigation and eventual synergies of different determination methods will hopefully lead to
promising results in the near future.
Appendices
App. A SPS1a spectrum
The SPS1a spectrum use here was generated using SOFTSUSY [38] version 2.0.5, with mt =
175 GeV. We give the mass values for particles relevant in this study in Table 1, and total cross
sections for the 2 → 3 and 2 → 2 samples in Table 2. Branching ratios have been calculated
using BRIDGE [8] and are available upon request11.
11With slight numerical variations, we reproduce the decay tables in appendix D of [39].
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d˜L 568.4 d˜R 545.2 u˜L 561.1 u˜R 549.3 b˜1 513.1 b˜2 543.7 t˜1 399.7 t˜2 585.8
l˜L 202.9 l˜R 144.1 τ˜1 134.5 τ˜2 206.9 ν˜l 185.3 ν˜τ 184.7 g˜ 607.7
χ˜−1 181.7 χ˜
−
2 380.0 χ˜
0
1 96.7 χ˜
0
2 181.1 |χ˜03| 363.8 χ˜04 381.7
Table 1: Relevant masses for SPS1a in GeV. u = (u, c), d = (d, s), l = (e, µ).
X1X2 2 → 2 2 → 3
q˜q˜ (j) 6.56 7.83
q˜g˜ (j) 19.52 21.75
g˜g˜ (j) 4.53 5.47
χ˜χ˜ (j) 1.97 4.89
Table 2: Production cross sections in pb for p p → X1X2, for a cm energy of 14 TeV. CTEQ6L1
PDFs were used. 2 → 3 sample includes an explicitly generated hard jet, where hard is defined by
pT,jet > 40 GeV.
App. B Delphes precuts and object definitions
In all detector level analyses, a minimal set of cuts was used, corresponding to the Delphes [12]
pre set cuts. We also list the object definitions on detector level used in all analyses. Additional
cuts might have been applied for different variables; cf the respective subsections for further
details.
Delphes pre cuts
– electron/ positron definition: |η| < 2.5 in the tracker, pT > 10 GeV
– muon definition: |η| < 2.4 in the tracker, pT > 10 GeV
– taujet definition12: pT > 10 GeV
– jet definition: pT > 20 GeV; CDF jet cluster algorithm [40] was used, with R = 0.7
– lepton isolation criteria (if applied): no track with pT > 2 GeV in a cone with dR = 0.5
around the considered lepton
Analysis object definitions
– Missing transverse energy: requires EmissT > 100 GeV.
– jet criteria: pT,jet > 50 GeV, |η|jet < 3
– electron/ muon: isolated; no track with pT > 6 GeV in a cone with dR = 0.5 around the
considered lepton
– any signal involing n leptons: exactly n isolated leptons at detector level
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Contribution 2
LHC mass measurement, algebraic singularities, and the
transverse mass
B. Gripaios
Abstract
I consider the recently-proposed ‘algebraic singularity method’ for mea-
suring masses of invisible particles produced at the LHC in arbitrary
decay topologies. I apply the method to the simplest case of a single
parent particle decaying to an invisible daughter particle and a visible
daughter particle, and show that it gives a local approximation to the
usual transverse mass variable. In doing so, I identify some issues that
may need to be taken into consideration in generalizing the algebraic
singularity method to more complicated decay topologies. One is that,
in order to measure masses unambiguously with this method, one may
need to identify not only the presence, but also the nature, of singulari-
ties in experimental distributions.
1 Introduction
Invisible particles will be a fact of life at the LHC, nolens volens. Whether they take the form
of neutrinos, or dark matter candidates, or even visible particles that escape into dead regions
of the detector, invisible particles will be omnipresent. The problem with invisible particles
is that they carry away kinematic information in events in which they are present, making the
reconstruction of events, and hence particle mass measurements, a non-trivial exercise. In the
presence of a concrete dynamical model, missing information is not necessarily a problem, in
that one can simply marginalize the likelihood that comes from the matrix element. But if
we profess to be ignorant of dynamics (which is certainly the case if we are looking for new
physics), then we must address the question of what can be learnt from the residual kinematic
information alone.
We have known for a long time that the situation is not hopeless. Indeed, in the canonical
example of a W -boson undergoing a decay to a charged lepton and an invisible neutrino, the
transverse mass variable was exploited long ago in UAs 1 and 2 to measure the mass of the
W [41, 42], and even today it provides the best individual measurement [43]. A more modern
example is the top quark, pair produced at the Tevatron and undergoing a decay in the di-
leptonic channel: 2t → 2b2l2ν. Here there is an extra complication, in that each decay in
the pair produces an invisible particle, and even more information is lost.1 Nevertheless, the
so-called mT2 variable [44, 45], has recently successfully been used to measure the top mass
in this channel [46, 47]. At the LHC, we can expect (or at least hope) to encounter even more
1More precisely, the measured missing transverse momentum in an event constrains only the sum of the trans-
verse momenta of the two neutrinos.
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complicated scenarios. For example, a heavy Higgs boson may decay in a di-leptonic channel
via two W s, resulting in a topology in which a single particle decays to two invisible neutrinos:
h → 2W → 2l2ν [48]. Even worse (or better, depending on one’s perspective), the LHC may
produce an invisible dark-matter candidate, whose unknown (and, in contrast to the neutrino,
non-negligible) mass further increases the number of unknowns. Dark-matter candidates may
also be multiply produced, if there is a discrete symmetry that guarantees their stability. A final
complication is that theories of physics beyond the Standard Model, such as supersymmetry,
typically predict a plethora of new states clustered around the TeV scale. Given the presence
of light SM states, these are likely to undergo cascade decays, resulting in sizable combinatoric
ambiguities in observed final (and initial) states.
In recent years, a large number of methods have been proposed for measuring the masses
of particles produced in these topologies; reviews may be found in [3,49] and elsewhere in these
proceeedings (along with a complete set of references). Although most of these methods are,
to a large extent, ad hoc, in that they focus on a particular decay topology, a number of results
of a more general nature have been obtained along the way. Among these is the observation
that in longer decay chains, the system of kinematic equations from one or more events may
be sufficient to solve directly for the masses [50]. Even for shorter decays chains, we now
know that all masses can be measured, given sufficiently many events. Indeed, even in the
decay topology with the fewest constraints, namely one (or more) parent particle(s) undergoing
a two-body decay to a visible and an invisible particle, the kinematics allow both the masses of
the parent and the invisible daughter to be measured [51]. As a corollary, one has the result
that all masses can be measured in any set of decays where each decay contains only one
invisible daughter particle, no matter how many visible particles are involved. A third result
is that for variables, such as the transverse mass, that enjoy boundedness properties, issues of
combinatorics (which arise from assignments of particles to decays [52] or of radiation to the
initial or final state) can be solved by extremization with respect to assignments.
Furthermore, we have also begun to arrive at a deeper understanding of kinematics it-
self. The breakthrough in this direction came from Cheng and Han [32], who observed that
the mT2 variable mentioned above has an interpretation as ‘the’ natural kinematic function for
the topology of pair-produced particles undergoing identical two-body decays, in the follow-
ing sense. Imagine writing down the kinematic constraints, corresponding to conservation of
(energy-)momentum, and the mass-shell conditions for some assumed decay topology. Now,
for a given event, in which some of the energy-momenta are measured and some are not, one
may ask whether the measured momenta impose any constraint on the unknown masses that
appear in the kinematic constraints. Apparently, the answer is negative, because the constraints
are just a set of underconstrained polynomials in the unmeasured momenta and masses. In
fact the answer is affirmative, essentially because the masses and energies are restricted to take
values in R+, whereas the solutions of polynomial equations generally take values in C. The
upshot is that, each event divides the space of unknown mass parameters into an allowed region
and a disallowed region. The boundary of the two regions is defined by the function mT2.
From this we learn not only that the ad hoc variable mT2 is a natural kinematic object, but
we also learn that mT2 encodes all of the information about particle masses that is contained in
an event of this topology. This means that, absent dynamic information or other assumptions,
there seems to be little point in searching for an alternative variable to measure masses in this
topology.
An obvious follow-up question is: what is the function that defines the kinematic bound-
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ary for other decay topologies? For simple cases, this is easily answered: For a single parent,
two-body decay, it is the transverse mass [53], whereas for asymmetric pair decays (where ei-
ther parents or daughters (or both) are different) one is led to a generalized version of mT2 [53].
Unfortunately, addressing this question on a case-by-case basis becomes increasingly difficult
as the the decay topology, and the set of kinematic constraints, become increasingly complex.
Very recently, I.-W. Kim has proposed [54] a related method, which, although only ap-
proximate (in a sense to be defined below) allows an elegant, and more importantly general,
algorithm for mass measurement to be defined, for any decay topology.
The starting point for the method is to note that the full phase space (defined by the
various momenta, subject to the kinematic constraints) is smooth (modulo singularities arising
from soft and collinear divergences of massless particles, which do not concern us here). But
when some of the particles are invisible, we must project out the kinematic variables that go
unmeasured; the resulting observable phase space is a singular manifold. The singularities in
observable phase space give rise to singularities in the distributions of functions on observable
phase space, which in turn give rise to sharp features that can be easily identified in experimental
data, notwithstanding the presence of smoothly-varying backgrounds or detector acceptances.
These singularities generalize the well-known edges that appear in invariant- or transverse-mass
distributions.
With this observation in hand, one can define an algorithm for measuring masses, schemat-
ically described as follows.2 Firstly, assume some decay topology, and write down the corre-
sponding kinematic constraints. Secondly, identify the locations of the singular points in ob-
servable phase space. Thirdly, construct a co-ordinate, called the singularity co-ordinate, in the
vicinity of a given singular point, which: (i) vanishes at the singularity; (ii) corresponds to a
direction normal to the singular phase space; and (iii) is normalized such that every event has
the same significance. Fourthly, for each event, find the nearest singularity, and the value of the
associated singularity co-ordinate for that event. Fifthly, plot the distribution over events of the
singularity co-ordinate for all possible guesses for the unknown mass values. When the mass
guesses are correct, the distribution will feature a singularity of the origin.
The reader may already have noted three potential thorns in the side of the algorithm.
Firstly, the notion of ‘nearest singularity’ needs an explicit definition if there is more than one.
Secondly, one might fear that the local approximation made will be of limited use for a sample
of experimental events that are spread roughly uniformly in phase space [55]. Thirdly, the
method only guarantees the presence of a singularity at the origin of the singularity co-ordinate
when the hypothesized masses are the correct ones. It does not guarantee the converse, namely
the absence of a singularity at the origin when the hypothesized masses are incorrect.
In what follows, I hope to shed some light on these issues by applying the method, ver-
batim, to the simplest decay topology, namely a single parent particle undergoing a two-body
decay to visible particle and an invisible particle. In doing so, we will see that the singularity co-
ordinate is just a local approximation to the usual transverse mass variable. We will also see in
these examples that the algorithm, as it stands, does not identify the correct masses uniquely; to
do so, one needs to identify not just the presence of a singularity at the origin of the singularity
co-ordinate, but also its nature.
I start, in the next Section, by considering as a special case the subset of events in which
the visible daughter particle is produced at rest. I treat the general case of moving visible
2For a fuller description, see [54].
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daughters in the subsequent Section.
2 A special case
Consider a single parent particle Y , of mass mY , undergoing a two-body decay to an invisible
particle X , of mass mX , and a visible particle V , of mass mV . Consider, for now, the restricted
subset of events in which the momentum of the visible system V vanishes. The four-momenta
of V , X and Y may, therefore, be written as
Vµ = (mV ,0, 0), (1)
Xµ = (p0,p, p3), (2)
Yµ = (p0 +mV ,p, p3), (3)
and the three mass-shell constraints may be written as VµV µ = m2V ,XµX
µ = m2X , and YµY
µ =
m2Y . To make the analysis as straightforward as possible, I solve the constraint XµX
µ = m2X
for p0, such that the remaining constraint is
g ≡ p2 + p23 −M2 = 0, (4)
where I set (
m2Y −m2X −m2V
2mV
)2
−m2X ≡M2. (5)
It is now very simple to apply the method of [54]. The full phase space is defined by
three momenta, namely p and p3, subject to the constraint (4). Geometrically, phase space is a
two-sphere embedded in R3. According to [54], we should now split the momentum variables
into those momenta which are measured in an experiment (or ‘known unknowns’ [56]), viz. p,
and those ‘unknown unknowns’ which are not measured, viz. p3. The observable phase space
is then obtained by projecting out the unmeasured p3, and is given by the disk
p2 ≤M2, (6)
in R2. The full phase space is clearly a non-singular manifold (it is, after all, just a two-sphere),
but the observable phase space, obtained by projection, exhibits singularities whenever the tan-
gent space to the full phase space is parallel to the direction of projection. In our simple ex-
ample, this is equivalent to the simple algebraic condition 0 = ∂g
∂p3
= 2p3. But when p3 = 0,
Eq. (4) implies that p2 = M2, so the singular points of the observable phase space correspond
to the boundary of the disk in (6).
Now let us build the singularity co-ordinate in the vicinity of a given singular point. Since
the disk is rotationally symmetric, we may, without loss of generality, choose the singular point
to be at (p, p3) = ((M, 0), 0). Following the rubric of [54], the first step is to choose a system
of orthonormal co-ordinates, (n, t1, t2) in the neighbourhood of the singularity, corresponding
to directions normal and tangent to the full phase space (the two-sphere in the case at hand).
Thus I write
(p, p3) = ((M + n, t1), t2) (7)
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In these co-ordinates, the constraint (4) may be written as
(M + n)2 + t21 + t
2
2 −M2 = 0 =⇒ n =
−1
2M
(t21 + t
2
2) +O(n
2) (8)
The un-normalized singularity co-ordinate is just n; to normalize it, we restrict the second
fundamental form II = −1
2M
(t21 + t
2
2) to the invisible direction t2. The volume of phase space
in the invisible direction thus scales as (2MII)
1
2 and the normalized singularity co-ordinate
is Σ = 2Mn = 2Mδp1. For a general singular point on the boundary of the disk, we find
Σ = 2p · δp = δ(p2 −M2). So the singularity co-ordinate is just the observable (p2 −M2),
linearized about a point where p2 = M2. Note that the singularity co-ordinate depends on the
event (through p), on the chosen singularity (which defines δp, and on the hypothesis for the
masses (through M ).
Having computed explicitly the singularity co-ordinate, we are now in a position to an-
swer several questions. Firstly, what is the relation to the usual transverse mass variable? The
transverse mass variable is defined by
m2T ≡ m2X +m2V + 2(ef − p · q) (9)
where p and q are the transverse momenta of X and V , respectively, and e ≡ √p2 +m2X and
f ≡√q2 +m2V are their transverse energies. For the special case of q = 0, this reduces to
m2T ≡ m2V +m2X + 2mV
√
p2 +m2X . (10)
Now we know that when we hypothesize the correct value mX for the a priori unknown mass
of X , the distribution of mT has its maximum at mT = mY . That is to say, the mT distribution
has a singularity (an edge, in fact) at mT = mY . Equivalently, we can say that the distribution
of m2T −m2Y will be singular at the origin (when the correct hypothesis of the masses mX and
mY is chosen), or indeed that the distribution of the observable (p2 −M2) has a singularity at
the origin. But as we saw above, (p2 −M2), when linearized about a singularity, is precisely
the singularity co-ordinate constructed according to the recipe of [54]. Note that it is not correct
to say that the transverse mass and the singularity co-ordinate are equivalent, because the latter
is linearized about a singular point, whereas the former is not. But it is correct to say that the
transverse mass and the singularity co-ordinate are equivalent in the neighbourhood of a given
singular point, modulo an overall scale factor. Nevertheless, away from the singular point, the
transverse mass and singularity co-ordinate distributions will disagree.
Secondly, since there is a whole S1 of singular points, given by the boundary of the disk,
which one should we choose to construct the singularity co-ordinate for a given event? Naïvely,
the rotational invariance tells us that any one is as good as any other. But if we choose just a
single point, most events (assuming they are spread uniformly over the disk) will be a long way
away from the singular point. To counteract this, it is suggested in [54] that for any event, we
should choose the ‘nearest’ singular point to compute the singularity co-ordinate for any event.
This then raises the question of what metric defines the concept of nearness, and of whether
a singular point thus defined is unique. One answer might be to define the nearest point with
respect to the metric on observable phase space induced by the Euclidean embedding; in that
case the nearest singularity is obtained by drawing a radius through the event and finding its
intersection with the disk’s boundary. Another solution might be to minimize the singularity
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co-ordinate itself, constructed with respect to all singularities. At least in the example here, this
alternative definition yields the same singular point at the nearest one, for a given event.
Thirdly, what masses can we actually measure with the singularity co-ordinate in this
case? We know on the basis of general kinematic arguments that to measure both the invisible
masses mX and mY , one needs events in which the parent particle Y has variable transverse
boosts with respect to the laboratory frame. But here, we restricted events to the subset with
q = 0, corresponding to a fixed transverse boost of the parent. In this case we know that
we should only be able to measure the combination of masses given by M using kinematic
methods alone. To see that this is what happens here, we need to recall how the algorithm
of [54] is defined. The algorithm instructs us to construct the singularity co-ordinate for all
possible hypothetical values of the unknown masses. It then tells us that for true values of the
masses, we will observe a singularity at the origin.
Now, since the singularity co-ordinate is just δ(p2 −M2), it is clear that if we instead
choose wrong values for the masses, the singularity will, in general, have a singularity that is
translated away from the origin. But if one makes a wrong guess for mX and mY individually
that yields the right value of M in combination, then the singularity will be at the origin.
This is, of course, fully consistent with the kinematic observation that in such a subset of
events, one can do no better than measure the combination M , and the singularity method does
no worse than any other method in this respect. But it does raise the worry that, in other cases,
more than one set of mass values will give rise to a singularity at the origin, even when general
kinematic arguments tell us that the masses can be measured unambiguously. Indeed, this is
exactly what will happen when we consider, in the next Section, the general case of visible
particles with arbitrary momentum.
Lastly, can we get rid of the linearization? In this simple case, we can simply take the
‘known unknown’ to be p2 (taking values in R+). Phase space is then a parabola in R×R+ and
the projected phase space is the interval p2 ∈ [0,M2]. Then the singularity co-ordinate is just
p2 −M2. So in this case, because the constraint is a single quadratic function, linearization is
an unnecessary simplification.
2.1 The general case
Now let me proceed to the general case, where V is produced with arbitrary four-momentum.
In this case, we have events in which the parent may have an arbitrary boost with respect to the
laboratory frame, and know on general kinematic grounds that it should be possible to measure
both of the unknown masses mX and mY . We would like to see, explicitly, whether (and if so,
how) this may be achieved using the algebraic singularity method.
To prevent the proliferation of unknowns, let me consider the case of 2 + 1-dimensional
spacetime. The energy-momentum vectors then become
Vµ = (q0, q, q3), (11)
Xµ = (p0, p, p3), (12)
Yµ = (p0 + q0, p+ q, p3 + q3). (13)
To render the analysis straightforward, I first use the two constraints VµV µ = m2V and
XµX
µ = m2X to solve for p0 and q0. To wit,
q0 =
√
q2 + q23 +m
2
V (14)
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p0 =
√
p2 + p23 +m
2
X . (15)
This leaves a set of three ‘known unknowns’, namely {p, q, q3}, and one ‘unknown unknown’,
p3, subject to the single constraint
g ≡ 2p0q0 − 2pq − 2p3q3 +m2X +m2V −m2Y = 0, (16)
where p0, q0 are, of course, given by Eq. (14). Geometrically, the full phase space is a three-
dimensional hypersurface in R4, defined by the quartic constraint (16). The observable phase
space is obtained by projecting with respect to the co-ordinate p3, and is singular when
0 =
∂g
∂p3
= 2(
q0
p0
p3 − q3) =⇒ q0p3 − p0q3 = 0. (17)
Substituting into (16), it is easy enough to show that, at the singularities, the observable mo-
menta satisfy
m2Y = m
2
X +m
2
V + 2(ef − pq). (18)
Perhaps unsurprisingly, this is just the condition that the transverse mass variable (9) be at its
maximum.
At a singularity, the normal vector to phase space has direction(
0 0 q0 −p0
)T
, (19)
so that the tangent space may be defined by the three vectors(
1 0 0 0
)T
,
(
0 1 0 0
)T
,
(
0 0 p0 q0
)T (20)
Using these vectors to define the directions of the orthonormal co-ordinates in the neighbour-
hood of the singularity, we have
n
t1
t2
t3
 =

sin θ cos θ 0 0
cos θ − sin θ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


δp
δq
δq3
δp3
 , (21)
where I defined
tan θ ≡ −q0
p0
= −q3
p3
= −f
e
. (22)
We are now in a position to compute the singularity co-ordinate. Going through the normaliza-
tion procedure given in [54], we end up with
Σ =
∂g
∂n
n, (23)
= 2
pq0 − qp0
p0q0
(q0 sin θ + p0 cos θ)(δp sin θ + δq cos θ), (24)
= 2
pq0 − qp0
p0q0
(q0δp− p0δq), (25)
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= 2
pf − qe
ef
(fδp− eδq). (26)
To show the relation with the transverse mass, linearize (9) about a point with mT = mY .
One obtains
m2Y −m2T = 2
pf − qe
ef
(fδp− eδq). (27)
So the singularity co-ordinate is equivalent to the transverse mass variable, expanded linearly
about its maximum.
Let me again make some remarks. Firstly, I pointed out at the beginning of this section
that, in this general case, kinematics tells us that it should be possible to measure both invisible
masses, mX and mY , in this case. How is this achieved using the singularity co-ordinate?
For the transverse mass variable, this may be achieved, at least in principle, in the following
way [51]. Guess a value for the mass mX and compute the resulting distribution over events
of the transverse mass (9). Extract the endpoint of the distribution. Now plot the endpoint as a
function of the guessed mass mX . Kinematics tells us that the function has a ‘kink’ [57] (that
is, is C0, but not C1), at the point where mX takes its true value.
For the singularity co-ordinate, we are instructed to compute the value of the co-ordinate
for all events and for all possible hypothesized values of the masses. We should then look for
values of the masses that give rise to a singularity at the origin in the distribution over events
of the singularity co-ordinate. Now, just as for the special case considered in the last section,
although it is true that the set of mass values giving rise to a singularity at the origin contains
the point corresponding to the true mass values, it is not true that the set contains only this point.
This is easily seen by considering a plot of the transverse mass distribution for various values of
mX , an example of which is reproduced in Fig. 1. The point is simply that the mT distribution
has an endpoint for all values ofmX , and since the distribution is C0, but not C1 at the endpoint,
it seems reasonable to describe the endpoint as singular. Therefore, the singularity co-ordinate,
which is simply a linearized version of the transverse mass variable, will feature a singularity in
this sense for all values of mX . And for each value of mX , there exists a value of mY that will
map this singularity to the origin in the singularity co-ordinate.
We conclude that the set of masses, {(mX ,mY )} that give rise to a singularity at the origin
of the singularity co-ordinate does not consist of the single point corresponding to the true mass
values. But rather consists of a curve in the space (mX ,mY ). How then are we to find the true
masses? Two methods suggest themselves. One is to note that this curve is nothing but the
kink curve discussed above, and the location of the kink gives the true masses. A second is to
observe in Fig. 1 that the nature of the singularity qualitatively changes as one approaches the
true value of mX . That is to say, the distribution becomes discontinuous.
A second remark is that, in order to compute the singularity co-ordinate according to
the prescription given in [54], one needs a definition of what is the ‘nearest singularity to a
given event’. In the special case considered in the previous Section, where the observable phase
space is a disk with the singularities living on its boundary, it seems easy enough to make an
unambiguous definition. But in the more general case considered in this Section, the observable
phase space is a three-volume in (p, q, q3), whose singular boundary is the two-surface defined
by the quartic 2(p0q0 − pq − p3q3) = M2. (In the case of massless daughter particles, this
describes a hyperbola.) It is now unclear, at least from a geometer’s viewpoint, what the nearest
singularity should be.
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Figure 1: Simulation of the transverse mass variable for decay of a single gluino, with different curves
corresponding to different hypothesized values of the invsible daughter mass mX . The distribution has a
singular endpoint for all values of mX , which translates into a singularity in the singularity co-ordinate
for all mX . Reproduced from [58].
3 Conclusions
The algebraic singularity method of [54] constitutes an elegant general method for measuring
masses, exploiting singularities that arise in projecting the smooth phase space of events in-
volving invisible particles onto the observable phase space. To better understand the method,
I applied it to the simple example of a single parent particle undergoing a point-like decay to
an invisible daughter particle and a visible daughter particle. For this decay topology, it is
known that the kinematic properties are completely captured by the transverse mass variable,
and I showed that the variable that arises from the algebraic singularity method is nothing but a
linearized version of the usual transverse mass.
The algorithm works by looking for a singularity at the origin in the distribution of a cer-
tain co-ordinate, the so-called singularity co-ordinate. Such a singularity is shown to arise when
the hypothesis for the masses is the correct one. I argued that the method suffers from the prob-
lem that many mass hypotheses (including incorrect ones) give rise to such a singularity, even
in cases where general kinematic arguments tell us that it ought to be possible to determine the
masses unambiguously. To do so using the singularity method seems to require supplementing
the algorithm with a means to identify the nature of a singularity, as well as its mere presence.
I also discussed the issue of the definition of the nearest singularity, required to implement
the algorithm. This issue will need to be borne in mind when applying the method to more
complicated decay topologies, such as cascade decays.
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Supersymmetry
Contribution 3
Light gluinos in hiding: reconstructing R-parity violating
decays at the Tevatron
A.R. Raklev, G.P. Salam and J.G. Wacker
Abstract
If gluinos exist with masses less than 200 GeV, they are copiously pro-
duced at the Tevatron, but still may not have been discovered if they
decay through baryon number violating operators. We show that using
cuts on jet substructure can enable a discovery with existing data and
even determine the gluino’s mass.
1 Introduction
The TeV scale is the high energy frontier and New Physics (NP) is currently searched for in
a multitude of channels at hadron colliders. Searches for NP with final state jets have yielded
bounds on new resonances decaying into pairs of jets through di-jet searches [59], or into jets
and missing energy [60, 61]. These resonance searches reach up to masses at the TeV scale for
resonant production and 500 GeV for pair-produced particles. However, other NP possibilities
can appear in exclusively hadronic final states, with no missing energy, that will not be discov-
erable with the di-jet search or jets and missing energy searches. These NP possibilities fail to
stand out over background because hadronic final states are challenging to calibrate and analyse.
Even some relatively basic searches have not been performed at the Tevatron. For instance, [62]
showed that a resonance that decays into two other new particles that subsequently decay to jets
has not been explicitly searched for, even though the backgrounds are manageable. In light of
this dearth of searches, it is possible that NP candidates could escape detection at much lower
masses than 1 TeV, not because of small couplings to Standard Model (SM) particles and low
cross sections, but because of detector signatures that are sufficiently different from the searches
performed so far at the Tevatron.
This contribution considers one such possibility: a relatively light gluino, copiously pair-
produced at the Tevatron, in a model with trilinear R-parity violating (RPV) operators that
violate baryon number. As a result, the gluino decays into three quarks, g˜ → qqq, and the event
contains six final state partons. It is conceivable that these six partons will produce a six-jet
signature if the gluinos are produced near threshold, however, in the busy hadronic environment
of the Tevatron, with potential multiple jet overlaps and unreconstructed jets, it is not evident
that this will show up over SM backgrounds in searches requiring high jet-multiplicity, e.g.
the all-hadronic tt¯ channel [63]. The reconstruction of a gluino mass peak is similarly very
hard due to the large combinatorics. Taken to its other extreme, the signature of gluino pair-
production far above threshold, the six final state partons can merge into two back-to-back jets,
each consisting of three collimated sub-jets from the individual final-state quarks. Here di-jet
searches along the same lines as [59] may be effective, but the non-resonant origin of the gluino
pair makes discovery through simple di-jet invariant mass distributions very difficult.
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The current limit on gluino masses in these scenarios comes from event shapes at LEP,
which give a model independent gluino mass bound of 51.0 GeV [64]. In this contribution, we
will show how jet-substructure information for hard jets yields much better expected sensitivity
to gluinos, and how a discovery may be lurking in Tevatron data. Our analysis will follow
a pattern similar to those suggested for reconstructing RPV neutralino decays to three quarks
in [65], and benefits by lessons learned from the recent large interest in reconstructing the
hadronic decays of other massive particle species, such as gauge bosons, top quarks and the
Higgs [66–75].
2 The light gluino
Searches for supersymmetry necessarily make assumptions on the sparticle spectrum, and usu-
ally it is assumed that color neutral particles (neutralinos, charginos, and sleptons) are lighter
than the colored particles (gluinos and squarks), however, this choice is motivated by top-down
model building considerations. See [76, 77] for examples of models with gluinos as the light-
est supersymmetric particle (LSP) and [78, 79] for studies without top-down prejudices. If a
colored LSP decays relatively quickly it avoids the standard cosmological constraints on stable
charged particles.
In this contribution, the gluino is assumed to be the lightest supersymmetric particle pro-
duced in a collider and it decays via the R-parity violating superpotential operator
LRPV =
∫
d2θ λ′′ijkU
c
iD
c
jD
c
k + h.c. , (1)
where λ′′ijk are flavor dependent coupling constants that are antisymmetric in the jk indices.
It is likely that there are strong flavor hierarchies in these coupling constants which lessen the
constraints on the operator. For instance, a minimal flavor violation scenario gives λ′′ijk ∝
y
1/2
u i y
1/2
d j y
1/2
d k . If this is the case, the gluino decays dominantly to the heavy flavor combination
of g˜ → cbs, assuming that it is beneath the top quark threshold. However, to be conservative, we
will not make any assumptions of heavy flavours in the final state, and we will use λ′′112 = 0.001,
leading to the gluino decay g˜ → uds and its charge conjugate. The size of the coupling avoids
both resonant single-sparticle production and displaced vertices/metastable charged sparticles,
which have signatures that should be more easily detectable.
A gluino LSP that decays via the baryon number violating RPV operator completely
changes the search strategy for supersymmetry at a hadron collider. Pair-production of light
gluinos has a huge cross section, as shown in Fig. 1. If the gluino is light and undiscovered,
the rest of the susy spectrum is possibly not much heavier and we give a rough outline of the
generic phenomenology here.
Any squarks produced decay quickly into the gluino, giving rise to short cascades that
rarely contain secondary leptons or missing energy, even if charginos are kinematically accessi-
ble in the decay chain. The best chance for a “spectacular” leptonic event at the Tevatron is then
if the direct production of charginos and neutralinos is kinematically accessible, and they decay
to a lighter slepton. The slepton will in turn decay via a prompt four-body decay, ˜`→ `g˜q¯q.
Thus the entire event would be χχ′ → 2g˜4`4j, where some of the ` may be neutrinos, giving
rise to a modest amount of missing energy. A tri-lepton search might be effective with this chan-
nel, however, most current searches place jet multiplicity cuts to reduce the tt¯ background [80].
The searches for tri-leptons with jet vetoes set limits of mχ± >∼ 150 GeV. Given that a gluino
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Figure 1: Leading order gluino pair-production cross section versus mass at the Tevatron.
LSP gives a more challenging environment, this is an optimistic estimate of the Tevatron’s reach
for charginos and neutralinos in these scenarios.
Associated production of a squark and gluino can be an important contribution to the
boosted gluino spectrum because the gluino’s pT can arise through the decay of the squark;
however, the final state decay products of g˜q˜ → qg˜g˜ are not more visible than gluino pair-
production. The squark may also appear as a di-jet resonance, however, the production cross
sections are much smaller. For instance, a spectrum with (mg˜,mq˜) = (51 GeV, 400 GeV) has
a production cross section of σg˜q˜ ' 6 pb, beneath the 10 pb bound for a 400 GeV resonance in
the di-jet search [59]. Associated production could become an effective search channel for the
squark with the jet substructure methods described below.
2.1 Monte Carlo simulation
For concreteness, we consider a “worse case” scenario with only gluinos light, keeping all other
sparticle masses at 1 TeV. Our conservative approach means that the discovery potential should
be independent of the RPV coupling flavour and value, and to first order only depend on the
gluino mass. We simulate gluino pair-production with RPV decays at the
√
s = 1.96 TeV
Tevatron using the HERWIG 6.510 Monte Carlo event generator [81–84] with CTEQ 6L [85]
PDFs, and using JIMMY 4.31 [86] for the simulation of multiple interactions. The HERWIG
event generator includes spin correlations in the gluino decays. The leading-logarithmic parton
shower approximation used in HERWIG has been shown to model jet substructure well in a wide
variety of processes [87–92].
The resulting events are interfaced to the FASTJET 2.4.0 [93, 94] jet-finder package us-
ing the RIVET [95] framework, with some minor modifications to cope with the simulation of
sparticles. Our background sample, consisting of QCD 2 → 2 events, tt¯, W+jet, Z+jet and
WW/WZ/ZZ production is simulated with the same setup. To explore the ultimate reach of
the Tevatron, we use statistics comparable to 10 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. A cut of |η| < 1.1
is imposed upon all jets as a realistic geometrical acceptance; however, no other detector effects
are included.
2.2 Analysis
The signal is isolated by searching for jets that contain all three quarks from the gluino decay.
These jets are necessarily very hard; indeed, the distance ∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2 between the
decay products of a massive particle with mass m and transverse momentum pT should be
∆R >∼ 2m/pT [68]. The sensitivity to gluinos is strongly dependent upon the jet-algorithm size
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parameter, and the momentum cut and these parameters should be optimised for any specific
search. This contribution uses values that have good sensitivity over a large gluino mass range,
but no optimisation is performed. In the following we will use the kT jet-algorithm [96, 97] in
the inclusive mode, as currently used at the Tevatron [98], with the following choices for jet
size: R = 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5.
Gluino candidates are identified by requirements on jet-substructure of the hardest jets in
the event. For each merging i of sub-jets k and l in the jet clustering we define
yi =
min (p2Tk, p
2
T l)
m2j
∆R2kl, (2)
where p2Tk and p
2
T l are the transverse momenta of the sub-jets and mj is the mass of the final jet
after all mergings. The expectation is that y1 and y2, from the last two mergings of the jet, are
distributed very differently from ordinary QCD jets because of the three-parton structure of the
gluino jet. This turns out to be the case, see Fig. 1 of [65] for the similar case of a three-quark
neutralino decay.
Since we have pair-production of gluinos, there is a choice of whether to perform an in-
clusive analysis searching for at least one gluino candidate jet in each event, or an exclusive
analysis, reconstructing both gluinos. This is a balance between signal efficiency and SM back-
ground rejection that should be optimized to maximize discovery potential. In order to trigger
and collimate the decay products of the gluino, at least one high pT jet is required, however,
this also implies another back-to-back high pT gluino. To arrive at as clean a signal sample as
possible we choose an exclusive analysis.
The following cuts are used: i) we require two hard jets with pT > 350 GeV, ii) both must
be candidate gluino jets satisfying the substructure constraint y1 > 0.1, and iii) their masses
must be within 20% of each other. The resulting jet mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 for a
gluino mass of mg˜ = 150 GeV and different values of the jet-size parameter R. A gluino mass
peak is clearly observable with a small background, consisting mostly of QCD events, when
the jet-size R is large enough to contain the complete gluino jets. This is generically true for
gluino masses up to around 200 GeV with our pT cut, where we start to loose containment of
the gluino for the largest jet-size considered.
There is some systematic bias in signal events, visible in Fig. 2, towards jet masses larger
than the nominal. This arises from the jet-algorithm sweeping up extra energy from initial state
radiation and the underlying event, however, it should be possible to calibrate this with known
particle masses, e.g. the top quark, and to limit the bias with filtering [68] and related techniques
[73, 75]. The final achievable precision on mass seems likely to be limited by statistics and the
jet mass resolution of the experiment.
In Fig. 3 we show the resulting signal significance, S/
√
B, as a function of gluino mass
for all four jet-sizes. The significance is estimated by the number of events in a 40 GeV interval
around the nominal mass, which corresponds to a semi-realistic experimental jet mass resolu-
tion. This ignores the “looking-elsewhere” problem, but should serve as a first estimate of the
possible reach.
We can see that even above the point where we start to loose containment of the gluino
jet the signal stands out over the background. This is in part caused by the kT algorithm’s
efficiency in sweeping up soft radiation somewhat outside of its “radius” R, and in part by
the jet substructure cut not requiring two significant structures, allowing partially reconstructed
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Figure 2: Jet mass distribution after cuts for 10 fb−1 integrated luminosity (black with error bars). Also
shown is contribution from signal events for mg˜ = 150 GeV (red), QCD (black) and other high pT SM
background events (W,Z and tt¯) (green).
gluinos. The latter effect is visible in the mass tails for the signal distribution in Fig. 2, and also
in the presence of vector bosons which should only have one significant structure. For low mass
gluinos this is clearly not desirable as it could obfuscate a signal, however, the vector bosons
can serve as a jet mass calibration tool along with the top.
Figure 3 also shows the signal to background ratio as a function of the gluino mass.
For light gluino masses the lowest jet-sizes allows discovery and large S/B for gluino masses
from 70 GeV to 150 GeV, above which containment of the gluino is lost. For higher masses
progressively larger jet-sizes must be used. For gluino masses significantly above 200 GeV, the
rate for producing boosted gluinos is too low; the requirement of 10 signal events with gluino
transverse momentum of pT > 1.5mg˜ sets an upper limit to the reach of mg˜ = 280 GeV with
10 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. However, these heavier gluinos are sufficiently massive that
their decay products are multiple hard jets at the Tevatron.
3 Conclusions
This contribution has demonstrated that the Tevatron can discover new light colored particles
that decay into complicated hadronic final states, by using events where these particles are
produced at high pT and their boosted decay products are collimated. The recently developed
techniques using jet substructure can effectively separate signal from background, allowing the
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Figure 3: Significance (left) and signal over background (right) as a function of gluino mass for various
values of the jet-size R.
new particle to appear as a jet-mass resonance. This work is a proof-of-principle, but there is
significantly more work to be done. Neither of the Tevatron’s two detectors have calorimetry
that is as finely segmented as the LHC detectors, where most studies have been done so far, and
this may reduce the jet mass resolution and restrict the Tevatron reach. Some of this resolution
loss may be recovered by using tracking information, particularly at CDF [99].
On the theoretical side, the optimal cuts and jet-size for a given mass have not been
determined, nor have other jet algorithms such as Cambridge/Aachen been studied. Switching
to a more inclusive analysis may also improve sensitivity. The primary challenge is to keep
signal efficiency high due to the low number of gluinos in the high pT tail, e.g. with mg˜ =
150 GeV we see 18% of gluinos with pT > 350 GeV reconstructed using R = 1.0. Therefore it
may be beneficial to search for one narrow gluino candidate jet with tight constraints recoiling
against another wide jet-size gluino candidate jet. The application of loose substructure cuts to
the jets of the ordinary di-jet search is also interesting.
If the squarks become light enough that associated squark-gluino production or squark
pair production becomes sizable, then the dominant source of boosted gluinos may come from
these secondary processes. This is qualitatively similar to the models studied in [65] where the
hadronically decaying LSP was being produced in cascade decays of squarks and gluinos.
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Contribution 4
SUSY-QCD corrections to MSSM Higgs boson production via
gluon fusion
M. Mühlleitner, H. Rzehak and M. Spira
Abstract
In the MSSM scalar h,H production is mediated by heavy quark and
squark loops. The higher order QCD corrections have been obtained
some time ago and turned out to be large. The full SUSY-QCD correc-
tions have been obtained recently including the full mass dependence of
the loop particles. We describe our calculation and present first numer-
ical results. We also address the question of the proper treatment of the
large gluino mass limit, i.e. the consistent decoupling of heavy gluino
effects, and present the effective Lagrangian for decoupled gluinos.
1 Introduction
One of the major goals at the LHC is the detection of Higgs boson(s) [100–104]. In the Minimal
Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) two complex Higgs doublets are in-
troduced to give masses to up- and down-type fermions [105–112]. After electroweak symmetry
breaking there are five physical Higgs states, two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons h,H , one neu-
tral CP-odd Higgs state A and two charged Higgs bosons H±. At tree level, the Higgs sector
can be parameterized by two independent parameters, the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass MA
and the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values (VEV) of the two complex Higgs doublets,
tan β = v2/v1. The Higgs couplings to quarks and gauge bosons are modified with sin and cos
of the mixing angles α and β with respect to the Standard Model (SM) couplings, where α de-
notes the h,H mixing angle. The bottom (top) Yukawa couplings are enhanced (suppressed) for
large values of tan β, so that top Yukawa couplings play a dominant role at small and moderate
values of tan β.
At the LHC and Tevatron neutral Higgs bosons are copiously produced via gluon fusion
gg → h,H,A, which is mediated in the case of h,H by (s)top and (s)bottom loops [113–115].
The pure QCD corrections to the (s)quark loops have been obtained including the full Higgs and
(s)quark mass dependencies and increase the cross sections by ∼ 100% [116–122]. This result
can be approximated by very heavy top (s)quarks with ∼ 20 − 30% accuracy for tan β <∼ 5
[123]. In this limit the next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD [124–128] and later the next-to-next-
to-leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections [129–133] have been obtained, the latter leading
to a moderate increase of 20-30%. Finite top mass effects at NNLO have been discussed in
[134–138]. Finally, the estimate of the next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order effects [139–142]
indicates improved perturbative convergence. The full supersymmetric (SUSY) QCD correc-
tions have been obtained in the limit of heavy SUSY particle masses [143–147] and more re-
cently including the full mass dependence [148]. The electroweak loop effects have been cal-
culated in [149–152]. In this article we will describe in Section 2 the calculation of the full
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Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to gg → h,H at leading order.
SUSY-QCD corrections in gluon fusion to h,H , and we will present for the first time numerical
results. In Section 3 we will discuss the consistent derivation of the effective Lagrangian for the
scalar Higgs couplings to gluons after the gluino decoupling.
2 Gluon fusion
At leading order (LO) the gluon fusion processes gg → h/H are mediated by heavy quark
and squark triangle loops, cf. Fig.1, the latter contributing significantly for squark masses <∼
400 GeV. The LO cross section in the narrow-width approximation can be obtained from the
h/H gluonic decay widths, [113–115, 153]
σLO(pp→ h/H) = σh/H0 τh/H
dLgg
dτh/H
(1)
σ
h/H
0 =
pi2
8M3h/H
ΓLO(h/H → gg)
σ
h/H
0 =
GFα
2
s(µR)
288
√
2pi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Q
g
h/H
Q A
h/H
Q (τQ) +
∑
Q˜
g
h/H
Q˜
A
h/H
Q˜
(τQ˜)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (2)
where τh/H = M2h/H/swith s being the squared hadronic c.m. energy and τQ/Q˜ = 4m
2
Q/Q˜
/M2h/H .
The LO form factors are given by
A
h/H
Q (τ) =
3
2
τ [1 + (1− τ)f(τ)]
A
h/H
Q˜
(τ) = −3
4
τ [1− τf(τ)] (3)
f(τ) =

arcsin2
1√
τ
τ ≥ 1
−1
4
[
log
1 +
√
1− τ
1−√1− τ − ipi
]2
τ < 1
.
And the gluon luminosity at the factorization scale µF is defined as
dLgg
dτ
=
∫ 1
τ
dx
x
g(x, µ2F )g(τ/x, µ
2
F ) ,
where g(x, µ2F ) denotes the gluon parton density of the proton. The NLO SUSY-QCD correc-
tions consist of the virtual two-loop corrections, cf. Fig.2, and the real corrections due to the
radiation processes gg → gh/H, gq → qh/H and qq¯ → gh/H , cf. Fig.3. The final result for
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Figure 2: Some generic diagrams for the virtual NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to the gluonic Higgs
couplings.
the total hadronic cross sections can be split accordingly into five parts,
σ(pp→ h/H +X) = σh/H0
[
1 + Ch/H
αs
pi
]
τh/H
dLgg
dτh/H
+ ∆σh/Hgg + ∆σ
h/H
gq + ∆σ
h/H
qq¯ . (4)
The strong coupling constant is renormalized in the MS scheme, with the top quark, gluino
and squark contributions decoupled from the scale dependence. The quark and squark masses
are renormalized on-shell. The parton densities are defined in the MS scheme with five active
flavors, i.e. the top quark, the gluino and the squarks are not included in the factorization
scale dependence. After renormalization we are left with collinear divergences in the sum of
the virtual and real corrections which are absorbed in the renormalization of the parton density
functions, so that the result Eq. (4) is finite and depends on the renormalization and factorization
scales µR and µF , respectively. The natural scale choices turn out to be µR = µF ∼ Mh/H .
The numerical results are presented for the modified small αeff scenario [154], defined by the
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Figure 3: Typical diagrams for the real NLO QCD corrections to the squark contributions to the gluon
fusion processes.
following choices of MSSM parameters [mt = 172.6 GeV],
MQ˜ = 800 GeV tan β = 30
Mg˜ = 1000 GeV µ = 2 TeV
M2 = 500 GeV Ab = At = −1.133 TeV .
(5)
In this scenario the squark masses amount to
mt˜1 = 679 GeV mt˜2 = 935 GeV
mb˜1 = 601 GeV mb˜2 = 961 GeV .
(6)
Fig. 4 displays the genuine SUSY-QCD corrections normalized to the LO bottom quark form
factor, i.e. Ah/Hb (τb) → Ah/Hb (τb)(1 + CbSUSY αspi ). The corrections can be sizeable, but can be
described reasonably with the usual ∆b approximation [155, 156], if Ab is renormalized in the
MS scheme.
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Figure 4: The genuine SUSY-QCD corrections normalized to the LO bottom quark form factor. Real
corrections: red (light gray), virtual corrections: blue (dark gray), compared to the ∆b approximation
(dashed lines). Ab has been renormalized in the MS scheme.
3 Decoupling of the gluinos
In this section we will address the limit of heavy quark, squark and gluino masses, where in
addition the gluinos are much heavier than the quarks and squarks. For the derivation of the
effective Lagrangian for the scalar Higgs couplings to gluons we analyze the relation between
the quark Yukawa coupling λQ and the Higgs coupling to squarks λQ˜ in the limit of large gluino
masses. We define these couplings at leading order in the case of vanishing mixing,
λQ = g
H
Q
mQ
v
, λQ˜ = 2g
H
Q
m2Q
v
= κλ2Q , with κ = 2
v
gHQ
, (7)
where gHQ denotes the normalization factor of the MSSM Higgs couplings to quark pairs with
respect to the SM. In the following we will sketch how the modified relation between these
couplings for scales below the gluino mass Mg˜ is derived. For details, see Ref. [157]. We start
with the unbroken relation between the running MS couplings of Eq. (7) and the corresponding
renormalization group equations (RGE) for scales aboveMg˜. If the scales decrease belowMg˜
the gluino decouples from the RGEs leading to modified RGEs which are different for the two
couplings λQ˜ and κλ
2
Q so that the two couplings deviate for scales below Mg˜. The proper
matching at the gluino mass scale yields a finite threshold contribution for the evolution from
the gluino mass scale to smaller scales, while the logarithmic structure of the matching relation
is given by the solution of the RGEs below Mg˜. In order to decouple consistently the gluino
from the RGE for gluino mass scales large compared to the chosen renormalization scale, a
momentum substraction of the gluino contribution for vanishing momentum transfer has to be
performed [158]. We refer the reader to [157] for details and give here directly the result for
the modified relation between the quark Yukawa coupling and the effective Higgs coupling to
squarks taking into account the proper gluino decoupling:
2gHQ
m2Q
v
= λ¯Q˜,MO(mQ˜)
{
1 + CF
αs
pi
(
log
M2g˜
m2
Q˜
+
3
2
log
m2
Q˜
m2Q
+
1
2
)}
, (8)
where mQ is the pole mass and MO denotes the momentum substracted coupling, which is
taken at the squark mass scale, which is the proper scale choice of the effective Higgs coupling
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to squarks and which is relevant for an additional large gap between the quark and squark
masses.
Taking into account the radiative corrections to the relation between the effective cou-
plings after decoupling the gluinos leads to the following effective Lagrangian in the limit of
heavy squarks and quarks,
Leff = αs
12pi
GaµνGaµν
H
v
∑
Q
gHQ
[
1 +
11
4
αs
pi
]
+
∑
Q˜
gH
Q˜
4
[
1 + CSQCD
αs
pi
]
+O(α2s)
 , (9)
where gH
Q˜
= vλ¯Q˜,MO(mQ˜)/m
2
Q˜
. The cofficient CSQCD is given by
CSQCD =
37
6
. (10)
It is well-defined in the limit of large gluino masses and thus fulfills the constraint of the
Appelquist–Carazzone decoupling theorem [159].
4 Conclusions
We have presented first results for the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to gluon fusion into CP-
even MSSM Higgs bosons, including the full mass dependence of the loop particles. The gen-
uine SUSY-QCD corrections can be sizeable. We furthermore demonstrated that the gluino con-
tributions can be decoupled in the large Mg˜ limit in accordance with the Appelquist–Carazzone
theorem.
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Contribution 5
Discriminating SUSY models at the LHC: a case study of
gauge-Higgs unification versus mSUGRA
S. Fichet and S. Kraml
Abstract
We investigate whether a sparticle spectrum arising from supersymmet-
ric gauge-Higgs unification (SGHU) can be discriminated against the
minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) model by LHC measurements. To
this aim we assume that a realistic part of the mass spectrum has been
measured with a reasonable accuracy and perform Markov Chain Monte
Carlo fits of the two models, SGHU and mSUGRA, to the expected
data.
1 Introduction
The model of supersymmetric gauge-Higgs unification (SGHU) we published recently in [160]
features light selectrons and smuons, which are systematically lighter than the second-lightest
neutralino χ˜02. Same-flavour opposite-sign (SFOS) dileptons stemming from χ˜
0
2 → `± ˜`∓ →
`±`∓χ˜01 (with ` = e, µ) in cascade decays of squarks and gluinos are hence expected to have a
large rate in this model.
The SFOS dilepton signature arising from on-shell decays of χ˜02 to sleptons is also promi-
nant in the minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) model with small M0 [161]. Indeed, most bench-
mark studies are performed within the mSUGRA model, see e.g. [24, 162, 163]. Top-down fits
of the model to expected LHC measurements look quite promising; as shown in [164] they are,
however, largely dominated by the gaugino and slepton masses (or mass differences).
In this contribution, we investigate whether SGHU can be discriminated against mSUGRA
based on LHC measurements. To this aim, we perform a case study for the SGHU point D
of [160]. We assume that a realistic part of the mass spectrum has been measured with a rea-
sonable accuracy, and perform Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fits of the two models to
the expected measurements.1 These measurements, although not sufficient to do a Lagrangian
reconstruction, may permit to exclude models of supersymmetry breaking, or to conclude that
one model is more likely than another from a Bayesian point of view. If it is not the case,
the posterior distributions may help identify additional observables with better discriminating
power.
In general, depending on the measurements available, there are two ways of comparing
the agreement between models and data. If the models are overconstrained by measurements,
one can simply compare the maxima of their likelihoods. On the other hand, if the models are
underconstrained, continous sets of points reach the maximum of likelihood, and it becomes
1For details on the MCMC method see, e.g., [165–168] and references therein. MCMC fits of mSUGRA
parameters to expected LHC data (at mSUGRA benchmark points) were recently done in [163, 169].
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relevant to compare the average of the likelihood on the whole parameter space allowed (Bayes
factor). Although the likelihood functions remain the same in the two approaches, the first
is the Frequentist approach, whereas the second corresponds to Bayesian statistics. In this
contribution, we will consider both points of view.
After explaining details of the analysis in Section 2, we present in Section 3 the results of
the MCMC fits. In particular we show the marginalized likelihood distributions of the model
parameters, sparticle masses and other observables, as well as the Bayes factors to compare the
two models.
2 Setup of the analysis
We use a modified version of SUSPECT2.41 [170] as spectrum generator, and MICROMEGAS
[171, 172] for computing additional observables. While there exist specialized fitting tools like
SFITTER [173] and FITTINO [174], these are not directly applicable to the SGHU model for
various reasons. We have therefore programed our own MCMC analysis with a Metropolis
algorithm, largely following the procedure of [168]. Below we explain some details which are
specific to our analysis.
2.1 Reference scenario and assumed measurements
As reference scenario we use the SGHU point D of [160]. The (s)particle masses that are
accessible to LHC measurements are shown in Table 1. Since at present no experimental simu-
lation is available for this scenario, we simply assume that the sparticle masses can be extracted
from invariant-mass distributions (following, e.g., [29, 30]) with 3% accuracy. This is in agree-
ment with the discussions in the “Spins and Masses” subgroup at this Workshop. We keep the
input mt used in [160] and assume that it will be measured to 1 GeV accuracy at the LHC.
The error on the top quark mass feeds into a parametric uncertainty on mh; we therefore take
mt = 172.4 ± 1 GeV and mh = 117.3 ± 1 GeV in our fits, assuming that other theoretical
uncertainties on mh will be under control by the time these measurements become available.
Finally, we consider two cases: hypothesis H0 without measurement of the heavy Higgs sector
and hypothesis H1 with measurement of the heavy Higgs sector. Throughout the analysis, we
demand that the χ˜01 is the lightest SUSY particle, LSP.
Some more comments are in order. First, mq˜ in Table 1 is the average mass of the 1st and
2nd generation squarks, mq˜ = 14(mu˜L +mu˜R +md˜L +md˜R). Second, a priori we cannot know
the chirality of the slepton in the χ˜02 → `± ˜`∓ → `±`∓χ˜01 decay chain: the extracted slepton mass
m˜` ≡ me˜ = mµ˜ is the mass of either the left- or the right-chiral selectron/smuon, depending
on the mass ordering with respect to χ˜02. If m˜`L < mχ˜02 the wino-like χ˜
0
2 decays mainly into
`˜`L even if m˜`R < m˜`L , and it is m˜`L that is measured. This is in fact the case at our reference
point, which has m˜`
R
= 217 GeV and m˜`
L
= 327 GeV. If, however, m˜`
R
< mχ˜02 < m˜`L , then
χ˜02 → `˜`R, and what is measured is m˜`R . This is typically the case in mSUGRA. In the MCMC
scans we therefore take m˜` = 326.8 ± 9.8 GeV as being m˜`
L
or m˜`
R
depending on the mass
ordering at a particular parameter point. Third, we note that at point D both staus are heavier
than the χ˜02 and hence do not appear in the decay chains. This is neglected in this simple study;
in a more sophisticated analysis, however, one should take the absence of a τ+τ− edge into
account.
We do not include constraints from B-physics observables nor the dark matter relic density
in the fit, but use them only a posteriori. The nominal values at point D are BR(b → sγ) =
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mχ˜01 m˜` mχ˜02 mq˜ mg˜ mh mH
208.7± 6.3 326.8± 9.8 400.4± 12 1022± 30.7 1155± 34.7 117.3± 1 637.4± 19.1
Table 1: Masses (in GeV) accessible to LHC measurements at the SGHU point D, and assumed ex-
perimental errors. We consider two cases: case H0 without measurement of mH , and case H1 with
measurement of mH .
2.89× 10−4, BR(Bs → µ+µ−) = 5.76× 10−9, and Ωh2 = 0.108.
2.2 Model parameters
The familiar mSUGRA model depends on four continuous parameters —tan β, the universal
gaugino mass M1/2, the universal scalar mass parameter M0 and the universal trilinear coupling
A0 (the latter three being input at MGUT)— and the sign of µ.
The SGHU model also depends on tan β, M1/2 and sign(µ). The boundary conditions for
the Higgs and scalar sectors are, however, considerably different from the mSUGRA case. First
of all, the Higgs soft terms are fixed by the SGHU relation
m2H1,2 = HBµ− |µ|2 (1)
at MGUT, with H = ±1; this is computed iteratively in our modified SUSPECT version [160].
Moreover, the soft terms of the first and second generation sfermions vanish at MGUT, while
those of the third generation are non-zero and non-universal. In the full model developed
in [160], the third generation soft terms depend on the GUT-scale Yukawa couplings and two
bulk mixing angles, and are computed in our modified SUSPECT version using an additional
level of iteration. This procedure being very time consuming, we do not consider the complete
model here, but simply let the third-generation scalar soft-terms vary independently. The cost
of this is a larger number of free parameters, which will have repercussions on the Bayes factor,
as explained in Section 2.4. On the other hand, this approach is less dependent on the model
building of the matter sector.
The parameters to be fitted to the data are hence:
mSUGRA : tan β, M1/2, M0, A0 (2)
SGHU : tan β, M1/2, MQ3 , MU3 , MD3 , At, Ab, ML3 , ME3 , Aτ (3)
We take µ > 0 throughout, and H = −1 in the SGHU case. Generally, both signs of µ and all
sign combinations of µ and H should be investigated, but this is not possible here because of
CPU limitations. The choice of H = −1 is, however, justified because, as we will see, in the
mSUGRA case we find large negative A0, dominated by the effect of At. In the SGHU case, we
know from [160] that only one sign combination of H andAt gives acceptable phenomenology.
An important difference between mSUGRA and SGHU lies in the gaugino and slepton
mass ratios. The gaugino masses are determined by M1/2 in both models. The slepton masses,
however, are driven by M0 in the mSUGRA case, while in the SGHU case they are driven
by M1/2 and the U(1)Y D-term contribution from the S parameter, S = (m2H2 − m2H1) +
Tr(m2Q − 2m2U + m2D + m2R − m2L). Roughly, mχ˜01 ≈ 0.43M1/2, mχ˜02 ≈ 0.83M1/2, m2e˜R ≈
M20 +(0.39M1/2)
2−0.052SGUT, and m2e˜L ≈M20 +(0.68M1/2)2 +0.026SGUT, where SGUT is
the value of S at MGUT. Note that SGUT ≡ 0 in mSUGRA, while M0 ≡ 0 in SGHU. From this
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we can already estimate M1/2 ≈ 500 GeV in both models, M0 ≈ 260 GeV in the mSUGRA
case, and SGUT ≈ −(280 GeV)2 in the SGHU case. Moreover, from these considerations we
expect the mass ordering m˜`
R
< mχ˜02 < m˜`L in mSUGRA, but m˜`R < m˜`L < mχ˜02 in SGHU.
Another important difference lies in the higgsino and heavy Higgs masses. Since µ ∼
1300 GeV at point D, the higgsino states are not accessible at LHC. The heavy Higgs masses,
however, are around 640 GeV, which might be within reach. In order to test the discriminating
power of the heavy Higgs sector, we perform fits without and with including a measurement of
one of the heavy Higgs masses. We here use the mass of H0, but taking instead mA or mH± is
completely equivalent.
Regarding parameter ranges, since mg˜ ' 1150 GeV, we vary M1/2 in [0, 1000] GeV only.
In SGHU, the scalar mass parameters are allowed to vary within [0, 2000] GeV. The A terms
are allowed to vary within specific ranges, which contain the parameter space of the full SGHU
model: At = [−2600, 1400] GeV, Ab = [−3200, 200] GeV, Aτ = [−3200, 1200] GeV. In the
mSUGRA case, the scalar masses and A0 ≡ At = Ab = Aτ are allowed to vary without
bounds. We do not constrain tan β. A posteriori, it does not exceed 60 due to theoretical
constraints from tachions and color or charge breaking. Last but not least, we use flat priors for
all model parameters. For a discussion of prior (in)dependence in the presence of LHC data,
see [169].
2.3 Likelihoods
In the likelihood function, all measurements are taken into account as gaussians proportional
to exp
(− (xth − xexp)2 /σ2exp). Here xexp and σexp are the nominal value and assumed exper-
imental error as given in Table 1, and xth is the prediction at a given parameter point. The
global level of convergence of the Markov chains is evaluated using the procedure described
in [165]. For the parameters which give the maximum likelihood in each case, we evaluate the
68% and 95% Bayesian Credibility (BC) intervals, using the full likelihood. If the maximum
likelihood is constrained by gaussian measurements, these correspond to the usual 1σ and 3σ
confidence intervals. We also evaluate the 68% and 95% BC regions from the 2D marginalized
distributions.
2.4 Bayes factor
The Bayes factor is defined as the ratio of the posterior probability of two models given a set of
data:
K = P (M1|data)/P (M2|data). (4)
Assuming that both models have the same global probability, P (M1) = P (M2), to describe
reality, this ratio is reduced to the ratio of global likelihoods: K = P (data|M1)/P (data|M2).
There is, however, a subtlety: assuming that a set M of data is measured implies that
the discovery D is already done: data = M ∩ D. This implies that K = P (M |M1 ∩
D1)P (D1|M1)/P (M |M2 ∩D2)P (D2|M2). Here P (D|M) is the probability to make a dis-
covery assuming the model M, i.e. the potential of discovery of M. For a supersymmetric
model at the LHC, we can consider this is roughly equal to P (M1/2 < 1 − 2 TeV). In the
particular case we study, as we compare two supersymmetric models, this ratio cancels. The
likelihood P (M |M⋂D) becomes equal to ∫ L(M, θi)P (θi ∩ D)dθi where the θi are the pa-
rameters of the model. By taking flat internal priors on the parameters, this reduces to the
integral of the likelihood over the volume of the parameter space VD allowing the discovery:
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P (M |M ∩D) = ∫ VD L(M, θj)dθj . Outside of this volume, the likelihood must be considered
as null. In our case, the Bayes factor is therefore simply reduced to the ratio of the two average
likelihoods, computed on the discovery volume:
K = 〈L1〉 / 〈L2〉 =
N1∑
i=1
L1(x(i)1 )/
N2∑
i=1
L2(x(i)2 ). (5)
where the sums are over the points of Markov Chains. For two models to be discriminated, the
Bayes factor should be at least around 3 (30) to constitute a weak (strong) evidence. A Bayes
factor larger than 100 is considered as a decisive evidence.
It is important to note that the Bayes factor favorizes models with small number of pa-
rameters. This implies that the SGHU model with independant scalar soft terms we consider
here should be less favored than the complete one with only two mixing angles. A detailed
discussion of the Bayes factor can be found in, e.g., [175].
3 Results
In this section, we present the results of MCMC scans which collected around 106 points for
each case, i.e. for each of the two hypotheses in the two models. Figure 1 shows 1D and 2D
marginalized likelihoods for the mSUGRA and SGHU model parameters under the H0 hypoth-
esis (no measurement of heavy Higgses). The marginalized likelihoods for the H1 hypothesis
(assumed measurement of mH) are shown in Fig. 2. In both figures, the 2D marginalized likeli-
hoods are plotted as isolines corresponding to 68% and 95% BC regions. The colored 2D maps
correspond to the empirical averages of the sampled likelihoods. They have only indicative
value, to show what the zones of high likelihood are, independent of the volume effect which is
taken into account in the true marginalization. We recall that the 68% (95%) BC intervals are
defined by the hypersurface enclosing 68% (95%) of the integral likelihood around the maxi-
mum. When this limit is identical to the boundary of the scan, this means that the distribution
is too flat to give a prefered value with 68% (95%) credibility.
We see from Figs. 1 and 2 that in the mSUGRA case M1/2, A0 and M0 and in the SGHU
case M1/2 and At are well constrained, but the other parameters are not. We also note a con-
siderable tightening of the correlations between tan β, M1/2 and A0(t) when information on the
heavy Higgs sector is added. In particular, a measurement of mH very much constrains tan β
in the mSUGRA case, with the fitted value being in fact quite close to the “true” one, see Fig. 2.
In the SGHU case, on the other hand, tan β is much less constrained.
The values of maximal and averaged likelihoods and convergence parameter r are given
in Table 2. In the H0 hypothesis, both models fit the data very well without preference for the
one or the other, the maximum likelihoods as well as the Bayes factor being close to one. This is
in fact only little different in the H1 hypothesis: the mSUGRA fit still gives a high Lmax ' 0.7,
and the Bayes factor is of order 2, i.e. not sufficiently large to constitute an evidence. In order to
separate the effect of the “pure” SGHU condition eq. (1) from that of the non-universal sfermion
soft terms, we also performed a fit for a SGHU model variant with universal M0 and A0 for all
three generations (in other words, mSUGRA supplemented by eq. (1)). In this case, we find
Lmax = 0.992 and 〈L〉 = 0.182 in the H1 hypothesis, that means a Bayes factor of K ≈ 2
with respect to strict mSUGRA, and K ≈ 1 w.r.t. SGHU with 10 free parameters. So the small
preference of SGHU over mSUGRA in the H1 case comes indeed from the degeneracy of the
Higgs soft terms, m21 = m
2
2 = m
2
3 at MGUT (m
2
1,2 = m
2
H1,2
+ |µ|2, m23 = |Bµ|).
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Figure 1: Marginalized likelihood distributions in 1D and 2D for the mSUGRA (orange) and SGHU
(red) models in the H0 hypothesis. In the mSUGRA case, A0 ≡ At and M0 ≡ MQ3 . The plots on
the diagonal show the 1D likelihoods of both models, normalized to have the same maximum. The off-
diagonal plots show iso-contours of 68% and 95% BC, computed within the 2D marginalized likelihood.
The upper triangle of 2D plots is the SGHU case, while the lower triangle is the mSUGRA case. The
color maps indicate the empirically averaged likelihoods. The axes of the 2D plots are shown on the
outer boundary of the figure. The green lines/stars indicate the nominal values of point D.
The 68% and 95% Bayesian credibility intervals (BCIs) for the model parameters are
given explicitly in Table 3 for mSUGRA and in Table 4 for SGHU. For comparison, the input
values at point D are: tan β = 30, M1/2 = 500 GeV, MQ3 = 614 GeV, MU3 = 635 GeV,
MD3 = 414 GeV, At = −842 GeV, Ab = −966 GeV, ML3 = 408 GeV, ME3 = 433 GeV,
Aτ = −1070 GeV.
We next ask whether indirect observables can help discriminate the two models. To this
aim, Fig. 3 shows the 1D marginalized distributions for Br(b → sγ), Br(Bs → µ+µ−), and
the neutralino relic density Ωh2 as obtained from the mSUGRA and SGHU fits. The 68% and
95% BCIs are given explicitly in Table 5. We see that the B-physics observables have a good
discriminating power in case the heavy Higgs sector is known (H1 hypothesis), but not so in the
H0 hypothesis. Regarding the relic density, we note that the mSUGRA model predicts a much
too large Ωh2 ∼ 0.6–0.9 at 68% BC if the heavy Higgs sector is unconstrained. In the H1 case,
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 but for the H1 hypothesis.
when mH (and hence mA and tan β) are fixed, then the Ωh2 prediction within mSUGRA also
gives smaller values in agreement with WMAP observations. This is different for the SGHU
model, for which Ωh2 peaks towards values smaller than ∼ 0.1. However, the distribution is
rather flat and when considering the 68% or 95% BCIs, no definite conclusion can be obtained,
see Table 5.
Lmax 〈L〉 r
mSUGRA H0 0.984 0.200 1.0037
mSUGRA H1 0.742 0.080 1.0058
Lmax 〈L〉 r
SGHU H0 0.995 0.221 1.0064
SGHU H1 0.995 0.166 1.0065
Table 2: Values of the maximum and averaged likelihoods, and of the convergence parameter r.
Obviously, improving the model discrimination requires the measurement of additional
parts of the mass spectrum. To this end, we show in Fig. 4 the 1D marginalized likelihood
distributions for some predicted masses, in particular the masses of e˜R, τ˜1, t˜1, and χ˜±2 . As
expected, a very good discrimination would be obtained by measuring the e˜R mass (note that the
posterior distributions for me˜R do not overlap). Measurement of the τ˜1 and/or t˜1 masses would
help reveal the non-universality of the scalar soft terms. A powerful test in particular of the
SGHU condition eq. (1)) would be the determination of the µ parameter through a measurement
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mSUGRA H0 mSUGRA H1
68% BCI 95% BCI 68% BCI 95% BCI
tan β [9, 27] [6, 36] [29, 35] [25,37]
M1/2 [495, 515] [485, 525] [496, 516] [487, 526]
M0 [252, 280] [239, 292] [252, 280] [239, 292]
A0 [−1065, −197] [−1065, 200] [−338, 145] [−468, 500]
Table 3: 68% and 95% Bayesian credibility intervals (BCIs) for the mSUGRA parameters in the H0 and
H1 hypotheses.
SGHU H0 SGHU H1
68% BCI 95% BCI 68% BCI 95% BCI
tan β [4, 43] [4, 57] [13,42] [8,56]
M1/2 [493, 512] [484, 520] [494, 512] [485,521]
MQ3 [1, 1341] [1, 1837] [0, 1093] [0, 1689]
MU3 [3, 1413] [3, 1766] [2, 1257] [2, 1626]
At [−1309, −773] [−2215, −120] [−975, −687] [−1522, −267]
Table 4: 68% and 95% BCIs for SGHU parameters in the H0 and H1 hypotheses. The limits for
MD3,L3,E3 are very similar to those for MQ3,U3 . There are no reasonable limits for Ab,τ .
Br(b→ sγ)× 104 log10(Br(Bs → µ−µ+)) Ωh2
mSUGRA H0 [2.42, 2.90], [2.26, 3.02] [−8.5, −8.3], [−8.5, −8.0] [0.60, 0.89], [0.11, 0.96]
mSUGRA H1 [2.28, 2.56], [2.19, 2.75] [−8.3 ,−8.1], [−8.3, −8.0] [0.02, 0.72], [0.02, 0.79]
SGHU H0 [2.78, 3.26], [2.24, 3.55] [−8.5, −7.6], [−8.5, −6.5] [0.01, 0.71], [0.01, 0.90]
SGHU H1 [2.72, 3.27], [2.26, 3.39] [−8.5, −7.7], [−8.5, −7.0] [0.03, 0.75], [0.03, 0.91]
Table 5: 68% and 95% BCIs intervals of predicted indirect observables: Br(b → sγ), Br(Bs →
µ+µ−), and Ωh2.
of the higgsino sector: the distributions formχ˜±2 hardly overlap in the H0 case and do not overlap
at all in the H1 case. All this may best be done at an e+e− linear collider with high enough
centre-of-mass energy. Nevertheless, at the LHC a first hint for a non-universal structure may
be obtained from the absence of a kinematic endpoint in the τ+τ− invariant-mass distribution,
since in the mSUGRA case we typically have mτ˜1 < me˜R < mχ˜02 < me˜L . Indeed, in the
mSUGRA fit, χ˜02 → τ±τ˜∓1 typically has about 80–90% branching ratio, followed by χ˜02 → h0χ˜01
as the next-important channel, while χ˜02 → e±e˜∓R often has a branching ratio below 1%.
Before concluding, we recall that in the complete SGHU model in [160], where the third
generation soft terms are computed from two bulk mixing angles, MQ3 , MU3 , MD3 , At and Ab
are not independent of each other. Therefore the SGHU distributions in Fig. 4 will be a bit
narrower in the complete model than in the more general version presented here.
4 Conclusions
We investigated whether a sparticle spectrum arising from SGHU can be discriminated against
the mSUGRA model by LHC measurements. To this end we performed MCMC fits of the two
models to assumed LHC data for a particular SGHU benchmark point, which is characterized
by GUT-scale degenerate Higgs mass parameters and non-universal third-generation soft terms.
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Figure 3: Marginalized likelihood distributions in 1D for indirect observables predicted in the mSUGRA
(orange) and SGHU (red) models; the upper row of plots is for the H0, and the lower row for the H1
hypothesis. The green lines indicate the nominal values at the reference point D.
Figure 4: Marginalized likelihood distributions in 1D for some predicted masses for mSUGRA (orange)
and SGHU (red) models in the H0 (upper row) and H1 (lower row) hypotheses. The green lines indicate
the nominal values at the reference point D.
It turned out that the mSUGRA model can fit the anticipated LHC data well; a measure-
ment of the χ˜01, χ˜
0
2, e˜, g˜ and h
0 masses (with percent-level precision) is not sufficient to discrim-
inate the structure of the underlying model. Also the Bayes factor does not allow to favour the
SGHU model over mSUGRA. This does not change significantly if information on the heavy
Higgs sector is included. However, information on the heavy Higgs sector in combination with
improved B-physics constraints would significantly influence the fits.
A decisive model discrimination would be possible through a measurement of the e˜R mass
in e+e− collisions (together with refined measurements of the rest of the spectrum). Besides, a
measurement of the higgsino mass should provide a test of the SGHU condition m21 = m
2
2 =
m23 at MGUT. Accurate measurements of the sparticle spectrum in e
+e− should also allow to
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determine the neutralino relic density with good precision.
Last but not least we note that our analysis is based on assumed LHC measurements of
absolute masses. It should be possible to improve the fits by including more information, e.g.
the positions of kinematic endpoints and event rates. Moreover, a lower limit on the τ˜1 mass
from the absence of a τ+τ− signal would considerably impact the results obtained here. How
well this can be done should be subject to further investigation.
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Contribution 6
MCMC Analysis of the MSSM with arbitrary CP phases
G. Belanger, S. Kraml, A. Pukhov and R.K. Singh
Abstract
We explore the parameter space of the MSSM with explicit CP-violating
(CPV) phases by means of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis, im-
posing constraints from direct Higgs and SUSY searches at colliders, B-
physics, EDM measurements, and the relic density of dark matter. We
find that over most of the parameter space, large phases are compatible
with experimental data. We present likelihood maps of the CPV-MSSM,
concentrating in particular on quantities relevant for the neutralino relic
density.
1 Introduction
It was noted early on [176,177] that a neutralino LSP in the MSSM with conserved R-parity is an
excellent cold dark matter candidate. Detailed studies showed that in the MSSM, or constrained
versions thereof, there are several mechanisms that provide the correct rate of neutralino anni-
hilation, such that Ωh2 ' 0.1: annihilation of a bino LSP into fermion pairs through t-channel
sfermion exchange in case of very light sparticles; annihilation of a mixed bino-higgsino or
bino-wino LSP into gauge boson pairs through t-channel chargino and neutralino exchange,
and into top-quark pairs through s-channel Z exchange; and finally annihilation near a Higgs
resonance (the so-called Higgs funnel). Furthermore, coannihilation processes with sparticles
that are close in mass with the LSP may bring Ωh2 in the desired range. This way, the measured
relic density of dark matter is often used to severely constrain the MSSM parameter space.
In [168], some of us explored the parameter space of the phenomenological MSSM that
is allowed when requiring that the neutralino LSP constitutes all the dark matter by means of a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scan.This was done for the case of seven free parameters,
where it was assumed that there are no new sources of CP violation beyond the CKM.1 Here
we go a step further and perform a MCMC analysis of the MSSM parameter space allowing for
arbitrary CP phases.
The parameters that can have CP phases in the MSSM are the gaugino and higgsino mass
parameters and the trilinear sfermion-Higgs couplings. Although constrained by electric dipole
moments (EDMs), nonzero phases can significantly influence the phenomenology of SUSY
particles, see e.g. [179] and references therein. They can also have a strong impact on the
Higgs sector, inducing scalar-pseudoscalar mixing through loop effects [180–182]. Moreover,
CP phases can have a potentially dramatic effect on the relic density of the neutralino [183–
187]. This is true not only in the Higgs funnel region: since the couplings of the LSP to other
sparticles depend on the phases, so will all the annihilation and coannihilation cross sections,
1An analogous analysis of the phenomenological MSSM with 25 free parameters was performed in [178]
employing a MultiNest algorithm.
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even though this is not a CP-violating (CP-odd) effect. Therefore also the phenomenology of a
“well-tempered” neutralino LSP [188] sensitively depends on possible CP phases [187]. For the
same reasons, CP phases can also significantly modify the cross sections for direct and indirect
dark matter detection.
It is therefore interesting to explore the parameter space of neutralino dark matter in the
presence of CP phases. The advantage of the MCMC approach (or related scanning techniques)
is that it provides a way to regard the full volume of the parameter space rather than just taking
slices through it. This is what we do in this contribution for the CPV-MSSM.
2 Setup of the MCMC scans
Table 1 lists the free parameters of the CPV-MSSM together with ranges within which they
are allowed to vary in our scan. We take common masses for the first and second generation of
sfermions to avoid FCNC constraints and assume universality of the gaugino masses at the GUT
scale as motivated in the context of models defined at the GUT scale. The trilinear couplings of
the first and second generation are taken to be zero. For the third generation, mass parameters
and trilinear soft terms are treated as independent parameters. In addition, we allow for arbitrary
phases of all the gaugino mass parameters and trilinear couplings of the third generation. The
higgsino mass parameter µ, on the other hand, is taken to be real. This can be done without loss
of generality because the physically relevant phases are arg(Miµ) and arg(Afµ).
For the numerical analysis, we use micrOMEGAs2.2 [172, 190] linked to CPsuperH2
[191]. The latter gives the CPV Higgs sector, B-physics observables and EDMs. We use the
thallium, mercury and electron EDMs d(T l), d(Hg) and d(e−); the neutron EDM is not used
because of its big uncertainty stemming from the quark model [191]. To evaluate the limits on
the light Higgs mass, we make use of the HiggsBounds [192] program. For the scan we use the
directed random search MCMC method as described in detail in Ref. [168] (see also references
therein).
We compute the likelihood of a parameter point as the product of likelihoods of all the ob-
servables under consideration. The observables considered in our analysis are listed in Table 2
along with the shapes of the likelihood functions used. These probability distribution funtions
(PDFs) are given as:
G(x, x0, σx) = exp
[−(x− x0)2
2 σ2x
]
, F (x, x0, σx) =
1
1 + exp[−(x− x0)/σx] . (1)
We use the Gaussian function G for observables for which a measurement is available, and
function F when there is only an upper or lower bound. Last but not least, we use flat priors for
all input parameters, and base the analysis on ten chains with 106 points each.
3 Results
Figure 1 shows the 1D posterior PDFs for some of the most important model parameters like
|M1|, µ,mH+ , tan β,Ml,Mq. (Here and in the following, dimensionful parameters are in GeV.)
Some explanatory comments are in order. First, we observe a slight preference for positive µ,
at the level of 40% minus versus 60% plus sign. A priori this seems in agreement with the
preference of sign(M2µ) = +1 found in [178] caused by the b→ sγ constraint (we do not use
any constraint on the muon (g − 2)). In our case it is, however, mostly due to the fact that we
have six chains that converged in the µ > 0 subspace but only four in the µ < 0 one. Either way,
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Symbol stands for General range
mH± mass of H± [100, 2000] GeV
tan β tan β [2.5, 50]
µ µ parameter [−3000, 3000] GeV
At Trilinear stop coupling [0, 5000] GeV
Φt Phase of At [0, 2pi]
Ab Trilinear sbottom coupling [0, 5000] GeV
Φb Phase of Ab [0, 2pi]
M1 Gaugino mass, 2M1 = M2 = M3/3 [50, 1000] GeV
Φ1 Phase of M1 [0, 2pi]
Φ2 Phase of M2 [−pi, pi]
Φ3 Phase of M3 [0, 2pi]
Ml Common slepton mass for first two generations [500, 10000] GeV
Ml3 Mass of left stau [100, 5000] GeV
Mr3 Mass of right stau [100, 5000] GeV
Mq Common squark mass for first two generations [500, 10000] GeV
MQ3 Mass of left stop–sbottom doublet [100, 5000] GeV
Mu3 Mass of right stop [100, 5000] GeV
Md3 Mass of right sbottom [100, 5000] GeV
mt Top quark mass 173.1± 1.3 GeV [189]
Symbol stands for General range
Φµ Phase of µ parameter 0 or pi for ±ve value of µ
Al Trilinear coupling of 1st& 2nd gen. sleptons 0 GeV
Aq Trilinear coupling of 1st& 2nd gen. squarks 0 GeV
Table 1: Model parameters and their ranges used in the scan.
the preference of one sign over the other is not significant. Second, the heavy Higgs sector is
pushed to masses above ca. 500 GeV by B-physics constraints, while EDM constraints push the
masses of the first and second generation sfermions to the multi-TeV range. Third, regarding
tan β, we observe a preference for small values, caused again by EDM constraints.
Correlations between the input parameters can be seen in Fig. 2, which shows the 2D 68%
and 95% Bayesian Credibility (BC) regions in the (µ, |M1|), (mH+ , |M1|), (tan β,mH+) and
(Φ2, tan β) planes. CP-conserving (CPC) analogs of the first two plots can be seen in Fig. 3 of
Ref. [168]. The correlations between |M1|–µ and |M1|–mH+ are dominantly driven by the relic
density constraint. The CPV and CPC cases show the same basic features, favouring the mixed
bino-higgsino (|M1| ≈ µ) or the Higgs-funnel regions |M1| ≈MH+/2. It is, however, apparent
that allowing for nonzero phases considerably enlarges the parameter space that is compatible
with a relic density within WMAP bounds. For example, the 68% BC range includes a region
far from the Higgs funnel where |M1| ≈ µ ≈ O(1) TeV and the χ˜±1 and χ˜02 have a small mass
difference with the LSP. This region occurs with much smaller likelihood in the CPC case [168].
The impact of the EDM constraints on tan β is apparent from the fourth panel in Fig. 2: when
Φ2 is nonzero, tan β is constrained to very small values, while the large values of tan β are
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Observable Limit Likelihood function Ref.
Ωh2 0.1099± 0.0062 G(x, 0.1099, 0.0062) [193]
BR(b→ sγ) (3.52± 0.34)× 10−4 G(x, 3.52× 10−4, 0.34× 10−4) [194, 195]
ACP (b→ sγ) (1.0± 4.0)× 10−2 G(x, 1.0× 10−2, 4.0× 10−2) [2]
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) ≤ 5.8× 10−8 F(x, 5.8× 10−8,−5.8× 10−10) [196]
R(Bu → τντ ) 1.28± 0.38 G(x, 1.28, 0.38) [194]
BR(Bd → τ+τ−) ≤ 4.1× 10−3 F(x, 4.1× 10−3,−8.2× 10−5) [2]
d(T l) e cm ≤ 9.0× 10−25 F(x, 9.0× 10−25,−1.8× 10−25) [197]
d(Hg) e cm ≤ 2.0× 10−28 F(x, 2.0× 10−28,−2.0× 10−29) [198]
d(e−) e cm ≤ 1.6× 10−27 F(x, 1.6× 10−27,−3.2× 10−28) [197]
RH1 (Higgs mass) ≤ 1.00 F(x, 1.00, 0.01) [192]
Mass limits LEP limits 1 or 10−9 [199]
Table 2: Observables used in the likelihood calculation.
Figure 1: 1D posterior PDFs for some model parameters; from left to right: |M1|, µ, mH+ (top row)
and tanβ, Ml, Mq (bottom row). Dimensionful parameters are in GeV.
allowed only for very small values of Φ2.
One advantage of the MCMC is that it lets us explore the constraints on the phases in a
general way, by marginalization over parameters. As expected, we find that the phase that is
most constrained by the EDMs is the relative phase between M2 and µ. Since we take µ to be
real without loss of generality, this means severe constraints on Φ2, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
other phases are much less constrained. In particular the phases of M1 and of the trilinear soft
terms can vary over the full range, Φ1,t,b = [0, 2pi], if the sfermions of the first two generations
have masses of few TeV. Only for Φ3 there is also some preference for the near-CPC case.
Overall, with five phases to vary, the CPC case becomes a point in a 5D parameter space.
This has important consequences for the EDMs, since they will be near zero only when all the
dominant phases go to zero simultaneously. This means that the EDMs dominantly saturate
the present bounds: they are predicted to be large and potentially observable over most of
the allowed parameter space. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the 2D marginalized
distributions of EDMs at 68% and 95% BC. We see that (i) the EDMs are highly correlated and
(ii) the CPC case is just a small corner of the large parameter space we are considering.
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Figure 2: Regions of 68% BC (dark grey) and 95% BC (light grey) in the plane µ vs. |M1|, mH+ vs.
|M1|, tanβ vs. mH+ and tanβ vs. Φ2.
Figure 3: Regions of 68% BC (dark grey) and 95% BC (light grey) of the mercury EDM versus phases
(in degrees).
Figure 4: Regions of 68% BC (dark grey) and 95% BC (light grey) showing the correlations between
the EDMs.
Let us now turn to two key quantities determining the dominant annihilation channel of the
neutralino LSP: the distance from the (mostly pseudoscalar) Higgs pole, δmH ≡ mh2 − 2mχ˜01 ,
and the relative mass difference between the lightest and second-lightest neutralino, ∆χ ≡
(mχ˜02−mχ˜01)/mχ˜01 . In the CPC case with gaugino mass universality, the latter quantity is a direct
measure of the higgsino fraction of the LSP. The 2D likelihood functions for δmH versus Φi
(with i = 1, 2, 3, t) are shown in Fig. 5. The analogous distributions for ∆χ are shown in Fig. 6.
We see that for nonzero phases the preferred values of both δmH and ∆χ can considerably differ
from those in the CPC case. This was already noted in [187] and is confirmed here in a more
general way.
Finally, Table 3 explicitly lists the 68% and 95% BC intervals for CPV-MSSM parameters,
Higgs and sparticle masses, and several low-energy observables. Note, for instance, that the
squark and slepton masses of the first two generations are above 2 (4) TeV at 95% (68%) BC.
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Figure 5: Regions of 68% BC (dark grey) and 95% BC (light grey) showing the correlation between
distance from the h2 pole (mh2 − 2mχ˜01) and the various phases (in degrees).
Figure 6: Regions of 68% BC (dark grey) and 95% BC (light grey) showing the correlation between the
relative χ˜02–χ˜
0
1 mass difference and the various phases (in degrees).
The third generation can be much lighter, with a 95% (68%) lower limit of 300–400 GeV
(around 800 GeV) for the lighter mass eigenstates t˜1, b˜1, and τ˜1. Neutralinos and charginos
cover a large mass range, from about 100 GeV up to ca. 1 TeV. This also holds for the LSP.
In turn, the gluino can be rather light, leading to a large pair production cross section at the
LHC followed dominantly by decays into third generation quarks—or very heavy, beyond the
reach of the LHC. Gaugino–higgsino mixing is sizable over a large part of the parameter space;
whether this can lead to observable rates of electroweak χ˜02χ˜
±
1 production at the LHC depends,
however, on the neutralino/chargino mass scale, which as said above spans a wide range. All
these issues will be considered in detail elsewhere [200].
4 Conclusions
We have presented a first Bayesian analysis of the CPV-MSSM model with parameters defined
at the electroweak scale, taking into account constraints from collider searches, B-physics and
EDMs and requiring that the neutralino LSP be the dark matter of the Universe with a relic
density in agreement with WMAP observations. We find that phases can be large if the first
two generations of sfermions are above 2 (4) TeV at 95% (68%) BC. In fact only one phase,
Φ2, is strongly constrained. A large fraction of the parameter space features heavy sparticles
that are beyond the reach of the LHC. This is just a reflection of the fact that, apart from Ωh2,
other measurements do not require a supersymmetric contribution. Clearly improvements on
the experimental determination of the EDMs will play a crucial role in revealing or further con-
straining phases. The implications of the phases for LHC phenomenology as well as for dark
matter direct and indirect detection will be presented in an expanded and updated version [200]
of this analysis.
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Parameters, masses, 68% BCI 68% BCI 95% BCI 95% BCI Remarks
observables min max min max
MH+ 704 1999 473 1999 Upper limit saturated
tan β 5.82 17.2 4.10 27.8
|M1| 235 1002 113 1002 Upper limit saturated
µ −750 881 −1364 1567
|At| 1683 5008 511 5008 Upper limit saturated
Φ2 −12.7 7.03 −50.17 23.68
Ml 4379 10000 2121 10000 Upper limit saturated
Mq 3960 10000 1912 10000 Upper limit saturated
Ml3 1077 5002 365 5002 Upper limit saturated
Mr3 1289 5006 578 5006 Upper limit saturated
Mq3 1116 3570 618 4569
Mu3 1132 3613 552 4669
Md3 989 5008 389 5008 Upper limit saturated
mh1 114 120 114 123 Lower limit saturated
mh2 700 1997 466 1998 Upper limit saturated
mh3 700 1998 466 1998 Upper limit saturated
mχ˜01 70 841 70 935
mχ˜02 107 925 107 1440 Lower limit saturated
mχ˜03 139 996 139 1758 Lower limit saturated
mχ˜±1 104 923 104 1440 Lower limit saturated
mχ˜±2 232 1789 232 1989 Lower limit saturated
me˜L,R 4379 10000 2122 10000 Upper limit saturated
mτ˜1 868 3236 335 4297
mτ˜2 2157 5012 876 5012 Upper limit saturated
mq˜L,R 3960 10000 1911 10000 Upper limit saturated
mt˜1 867 2444 463 3471
mt˜2 1941 4999 1167 4999 Upper limit saturated
mb˜1 815 2782 378 3973
mb˜2 1883 5010 987 5010 Upper limit saturated
Ωh2 0.1032 0.1156 0.0972 0.1216 Post-diction
BR(B → Xsγ)× 104 3.44 3.78 3.23 4.05 Post-diction
ACP [B → Xsγ](%) −0.0835 0.0883 −0.3210 0.3871 Post-diction
R(Bu → τν) 0.9828 0.9998 0.9385 0.9998 Post-diction
BR(Bs → µµ)× 109 3.63 3.72 3.31 4.10 Pre-diction
BR(Bd → ττ)× 108 2.25 2.30 2.04 2.53 Pre-diction
log10 |dT l| −24.88 −24.03 −25.71 −24.03
log10 |dHg| −28.69 −27.69 −29.51 −27.69
log10 |de− | −27.64 −26.80 −28.48 −26.80
RHiggs 0.3872 0.7239 0.1766 0.9529 c.f. HiggsBounds
fH 0.0133 0.6083 0.0008 0.8054 LSP higgsino fraction
mh2 − 2mχ01 −527 775 −1041 1355
mχ˜02/mχ˜01 − 1 0.008 1.005 0.008 1.005 Peaks at both ends
Table 3: The min/max limits of the 68% and 95% BC intervals (BCI) for CPV-MSSM parameters, Higgs
and sparticle masses, and various observables.
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Note added: On completion of this work, we became aware of an improved limit on the mer-
cury EDM of d(Hg) < 3.1× 10−29 e cm [201]. This new limit leads to stronger constraints on
the parameter space, especially on Φ2, and will be included in the more detailed report.
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Composite Higgs boson search at the LHC
J.R. Espinosa, C. Grojean and M. Mühlleitner
Abstract
In composite Higgs models the Higgs boson emerges as a pseudo-Goldstone
boson from a strongly-interacting sector. While in the Standard Model
the Higgs sector is uniquely determined by the mass of the Higgs bo-
son, in composite Higgs models additional parameters control the Higgs
properties. In consequence the LEP and Tevatron exclusion bounds are
modified and the Higgs boson searches at the LHC are significantly
affected. The consequences for the LHC Higgs boson search in the
composite model will be discussed.
1 Introduction
The massive nature of the weak gauge bosons W,Z requires new degrees of freedom and/or
new dynamics around the TeV scale to ensure unitarity in the scattering of longitudinal gauge
bosons WL, ZL. In the Standard Model (SM) unitarity is assured by the introduction of an
elementary Higgs boson. The SM Higgs couplings are proportional to the mass of the particle
to which it couples, and the only unknown parameter in the SM is the mass of the Higgs boson.
Furthermore, the electroweak precision observables and the absence of large flavor-changing
neutral currents strongly constrain departures from this minimal Higgs mechanism and rather
call for smooth deformations, at least at low energy (see Ref. [202] for a general discussion).
This supports the idea of a light Higgs boson emerging as a pseudo-Goldstone boson from a
strongly-coupled sector, the so-called Strongly Interacting Light Higgs (SILH) scenario [203,
204]. The low-energy content is identical to the SM with a light, narrow Higgs-like scalar,
which appears, however, as a bound state from some strong dynamics [205–211]. A mass gap
separates the Higgs boson from the other usual resonances of the strong sector as a result of the
Goldstone nature of the Higgs boson. Since the rates for production and decay, however, can
differ significantly from the SM results we study in the present work how the LHC Higgs boson
search channels are affected by the modifications of the composite Higgs boson couplings. We
estimate the experimental sensitivities in the main search channels studied by ATLAS and CMS
as well as the luminosities needed for discovery.
The effective Lagrangian constructed in [203], which involves higher dimensional oper-
ators for the low-energy degrees of freedom, should be seen as an expansion in ξ = (v/f)2
where v = 1/
√√
2GF ≈ 246 GeV and f is the typical scale of the Goldstone bosons of the
strong sector. It can therefore be used in the vicinity of the SM limit (ξ → 0), whereas the
technicolor limit (ξ → 1) requires a resummation of the full series in ξ. Explicit models, built
in 5D warped models, provide concrete examples of such a resummation. Here, we will rely on
two representative 5D models exhibiting different behaviours of the Higgs couplings. In these
models the deviations from the SM Higgs couplings are controlled by the parameter ξ = (v/f)2
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which varies from 0 to 1. The two extra parameters which generically control the composite
Higgs couplings are thus related and our analysis is hence an exploration of the parameter space
along some special directions. On the other hand, the technicolor limit can be approached.
In Section 2 we give the general parameterization of the composite Higgs couplings de-
rived from the SILH Lagrangian of Ref. [203]. For the two explicit 5D composite models we
give the exact form of these couplings. The LEP and Tevatron limits are studied in Section 3.
The Higgs decay rates are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the Higgs boson produc-
tion cross sections, before in Section 6 the modifications of the significances with respect to the
SM search channels are discussed. Furthermore, the luminosities needed for discovery will be
presented. Section 7 contains our conclusions.
2 Parameterization of the Higgs couplings
The effective SILH Lagrangian involves two classes of higher dimensional operators: (i) opera-
tors genuinely sensitive to the new strong force, which will affect qualitatively the Higgs boson
physics and (ii) operators sensitive to the spectrum of the resonances only, which will simply
act as form factors. The effective Lagrangian generically takes the form
LSILH = cH
2f 2
(
∂µ|H|2
)2
+
cT
2f 2
(
H†
←→
D µH
)2
− c6λ
f 2
|H|6 +
(
cyyf
f 2
|H|2f¯LHfR + h.c.
)
+
icWg
2m2ρ
(
H†σi
←→
DµH
)
(DνWµν)
i +
icBg
′
2m2ρ
(
H†
←→
DµH
)
(∂νBµν) + . . . (1)
where g, g′ denote the SM electroweak (EW) gauge couplings, λ the SM Higgs quartic coupling
and yf the SM Yukawa coupling to the fermions fL,R. The coefficients cH , cT , ... appearing in
Eq. 1 are expected to be of order 1 unless protected by some symmetry. The operator cH gives
a corrections to the Higgs kinetic term. After rescaling the Higgs field, in order to bring the
kinetic term back to its canonical form, the Yukawa interactions read (see Ref. [203] for details)
gξ
hff¯
= gSMhff¯ × (1− (cy + cH/2)ξ), (2)
gξhV V = g
SM
hV V × (1− cH ξ/2), gξhhV V = gSMhhV V × (1− 2cH ξ/2) , (3)
where V = W,Z, gSM
hff¯
= mf/v, g
ξ
hW+W− = gMW , g
ξ
hZZ =
√
g2 + g′2MZ , gSMhhW+W− = g
2
and gSMhhZZ = (g
2 + g
′2) and mf ,MW ,MZ denote the fermion, W and Z boson masses. The
dominant corrections controlled by the strong operators preserve the Lorentz structure of the
SM interactions, while the form factor operators will also introduce couplings with a different
Lorentz structure.
For our two concrete models studied hereafter we refer to the Holographic Higgs models
of Refs. [212–214], which are based on a five-dimensional theory in Anti-de-Sitter (AdS) space-
time. The bulk gauge symmetry SO(5) × U(1)X × SU(3) is broken down to the SM gauge
group on the UV boundary and to SO(4)×U(1)X ×SU(3) on the IR. In the unitary gauge this
leads to the following Higgs couplings to the gauge fields (V = W,Z) in terms of the parameter
ξ = (v/f)2
ghV V = g
SM
hV V
√
1− ξ , ghhV V = gSMhhV V (1− 2ξ) . (4)
The Higgs couplings to the fermions will depend on the way the SM fermions are embedded
into representations of the bulk symmetry. In the MCHM4 model [213] with SM fermions
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transforming as spinorial representations of SO(5), the Higgs fermion interactions are given by
MCHM4: ghff = gSMhff
√
1− ξ . (5)
In the MCHM5 model [214] with SM fermions transforming as fundamental representations of
SO(5), the Higgs fermion couplings take the form
MCHM5: ghff = gSMhff
1− 2ξ√
1− ξ . (6)
While the Higgs gauge couplings are always reduced compared to the SM, the Higgs couplings
to fermions behave differently in the two models. In the vicinity of the SM the couplings are
reduced, with the reduction being more important for the MCHM5 than for the MCHM4 model.
For larger values of ξ, the MCHM5 Higgs fermion couplings raise again and can even become
larger than in the SM, leading to enhanced gluon fusion Higgs production cross sections. The
latter will significantly affect the Higgs searches.
3 Constraints from LEP and Tevatron and EW precision data
The (MH , ξ) parameter region is constrained from the Higgs searches at LEP and Tevatron.
The excluded regions are shown in Fig. 1. For the generation of the plots the program Higgs-
Bounds [192] has been used, modified to take into account the latest Tevatron limits.
In both composite models the SM Higgs mass LEP limit MH >∼ 114.4 GeV is lowered,
since at LEP the most relevant search channel is Higgs-strahlung with subsequent decay into
bb¯ [215, 216]. In both models the production process is suppressed compared to the SM. Since
in MCHM5 at ξ = 0.5 the Higgs fermion coupling vanishes, this channel cannot be used in
the area around this ξ value. Constraints are set by Higgs-strahlung production with subsequent
decay into γγ instead [217].
At Tevatron, low ξ values are excluded by the Higgs decay into aW pair for Higgs masses
around 160 GeV1. The exclusion region quickly shrinks to 0, since the relevant Higgs-strahlung
production is suppressed compared to the SM for non-vanishing ξ values. In MCHM5, an
additional region MH ∼ 165− 185 GeV can be excluded for ξ >∼ 0.8 through H → WW [218]
where the enhanced Yukawa coupling increases the production in gluon fusion and the WW
branching ratio is still high, before fermionic decays take over close to ξ = 1. The exclusion
is then set by H → ττ decays [219]. These results should be regarded, however, as rough
guidelines. The Tevatron searches combine several search channels from both experiments in a
sophisticated way. We cannot perform such an analysis at the same level of sophistication.
Further constraints arise from the electroweak precision (EWP) data. The oblique param-
eters are logarithmically sensitive to the Higgs boson mass [220]. The EWP limits are also
shown in Fig. 1. In our set-up they are due to the incomplete cancellation between the Higgs
and gauge boson contributions to S and T and low ξ values are preferred. The upper bound on
ξ is relaxed by a factor of ∼ 2 if one allows for a partial cancellation of the order of 50%.
4 Branching ratios
The partial widths in the composite Higgs models are obtained by rescaling the corresponding
Higgs couplings involved in the decay. In the MCHM4 model all couplings are multiplied by
1Tevatron searches in H → WW decays exclude the SM Higgs boson in the mass range 162 GeV≤ MH ≤
166 GeV [218].
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Figure 1: Experimental limits from Higgs searches at LEP (blue/dark gray) and the Tevatron (green/light
gray) in the plane (MH , ξ) for MCHM4 (left) and MCHM5 (right). EW precision data prefer low value
of ξ: the red continuous line delineates the region favoured at 99% CL (with a cutoff scale fixed at
2.5 TeV) while the region below the red dashed line survives if there is an additional 50% cancellation
of the oblique parameters.
the same factor
√
1− ξ so that the branching ratios are the same as in the SM. In the MCHM5
model the partial decay width into fermions can be obtained from the corresponding SM width
by, cf. Eq. (6),
Γ(H → ff¯) = (1− 2ξ)
2
(1− ξ) Γ
SM(H → ff¯) . (7)
The Higgs decay width into gluons, mediated by heavy quark loops, reads
Γ(H → gg) = (1− 2ξ)
2
(1− ξ) Γ
SM(H → gg) . (8)
The Higgs decay width into massive gauge bosons V = W,Z is given by
Γ(H → V V ) = (1− ξ) ΓSM(H → V V ) . (9)
The Higgs decay into photons proceeds dominantly via W -boson and top and bottom loops.
Since the couplings to gauge bosons and fermions scale differently in MCHM5, the various loop
contributions have to be multiplied with the corresponding Higgs coupling modification factor.
As QCD corrections do not involve the Higgs couplings the higher order QCD corrections to
the decays are unaffected and can readily be taken over from the SM.
Fig. 2 shows the SM branching ratios and the composite Higgs branching ratios of MCHM5
for three representative values of ξ = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 in the mass range favoured by composite
Higgs models between 80 and 200 GeV, which has not been completely excluded by the LEP
bounds yet (see Section 3). The branching ratios have been obtained with the program HDE-
CAY [221], where the modifications due to the composite nature of the Higgs boson have been
implemented. For ξ = 0.2 the behaviour is almost the same as in the SM, with the Higgs below
∼ 2MZ decaying dominantly into bb¯ and a pair of massive gauge bosons, one or two of them
being virtual. Above the gauge boson threshold, it almost exclusively decays into WW,ZZ.
The decays into γγ and Zγ are slightly enhanced compared to the SM though, behaviour which
culminates at ξ = 0.5. Here, due to the specific Higgs fermion coupling in MCHM5, see
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Figure 2: Higgs branching ratios as a function of the Higgs boson mass in the SM (ξ = 0, upper left)
and MCHM5 with ξ = 0.2 (upper right), 0.5 (bottom left) and 0.8 (bottom right).
Eq. (6), the decays into fermions and fermion-loop mediated decays into gluons are closed and
the branching ratio into γγ dominates in the low Higgs mass region. This cannot be exploited
for the LHC searches, however, which rely on this search channel in the low mass region, since
the gluon fusion production is absent for the same reason and the vector boson fusion process is
suppressed by a factor two compared to the SM. At ξ = 0.8 the branching ratios into fermions
dominate at low-Higgs mass and are enhanced compared to the SM above the gauge boson
threshold, which is due to the enhancement factor in the Higgs fermion coupling, while the
Higgs couplings to massive gauge bosons are suppressed.
5 LHC production cross sections
The Higgs boson search channels at the LHC can be significantly changed in composite Higgs
models due to the modified production cross sections and branching ratios. The main char-
acteristics of the production cross sections shall be presented here. At the LHC the relevant
production channels are
Gluon fusion: The gluon fusion process gg → H [153] constitutes the dominant pro-
duction mechanism in the SM. At leading order it is mediated by heavy quark loops. The
next-to-leading order QCD corrections [118], which enhance the cross section by 50-100%, do
not involve Higgs couplings and thus are unaffected by the composite nature of the Higgs boson
in our specific parameterization. The NLO gluon fusion cross section in the composite model
can hence be obtained from the SM by
σNLO(gg → H) = (1− ξ) σSMNLO(gg → H) MCHM4
σNLO(gg → H) = (1−2ξ)2(1−ξ) σSMNLO(gg → H) MCHM5 .
(10)
W/Z boson fusion:Weak boson fusion qq → qq+W ∗W ∗/Z∗Z∗ → qqH [222–224] is the
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next important SM Higgs production process. Due to the additional forward jets, which allow
for a strong background reduction, it plays an important role for the Higgs boson search. NLO
QCD corrections [113, 225], accounting for a 10% correction, are unaffected by the modified
composite Higgs couplings, so that for our models it is given by
σNLO(qqH) = (1− ξ) σSMNLO(qqH) for MCHM4 and MCHM5 . (11)
Higgs-strahlung: In the intermediate mass range MH <∼ 2MZ Higgs-strahlung off W,Z
bosons qq¯ → Z∗/W ∗ → H + Z/W provides another production mechanism [226, 227]. The
cross section including NLO QCD corrections, which add∼ 30% in the SM [113,228], is given
by
σNLO(V H) = (1− ξ) σSMNLO(V H) for MCHM4 and MCHM5 . (12)
Higgs radiation off top quarks: This production mechanism [229–233] only plays a role
for Higgs masses <∼ 150 GeV. NLO QCD corrections increase the cross section at the LHC by
∼ 20% [234–236], and in the composite Higgs models studied here it is given by
σNLO(Htt¯) = (1− ξ) σSMNLO(Htt¯) MCHM4
σNLO(Htt¯) =
(1−2ξ)2
(1−ξ) σ
SM
NLO(Htt¯) MCHM5 .
(13)
While being excluded as discovery channel due to the large background and related uncertain-
ties, in MCHM5 it may provide an interesting search channel for large values of ξ near one due
to a significant enhancement factor.
Fig. 3 shows the production cross sections as function of MH = 80...200 GeV in the SM
and MCHM5 for ξ = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. For ξ = 0.2 the inclusive cross section is considerably
reduced due to reduced couplings in the production cross sections, situation which is even worse
for ξ = 0.5 where the gluon fusion and Htt¯ cross sections vanish and the others are reduced.
For ξ = 0.8 the situation is reversed due to the significantly enlarged gluon fusion process. The
cross sections for MCHM4 are not shown separately. They can be obtained from the SM ones
by multiplying each with 1− ξ.
6 Statistical significances
In order to study how the Higgs prospects of discovery will be changed in composite models, we
evaluated the statistical significances for the different search channels at the LHC. We referred
to the CMS analyses [162]. The results presented hereafter are not significantly changed when
applying the ATLAS analyses [163]. Assuming that only the signal rates are changed but not the
backgrounds rates, since only Higgs couplings are affected in our models, the significances in
MCHM4 and MCHM5 can be obtained by applying a rescaling factor κ to the number of signal
events. Referring to a specific search channel, it is given by taking into account the change in
the production process p and in the subsequent decay into a final state X with respect to the
SM, hence
κ =
σpBR(H → X)
σSMp BR(H
SM → X) . (14)
The number of signal events s is obtained from the SM events sSM by
s = κ · sSM , (15)
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Figure 3: The LHC Higgs boson production cross-sections as a function of the Higgs boson mass in the
SM (ξ = 0, upper left) and for MCHM5 with ξ = 0.2 (upper right), 0.5 (bottom left) and 0.8 (bottom
right). The cross sections include NLO QCD corrections and have been obtained by use of the programs
HIGLU [237], VV2H [238], V2HV [238], HQQ [238].
where sSM after application of all cuts is taken from the experimental analyses. The signal
events s and the background events after cuts, i.e. b ≡ bSM , are used to calculate the corre-
sponding significances in the composite Higgs model. The various channels studied are
H → γγ: This channel is crucial for Higgs searches at low masses MH <∼ 150 GeV.
Despite the clean signal, the channel is challenging due to small signal and large background
rates. The production is given by the inclusive cross section composed of gluon fusion, vector
boson fusion, Higgs-strahlung and Htt¯ production.
H → ZZ → 2l2l′: The gold-plated channel for Higgs masses above ∼ 130 GeV with the
Higgs decaying through ZZ(∗) in the clean 4e, 2e2µ and 4µ final states is based on gluon fusion
and vector boson fusion in the production. Since the production cross section is large as well
as the branching ratio into ZZ(∗) it allows for a precise determination of the Higgs boson mass
and cross section.
H → WW → 2l2ν: Higgs decay into WW with subsequent decay in leptons is the main
discovery channel in the intermediate region 2MW <∼ MH <∼ 2MZ . Spin correlations can be
exploited to extract the signal from the background. The CMS analyses use gluon and vector
boson fusion to get the signal rates.
H → WW → lνjj: Higgs production in vector boson fusion with subsequent decayH →
WW → lνjj covers the mass region 160 GeV<∼ MH <∼180 GeV, where the H → ZZ(∗)
branching ratio is largely suppressed. The event topology with two energetic forward jets and
suppressed hadronic activity in the central region can be exploited to extract the signal from the
background.
H → ττ → l + j + EmissT : This channel with the Higgs produced in vector boson fusion,
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adds to the difficult Higgs search in the low mass regionMH <∼ 140 GeV. The specific signature
of vector boson fusion production (see above) helps for the extraction of the signal.
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Figure 4: The significances in different channels as a function of the Higgs boson mass in the SM (ξ = 0,
upper left) and for MCHM4 with ξ = 0.2 (upper right), 0.5 (bottom left) and 0.8 (bottom right).
For more details on each search channel and on the significance estimators we used we
refer the reader to [239]. In Figs. 4 and 5 we present the SM significance (for comparison) and
the MCHM4 and MCHM5 significances for ξ = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8. The results should be understood
as estimates. They cannot replace experimental analyses. But they can serve as a guideline of
what is changed in composite models and where to be careful when it comes to interpretation
of experimental results. As can be inferred from Figs. 4, in MCHM4 in all search channels
the significance is always below the corresponding significance in the SM. With the branching
ratios being unchanged, this is due to the production cross sections which are all suppressed by
the universal factor 1− ξ. The Higgs search will hence be much more difficult. For ξ = 0.8 the
total significance even drops below 5.
In MCHM5 the behaviour of the significances is more involved due to the interplay of
modified production and decay channels. For ξ = 0.2 the reduction in production channels
cannot be compensated by the enhancement in the branching ratios into γγ and massive gauge
bosons, so that the significances are below the SM ones. In total the significance is also below
the total MCHM4 significance, as gluon fusion production which contributes to the main search
channels, is more strongly reduced in MCHM5. The situation looks even worse for ξ = 0.5
where gluon fusion (and also Htt¯ production) is completely erased from the list of production
channels. Only for low Higgs masses the strong enhancement in the γγ branching ratio can rise
the significance above 5, even for MH below the LEP limit, although that has to be confirmed
by detailed experimental analyses though. For higher Higgs masses one has to rely on weak
boson fusion with H → WW decay. For ξ = 0.8 the picture is totally different from MCHM4.
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Figure 5: The significances in different channels as a function of the Higgs boson mass in the SM (ξ = 0,
upper left) and for MCHM5 with ξ = 0.2 (upper right), 0.5 (bottom left) and 0.8 (bottom right).
The production is completely taken over by gluon fusion and leads to large significances in
the massive gauge boson final states. Also γγ final states contribute for MH >∼ 120 GeV, and
probably for MH > 150 GeV, although this also has to be confirmed by experimental analyses
though.
7 Conclusions
We have shown by focusing on two particular directions in the parameter space of the composite
Higgs model, that the search modes and significances can deviate significantly from the SM
expectations. In the MCHM4 model all couplings are reduced compared to the SM values and
hence the Higgs searches deteriorate. In the MCHM5 model, however, the production in gluon
fusion is enhanced if the composite scale is low enough. The significances can then be larger
than in the SM case. Once the Higgs boson will show up in the LHC experiments, the study
of the relative importance of the various production and decay channels will thus provide us to
a certain extent with information on the dynamics of the Higgs sector and tell us whether the
electroweak symmetry breaking is weak or strong.
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Low-Scale Technicolor at the 10 TeV LHC
K. Black, T. Bose, E. Carrera, S. J. Harper, K. Lane, Y. Maravin, A. Martin and B.C. Smith
Abstract
This report summarizes Low-Scale Technicolor (LSTC) and the work
done by the LSTC-at-LHC group for Les Houches 2009. We study
the reach of the LHC with
√
s = 10 TeV for the lightest ρT , ωT , aT
technivectors decaying to WZ, γW , γZ followed by leptonic decays of
the weak bosons, and to e+e−. For the most part, we restrict ourselves
to luminosities of O(1 fb−1). The revised 7 TeV LHC run schedule for
2010–11 was established as this report was being completed.
1 Introduction
Technicolor (TC) [240–243] was invented to provide a natural and consistent quantum-field-
theoretic description of electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking — without elementary scalar
fields. Extended technicolor (ETC) [244] was invented to complete that description by includ-
ing quark and lepton flavors and their chiral symmetry breaking as interactions of fermions and
gauge bosons alone. In particular, from Fig. 1, mq,` ' g2ETC〈T¯ T 〉ETC/M2ETC , where 〈T¯ T 〉ETC
is the technifermion condensate renormalized at METC . From the beginning, ETC was rec-
ognized to have a problem with flavor-changing neutral current interactions, especially those
inducing K0–K¯0 mixing. Masses METC of several 100, possibly 1000, TeV are required to
suppress these interactions to an acceptable level. The problem is that this implies mq,` of at
most a few MeV if one assumes that, as in QCD, (1) asymptotic freedom sets in quickly above
the TC scale of a few 100 GeV so that 〈T¯ T 〉ETC ' 〈T¯ T 〉TC and (2) 〈T¯ T 〉TC can be estimated
by scaling from the quark condensates of QCD. Walking technicolor [245–248] was invented
to cure this problem. The cure is that the QCD-based assumptions may not apply to technicolor
after all. In particular, in walking TC the gauge coupling decreases very slowly, staying large for
100s, perhaps 1000s, of TeV and remaining near its critical value for spontaneous chiral sym-
metry breaking. Then, the T¯ T anomalous dimension γm ' 1 over this large energy range [249],
so that 〈T¯ T 〉ETC  〈T¯ T 〉TC and reasonable fermion masses result.1 The important lesson of
walking technicolor is that QCD-based assumptions for technicolor must, at best, be viewed
with suspicion and used with caution. In particular, all estimates of the precision electroweak
parameter S for TC models [251–254] are based on scaling from QCD and, as such, are un-
trustworthy [255, 256]. Lattice gauge-theoretic techniques appear to be a promising way to test
the ideas of walking technicolor in a nonperturbative way.
A walking TC gauge coupling with γm ' 1 for a large energy range occurs if, as in Fig. 1,
the critical coupling for chiral symmetry breaking lies just below a value at which the TC β-
function vanishes (an infrared fixed point) [257, 258]. This requires a large number of tech-
1Except for the top quark, which needs an interaction such as topcolor to explain its large mass [250].
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nifermions, which may be achieved by having ND  1 doublets in the fundamental representa-
tionNTC of the TC gauge group, SU(NTC), or by having a few doublets in higher-dimensional
representations [259,260]. In the latter case, constraints on ETC representations [244] almost al-
ways imply other technifermions in the fundamental representation as well. In either case, then,
there generally are technifermions whose technipion (piT ) bound states have a decay constant
F 21  F 2pi = (246 GeV)2. This low scale implies there are, in addition to the piT , technihadrons
ρT , ωT and aT with masses well below a TeV. We refer to this situation as low-scale technicolor
(LSTC) [259, 261, 262]. These technivector mesons can be produced as s-channel resonances
in qq¯ annihilation at the LHC. As we discuss next, they will be extremely narrow, with striking
signatures visible above manageable backgrounds.
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Figure 1: The quark and lepton mass generating mechanism in ETC (left). The β-function in walking
technicolor, with the chiral symmetry breaking value of αTC just below an approximate infrared fixed
point (right).
There are two important consequences of this picture of walking TC. First, to restate
what we just said, ND > 1 technifermion doublets implies the existence of physical tech-
nipions, some of which couple to the lightest technivector mesons. Second, since M2piT ∝〈T¯ T T¯T 〉ETC ≈ (〈T¯ T 〉ETC)2, walking TC enhances the masses of technipions much more than
it does other technihadron masses. Thus, it is very likely that the lightest MρT < 2MpiT and that
the two and three-piT decay channels of the light technivectors are closed [259]. This further
implies that these technivectors are very narrow, a few GeV or less, because their decay rates
are suppressed by phase space and/or small couplings (see below).
A simple phenomenology of LSTC is provided by the Technicolor Straw-Man Model
(TCSM) [263–265]. The TCSM’s ground rules and major parameters are these:
1. The lightest doublet of technifermions (TU , TD) are color-SU(3)C singlets.2
2. The decay constant of the lightest doublet’s technipions is F1 = (Fpi = 246 GeV) · sinχ.
In the case of ND fundamentals, sin2 χ ∼= 1/ND  1. In the case of two-scale TC,
Fpi =
√
F 21 + F
2
2 = 246 GeV with F
2
1 /F
2
2
∼= tan2 χ 1.
3. The isospin breaking of (TU , TD) is small. Their electric charges areQU andQD = QU−
1. In the TCSM, the rates for several decay modes of the technivectors to transversely-
polarized electroweak gauge bosons (γ,W±⊥ , Z
0
⊥) plus a technipion or longitudinal weak
2Colored technifermions get a large contribution to their mass from SU(3)C gluon exchange. We also assume
implicitly that, in the case of ND fundamentals, ETC interactions split the doublets substantially.
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boson (W±,0L ≡ W±L , Z0L) and for decays to a fermion-antifermion pair depend sensitively
on QU +QD.
4. The lightest technihadrons are the pseudoscalars pi±,0T1 (I = 1) and the vectors ρ
±,0
T (I = 1),
ωT (I = 0) and axial vectors a
±,0
T (I = 1), fT (I = 0). Isospin symmetry and quark-model
experience strongly suggest MρT ∼= MωT and MaT ∼= MfT .3
5. SinceW±,0L are superpositions of all the isovector technipions, the piT1 are not mass eigen-
states. This is parameterized in the TCSM as a simple two-state admixture of WL and the
lightest mass-eigenstate piT :
|piT1〉 = sinχ |WL〉+ cosχ |piT 〉 . (1)
Thus, technivector decays involving WL, while nominally, strong interactions, are sup-
pressed by powers of sinχ.
6. The lightest technihadrons, piT , ρT , ωT and aT , may be studied in isolation, without sig-
nificant mixing or other interference from higher-mass states. This is the most important
of the TCSM’s assumptions. It is made to avoid a forest of parameters.
7. In addition to these technihadrons and W±L , Z
0
L, the TCSM involves the transversely-
polarized γ, W±⊥ and Z
0
⊥. The principal production process of the technivector mesons at
hadron and lepton colliders is Drell-Yan, e.g, q¯q → γ, Z0 → ρ0T , ωT , a0T → X . This gives
strikingly narrow s-channel resonances at MX = Mρ0T ,ωT ,aT ifMX can be reconstructed.
8. Technipion decays are mediated by ETC interactions and, therefore, are expected to be
Higgs-like, i.e., piT preferentially decay to the heaviest fermion pairs they can. There is
one exception. Something like topcolor-assisted technicolor [250] is required to give the
top quark its large mass. Then, the coupling of piT to top quarks is not proportional to mt,
but more likely to O(mb) [250].
This TCSM phenomenology was tested at LEP (see, e.g., Refs. [266, 267]) and the Teva-
tron [268–270] for some generic values of the parameters. So far there is no compelling evi-
dence for TC, but there are also no significant restrictions on the masses and couplings com-
monly used in the TCSM search analyses carried out so far: For ρT → WpiT , the limits are
MρT >∼ 210–250 GeV, MpiT >∼ 125–145 GeV when MW + MpiT < MρT < 2MpiT [270]; for
ρ±T → WZ, they are MρT > 400 GeV, MpiT > 350 GeV when MρT < MW + MpiT [269].
Both sets of limits use the PYTHIA defaults [271]: sinχ = 1/3, QU ' 1, NTC = 4, and the
ρT → piTpiT coupling scaled from QCD, gρT piT piT =
√
4pi(2.16)(3/NTC).4 On the other hand,
the more general idea of LSTC makes little sense if the limit onMρT is pushed past∼ 700 GeV.
Therefore, we believe that the LHC can discover it or certainly rule it out.
In the June 2007 Les Houches summary report [272], several of the current authors used
PYTHIA [271] together with the the PGS detector simulator [273] to study the reach of the LHC
with
√
s = 14 TeV for the LSTC processes
qq¯ → ρ±T → W±Z0, a±T → γW±, ωT → γZ0 . (2)
In all cases, theW and Z decay to e or µ-type leptons. These decay modes were chosen because
they are not overwhelmed by backgrounds (as is ρT → WpiT which is swamped by tt¯ at the
3We assume that the isosinglet pi0′T1 is too heavy to play a part in LSTC phenomenology. The fT doesn’t either
because it cannot be produced as an s-channel resonance in qq¯ collisions.
4See Sect. 5 for a discussion of this assumption on gρTpiTpiT .
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LHC). Thus, we expected that they are the most likely LSTC discovery channels. We shall see
in Sect. 4 that neutral technivector decays to `+`− are also quite promising discovery modes.
For Les Houches 2007, we concentrated on three TCSM mass points that cover most of
the reasonable range of LSTC scales; they are listed in Table 1. In all cases, we assumed isospin
symmetry, together with MρT = MωT and MaT = 1.1MρT . The near degeneracy of ρT and aT
was motivated by the argument that it makes the low-scale TC contribution to the S-parameter
small (see Ref. [274] and references therein). The PYTHIA defaults listed above were used as
well as MV1,2 = MA1,2 = MρT for the LSTC mass parameters controlling the strength of ρT ,
ωT , aT decays to a transverse electroweak boson plus piT or WL [264, 265]. The table also
lists the signal cross sections at 14 TeV and, in parentheses, the minimum luminosities for a
5σ = S/
√
S +B discovery.
Case MρT = MωT MaT MpiT σ(W
±Z0) σ(γW±) σ(γZ0)
A 300 330 200 110 (2.4) 168 (2.3) 19.2 (17)
B 400 440 275 36.2 (7.2) 64.7 (4.5) 6.2 (46)
C 500 550 350 16.0 (15) 30.7 (7.8) 2.8 (97)
Table 1: The LH 2007 study’s TCSM masses (in GeV) and signal cross sections times e, µ branch-
ing ratios (in fb) for pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV producing the lightest technihadrons. Numbers in
parentheses are the luminosities (in fb−1) needed or a 5σ discovery [272].
In addition to discovering the narrow resonances in these channels, the angular distribu-
tions of the two-body final states in the technivector rest frame provide compelling evidence of
their underlying technicolor origin. Because all the modes involve at least one longitudinally-
polarized weak boson, the distributions are
dσ(q¯q → ρ±T → W±L Z0L)
d cos θ
∝ sin2 θ, (3)
dσ(q¯q → a±T , ρ±T → γW±L )
d cos θ
,
dσ(q¯q → ωT , ρ0T → γZ0L)
d cos θ
∝ 1 + cos2 θ . (4)
Simulations were presented in the LH 2007 report. While these studies were very preliminary,
they indicated that the ρ±T → W±Z and a±T → γW± distributions easily could be distinguished
from background for M ' 300 GeV with 10 fb−1 of data and M ' 400 GeV with 20–40 fb−1.
The smaller ωT → γZ signal rates require much more luminosity, e.g., 40 fb−1 for MωT '
300 GeV.
There are three motivations for the present study. First, for some time to come, the main
operating c.m. energy of the LHC will, with some luck, be 10, not 14, TeV. This requires that
our studies be repeated and the reach for LSTC signals be estimated for the lower energy —
and lower luminosities — expected for the next several years.5 Second, as noted above, most of
the 2007 work was carried out using the PGS detector simulator. While adequate for a first look
at LSTC for the LHC, one really wants more substantial studies using the ATLAS and CMS
5Our luck did not hold. As this document was being completed, a new LHC run plan was adopted
in which the machine would begin an 18–24 month run in 2010 run at
√
s = 7 TeV, followed by a
long shutdown in which it would be prepared for running at the design c.m. energy of 14 TeV. See
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=83135. Some justification for our studies may
be derived from the fact that 10 TeV =
√
(7 TeV)(14 TeV).
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detector simulations and, where possible, more reliable estimates of backgrounds.6 Finally, two
of us have developed an effective Lagrangian for LSTC [274]. This can be interfaced with such
tools as MadGraph and CalcHEP to generate cross sections for particle production and decay
using PYTHIA or HERWIG. We present here a selection of first results comparing the parton-
level cross sections generated by our Lagrangian with the TCSM as implemented in PYTHIA.
In this paper we report on several more-in-depth studies for some of the classic LSTC
discovery channels at the LHC, and we add some new ones. The LSTC processes investigated
in this report and the principal results are the following:
1. A CMS study of ρ±T → W±Z (Bose, Carrera, Maravin).
2. A PGS-based study of ωT → γZγ`+`− (Black, Smith).
3. A CMS-based study of ωT , ρ0T , a
0
T → e+e− (Harper).
4. Comparisons of an effective Lagrangian, Leff , for LSTC with the TCSM in PYTHIA, in-
cluding an investigation of the accuracy of the longitudinal gauge boson approximation
for technivector decays (Martin and Lane). The effective Lagrangian implies some strik-
ing differences with the TCSM defined in Refs. [263–265] and implemented in PYTHIA.
In particular, the value of gρT piT piT is predicted by Leff and it is considerably smaller
than the value
√
4pi(2.16)(3/NTC) obtained by scaling from QCD. Thus, the rate for
ρT → WZ predicted by Leff is much smaller than in the TCSM, while the rate for
ρT → γW can be much larger. This is a new result. It is unclear whether it is more
or less credible than the TCSM, but experiment can decide.
The mass points and signal cross sections at
√
s = 10 TeV (computed from the TCSM in
PYTHIA) are listed in Table 2. Note that ρT → WpiT is forbidden in Case 1a, enhancing the
ρ±T → WZ branching ratio.
Case MρT ,ωT MaT MpiT MV1,...,A2 σ(W
±Z0) σ(γW±) σ(γZ0) σ(e+e−)
1a 225 250 150 225 230 330 60 1655 (980)
1b 225 250 140 225 205 285 45 1485 (980)
2a 300 330 200 300 75 105 11 425 (290)
2b 300 330 180 300 45 85 7 380 (290)
3a 400 440 275 400 22 40 4 130 (90)
3b 400 440 250 400 14 35 3 120 (90)
Table 2: Technihadron masses, LSTC mass parameters (in GeV) and approximate signal cross sec-
tions for pp collisions at
√
s = 10 TeV (in fb) for the 2009 Les Houches study. Isospin symme-
try is assumed. Other TCSM parameters are sinχ = 1/3, NTC = 4, QU = QD + 1 = 1,
gρT piT piT =
√
4pi(2.16)(3/NTC) = 4.512, and CTEQ5L parton distribution functions were used.
Branching ratios of W and Z to electrons and muons are included. σ(e+e−) includes signal plus
standard-model production integrated over approximately MρT ,ωT − 25 GeV to MaT + 25 GeV; the
standard model cross section for this range is in parentheses.
6This motivation was thwarted to some extent by the collaborations’ requirements for publishing analyses made
with their software and simulation tools.
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2 ρ±T →W±Z0
This section summarizes a CMS study of the detector’s reach for ρ±T → W±Z0 → `±ν``+`−
for ` = e and/or µ as described in the TCSM and encoded in PYTHIA [275].7 This study
updates one carried out for Les Houches 2007 [276], with pp collisions at
√
s = 10 TeV and
concentrating on four TCSM mass points not excluded by other experiments and covering a
range accessible with an integrated luminosity <∼ 5 fb−1, namely, the three cases of Table 2 plus
MρT = 500 GeV. This analysis uses the detailed GEANT4 simulation of the CMS detector,
improved object identification algorithms, and formulates methods for data-driven background
estimation.
2.1 Analysis Strategy
Sources of background are the standard model WZ production, plus ZZ and WW , Z + γ,
W + jets and Z + jets production (W or Z boson production in association with a pair of
heavy quark jets, referred to as V QQ, is treated separately), and tt¯ production. The statistically
significant instrumental backgrounds come from Z + jets and tt¯ production. For instance, in an
energetic Z + jet event, the footprint of a jet in the detector can mimic the leptonic decay of a
W boson, making it a perfect technicolor candidate event. Massive top quark pair events also
populate the invariant mass peaks. To overcome these backgrounds, the analysis puts stringent
identification requirements on final state leptons, enforces constraints on the particle transverse
momenta and on invariant quantities such as the mass of the Z boson, making using of the
aforementioned data-driven techniques known to have worked in previous experiments.
Signal samples are produced with PYTHIA and processed using a detector simulation
based on CMS GEANT4. To simulate next-to-leading order predictions, a K-factor of 1.35 ±
0.27 is applied to all signal cross section values. Most backgrounds are produced with PYTHIA
(although, for some processes, MadGraph was used in the generation) and the same selection
criteria are applied to signal and background simulation samples. Whenever fast simulation
is used for the backgrounds, a cross-check with the full detector simulation is performed to
ensure proper description of detector effects. Next-to-leading order background cross sections
and K-factors used in the study can be found in [275].
2.2 Signal and Event Selection
Events are pre-selected using single muon and electron triggers which are 99% efficient and
at least 3 leptons with pT > 10 GeV are required. The pair of like-flavored, opposite charge
leptons with invariant massM`` closest to theZ nominal mass are assigned asZ decay products.
To reject ZZ background, events with two non-overlapping Z candidates that are found within
50 GeV < M`` < 120 GeV are eliminated. The most energetic lepton in the remaining pool
is assigned to the W boson, and the corresponding neutrino assigned transverse energy equal
− /ET , the event missing transverse energy. The WZ candidate invariant mass is determined by
forcing the known W invariant mass to the lepton-neutrino system while choosing the smaller
solution in the calculation of the longitudinal momentum of the neutrino.
Electron candidates, which are reconstructed as energy clusters in the electromagnetic
calorimeter with a matched pixel track, are required to have pT > 15 GeV, to be consistent
with shape and energy deposition of an electron shower, and to be isolated in order to suppress
7While PYTHIA shows the aT → WZ resonance, the /ET resolution in the detector simulation results in its
coalescing with the larger ρT peak.
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Figure 2: WZ invariant mass distributions for the Case 1a signal (MρT = 225 GeV) and background
samples (left). WZ invariant mass distributions for signal (MρT in the range 300–500 GeV) and back-
ground samples (right). The distributions are normalized to an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1.
misidentified jets. Muons are reconstructed using information from the muon detectors and the
silicon tracker. Those assigned to a Z-boson must have pT > 10 GeV, with no track or isolation
requirement due to the low misidentification rate. Tighter selection criteria (pT > 20 GeV
and isolation) are applied to muons from W candidates since a higher misidentification rate
is expected. In addition, a quality cut on the impact parameter significance of the muons is
applied.
To enhance the signal to background ratio, two sets of further requirements are used in
this study. The first one optimized for early conditions (or for MρT = 225 GeV), and another
one optimized for higher luminosity scenarios (or for MρT > 300 GeV. These requirements
for early (late) conditions are: pT (Z) > 50 (90) GeV, pT (W ) > 50 (90) GeV, and HT >
130 (160) GeV, where HT is the scalar sum of the transverse momentum of the three charged
leptons in the final state.
Figure 2 shows, theWZ invariant mass distributions for the various mass points for 1 fb−1
of integrated luminosity. Table 3 lists the number of signal events expected with 200 pb−1 of
data within a mass window of 1.4 Gaussian standard deviations around the ρT mass peak.
2.3 Background Estimation
The physics backgrounds, WZ and ZZ, are estimated from Monte Carlo simulation. The
instrumental backgrounds fall into two groups, one that includes a genuine Z-boson and one
that does not. The Z + jets background dominates the first group, which also includes Zγ
production (found to be negligible), and Zbb production. In the second group tt¯ production
dominates, followed by W + jets, and QCD multi-jet production (found to be negligible).
The Z + jets background (including V QQ) is estimated using a data-driven technique,
the “matrix method”, used successfully in previous experiments. This method makes use of two
samples, a “tight-cut” sample with events passing all the signal selection criteria, and a “loose-
cut” sample where events pass all the signal selection requirements except the isolation cuts on
the W ’s charged lepton. Hence, the number of events in each sample are given by Nloose =
81
Process Efficiencies Expected signal Expected background
Signal (main) events per 200 pb−1 events per 200 pb−1
ρT (M=225 GeV) 0.137± 0.037 8.60± 3.17 4.75± 0.95
ρT (M=300 GeV) 0.186± 0.034 3.71± 1.15 1.79± 0.39
ρT (M=400 GeV) 0.251± 0.046 1.62± 0.50 1.05± 0.27
ρT (M=500 GeV) 0.254± 0.047 0.65± 0.20 0.24± 0.06
Table 3: Final efficiencies and number of events for the various selection criteria for 200 pb−1 of data
at
√
s = 10 GeV. The first three cases are 1a, 2a, 3a in Table 2; in the last case MpiT = 350 GeV
and MVi = MAi = 500 GeV. The quoted uncertainties include statistical and systematic uncertainties
(purely from simulation), the latter described later in the text.
Nlep + Njet and Ntight = tightNlep + PfakeNjet. Here, Nlep and Njet is the number of events
with the W candidates reconstructed from true leptons and the fake ones from misidentified
jets, respectively; tight is the efficiency for true leptons to pass the isolation cuts and Pfake
is the corresponding efficiency for fake leptons. These efficiencies will be extracted from data
using the standard “tag and probe” method, thus minimizing systematic errors due to simulation.
Using Monte Carlo simulation, the efficiencies tight for muons and electrons are estimated to
be (93.9±0.8)% and (96.5±1.3)%, respectively, while the rates Pfake for misidentified jets are
0.30± 0.04 for electrons and 0.33± 0.03 for muons. The signal and background contributions
are estimated with these measured efficiencies.
The tt¯ and other backgrounds without a genuine Z-boson, which are assumed to dominate
the tails of the Z-boson mass distribution, are estimated using the sideband subtraction method.
The final Z-mass distribution, for an integrated luminosity of 200 pb−1, is fit to a linear sum of a
histogram and a quadratic function. The “Z-shaped” histogram is extracted from a combination
of Z + jets and WZ samples with much looser requirements, and the quadratic contribution
from a combination of tt¯ and W + jets samples (which are expected to be rather flat).
Table 4 presents a summary of the number of background events expected with 200 pb−1
for the 1.4σ mass window used above for the signal. The uncertainties in the Z + jets, V QQ,
tt¯, and W + jets backgrounds are taken from the data-driven techniques.
Process ρT (M=225 GeV) ρT (M=300 GeV) ρT (M=400 GeV) ρT (M=500 GeV)
WZ 1.416± 0.043± 0.502 0.699± 0.030± 0.214 0.508± 0.026± 0.156 0.190± 0.016± 0.058
ZZ 0.236± 0.004± 0.084 0.079± 0.003± 0.024 0.032± 0.002± 0.010 0.015± 0.001± 0.005
Z+jets and V QQ 2.082± 2.663± 0.506 0.384± 1.521± 0.064 0.121± 0.479± 0.020 0.034± 0.135± 0.006
tt¯ and W+jets 1.014± 1.016± 0.247 0.624± 0.101± 0.104 0.390± 0.063± 0.065 0.000± 0.000± 0.000
Total 4.76± 2.85± 0.76 1.79± 1.52± 0.25 1.05± 0.48± 0.17 0.24± 0.14± 0.06
Table 4: Summary of final number of background events for 200 pb−1 of data at
√
s = 10 GeV. Sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties (in this order) are also given. Statistical uncertainties include those
from data-driven methods for this low luminosity.
2.4 Results and Conclusions
In the absence of an excess of signal events, 95% C.L. upper limits can be set on the cross
sections. These limits, as functions of integrated luminosity, are summarized in Fig. 3. The
final results are presented in Table 5, which include a second set of technicolor parameters that
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Figure 3: 95% C.L. limits for σ(ρT → WZ) as a function of integrated luminosity for pp collisions at√
s = 10 GeV. The cross sections include the branching ratio to electrons and muons. The horizontal
bands, which indicate the theoretical cross sections (and their associated 27% uncertainty), intersect the
limit curves at approximately the values given in Table 5.
Mass values Int. luminosity Int. luminosity Int. luminosity
for 95% C.L limit for 95% C.L limit for 95% C.L limit
(pb−1) (+ theoretical (- theoretical
uncertainty) (pb−1) uncertainty) (pb−1)
MρT = 225 GeV, MpiT = 150 GeV 400 240 790
MρT = 300 GeV, MpiT = 200 GeV 440 290 790
MρT = 400 GeV, MpiT = 275 GeV 1040 710 1800
MρT = 500 GeV, MpiT = 350 GeV 2050 1450 3310
MρT = 225 GeV, MpiT = 140 GeV 540 300 1060
MρT = 300 GeV, MpiT = 180 GeV 1300 800 2550
Table 5: Integrated luminosity at
√
s = 10 GeV needed for exclusion at 95% C.L. The last two columns
indicate the values of integrated luminosity (in fb−1) needed if the theoretical uncertainty in the signal
is taken into account. The last two rows show results for different parameter sets for the mass points
ρT = 225 GeV and ρT = 300 GeV.
use lower values for MpiT from cases 1b and 2b in Table 2. These limits use the results for
200 pb−1 given in Table 4. The statistical uncertainty in the total background is scaled with
luminosity while the relative systematic uncertainty is kept constant throughout.
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As expected from Table 1 (constructed for
√
s = 14 TeV), a 5σ discovery of technicolor
particles via the ρT → WZ → leptons process will require well over 1 fb−1 of data.
3 ωT → γZ0 → γ`+`−
3.1 Introduction
The decay ωT → γZ0 → γ`+`− may be the discovery channel for ωT at the LHC. This is
especially true if QU +QD = 0, in which case ωT → `+`− is forbidden (just as in QCD!). This
section presents a simplified study of ωT → γZ0 → γµ+µ− using the PGS detector simula-
tor [273]. A more in-depth analysis using ATLAS simulation tools for ωT → γZ0 → γe+e−
could not receive collaboration approval for its release in time for this document’s submission.
The present PGS-based analysis should be a plausible feasibility study. Another very important
feature of the γZ mode is its angular distribution. In the approximation that the Z is longitudi-
nally polarized, as expected in LSTC, it is 1 + cos2 θ.
Signal and background cross sections were calculated using PYTHIA. The γµ+µ− signal
rates are half those in the σ(γZ) column of Table 2. The two principal backgrounds are the
standard-model production of γZ and Z + jets where a jet fakes a photon; see the 2007 Les
Houches study of LSTC in Ref. [272]. The cross sections for the standard γµ+µ− and Z + jets
cross sections are 7.3 pb and 1144 pb, respectively.
3.2 Analysis
A parameterized detector simulation with PGS was used to give an estimate of an LHC detec-
tor’s response. The parameterization was chosen to correspond to the approximate behavior of
ATLAS and CMS. Most notably we assumed a muon identification efficiency of 95%, a photon
efficiency of 80%, and a jet to photon misidentification rate of 10−4.
The most significant backgrounds are expected from Z events with (1) a photon radiated
from the initial q¯q or from the Z’s decay leptons or (2) a quark or gluon jet misidentified as a
photon. To reduce these backgrounds we take advantage of two aspects that differ in signal and
background kinematics.
1. The signal Z-boson will be centrally produced and with typically large transverse mo-
menta. In contrast, pT (Z) = 0 in lowest order and nonzero pT comes from parton or
photon radiation processes having rapidly falling cross-sections.
2. The signal photons should be isolated from the Z or its decay products whereas the radi-
ated photons and gluons tend to follow the object which produced them.
Therefore, we required the following:
1. Two muons of opposite sign, each with pT > 15 GeV and η < 2.5 reconstructing a
Z-boson within 15 GeV of the nominal Z-mass of 91.2 GeV.
2. A photon with pT > 35 GeV and η < 2.5.
3. The photon and muons have ∆φ > 1.
4. The photon and Z have ∆φ > 2.
The efficiencies on the signal and background samples are displayed in Tables 6 and 7
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Case Z-boson selection photon selection ∆φ(γµ) > 1 ∆φ(γZ) > 2
1a 0.45 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.02
1b 0.45 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.02
2a 0.49 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02
2b 0.49 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.02
3a 0.55 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.01
3b 0.54 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.01
Table 6: Cumulative efficiencies for signal event selection in pp → ωT + X , ωT → γZ → γµ+µ− at√
s = 10 TeV.
Background Z-boson election photon selection ∆φ(γµ) > 1 ∆φ(γZ) > 2
Zγ 0.074 ± 0.01 0.043 ± 0.029 0.005 ± 0.001 0.028 ± 0.005
Z + jets 0.003 ± 0.001 0.00011 ± 0.00005 (7± 1)× 10−5 (5.5± 1)× 10−5
Table 7: Cumulative efficiencies for background event selection in pp→ ωT +X , ωT → γZ → γµ+µ−
at
√
s = 10 TeV.
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Figure 4: Left: Integrated luminosity of pp collisions at
√
s = 10 TeV required for 3σ evidence (dashed)
and 5σ observation (solid) of ωT → γZ0 → γµ+µ− as a function ofMωT for LSTC Cases a (blue) and b
(black). Right: Integrated luminosity required for 95% C.L. exclusion of Cases a (blue) and b (black).
The low branching ratio for ωT → γZ makes this analysis channel significantly more
challenging than the other LSTC processes considered in this report. To evaluate the channel’s
discovery potential we computed two quantities by counting the events within a 20 GeV window
of the assumed signal mass window: (1) the discovery potential by evaluating the 3 and 5σ
luminosity contours by a simple event counting method; (2) the luminosity required for 95%
C.L. exclusion of the signal if none is found. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Depending on the
masses the luminosity for 5σ discovery ranges from a few to 100 fb−1. The exclusion contours
are approximate because the rate of Z + jets passing the selection cuts is only approximately
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known.
4 ωT , ρ0T , a
0
T → e+e−
The neutral states ρ0T , ωT and a
0
T all decay to `
+`− (unless QU + QD = 0 in which case
ωT → `+`− vanishes.) In the TCSM as implemented in PYTHIA, the ωT signal is generally
much greater that the ρ0T one because of the latter’s larger rates into WpiT and WW . In this
section we present an estimate of LHC reach for these technivectors decaying to e+e− based on
a CMS study of the Drell-Yan process at
√
s = 10 TeV [277]. As we shall see, the a0T may be
visible in this mode with only moderate luminosity at Ma0T
<∼ 330 GeV. The presence of the
nearby second resonance distinguishes this LSTC signal from Z ′ or GRS searches. (An ATLAS
study of ωT → µ+µ− at
√
s = 14 TeV may be found in Ref. [163].)
The CMS Collaboration has released public results showing the expected result of an
e+e− mass spectrum from 50 GeV to 2 TeV for pp collisions at 10 TeV [277]; this is an update
of a previous study for
√
s = 14 TeV [278]. This result is re-interpreted in this report to
estimate the sensitivity of the LHC to technicolor using CMS. This is a private interpretation
using information the CMS collaboration has made public and is not an official approved result
of CMS collaboration.
4.1 Method
The e+e− mass spectrum measurement along with the estimated systematic uncertainties is
taken from a preliminary CMS summer 09 result [277]. The parameters for this study are the
following: the electron ID efficiency is 89±4%; e+e− mass resolution is 2%; the uncertainty in
the standard-model Drell-Yan is 11%; the tt¯ background uncertainty is 16%; the jet background
uncertainty is 50%; and aK-factor of 1.35 is used for the Drell-Yan signal and background. The
systematic uncertainties on the backgrounds are conservative and approximately twice as large
as a similar CDF analysis [279]. Therefore, the possibility that the systematic uncertainties are
half as large is also considered here. While the CMS Collaboration has made no statement on
whether this reduction is possible, experience at the Tevatron suggests that it will be. The tech-
nicolor signal sample is generated using PYTHIA. Both generator level electrons are required
to satisfy ET > 50 GeV and |η| < 1.442 or 1.56 < |η| < 2.5 corresponding to the kinematic
and geometric acceptance of the CMS analysis. As can be seen from Fig. 5 for Case 2a in
Table 1, the 2% mass resolution is sufficient to resolve the ωT and a0T resonances at 300 and
330 GeV. While the two peaks are distinguishable, the interference effect between the standard
model and TC signal below the first peak is not visible with this resolution. Figure 5 also shows
a sample pseudo-experiment in the presence of technicolor with the predicted standard model
backgrounds.
The technique used to estimate the significance of a technicolor signal is a p-value method
used in the CDF e+e− search described in [279]. This method addresses the “look-elsewhere”
effect resulting from the fact that the mass of a new boson resulting from new physics is not
known. First a pseudo-experiment is generated from the expected standard model background
mass distribution using a Poisson distributed random number for each bin. Then in a mass
window of ±1.5 times the mass resolution, the Poisson probability, or p-value, of observing
the number of observed events or greater in the absence of new physics is calculated. The
uncertainty on the number of background events is included by averaging the p-values for all
possible background values weighted by a Gaussian with mean and sigma equal to the expected
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Figure 5: A comparison of the LSTC signal at generator level and after detector resolution (left) and
a pseudo-experiment for Case 2a together with the standard model backgrounds (right); ET (e±) >
50 GeV. The standard model backgrounds are taken from Fig. 2a of [277], scaled by a factor of six to
account for the luminosity difference [279].
background and its uncertainty. This is done in 1 GeV steps for masses between 200 and
1000 GeV. This process is repeated for 2 × 108 pseudo-experiments per luminosity point and
the two smallest p-values in each pseudo-experiment are recorded. The mass windows used to
calculate the p-values are not allowed to overlap to ensure that they do not share any events.
Then the process is repeated in the presence of the technicolor signal and the median p-value
is obtained for the signal bins. The fraction of standard-model-only pseudo-experiments which
observe this p-value or greater is then obtained to determine how often a similar sized signal
can be produced from chance alone.
The advantage of this search technique is that it uses very few assumptions and is generic
to all new physics types. As there are two peaks, the p-values for both peaks are calculated.
Then the fraction of pseudo-experiments generated with standard-model-only templates that
have a p-value < pωT and another p-value < pa0T is determined, where pωT and pa0T are the
p-values of the two peaks. This offers some increase in sensitivity compared to using only the
leading peak.
Limits are then set via a simple Bayesian likelihood method using Poisson statistics. The
±1.5 mass resolution region around each peak correspond to the two bins of the likelihood. The
background uncertainty is assumed to be modeled by a truncated Gaussian and that background
uncertainty is 100% correlated between the two bins.
4.2 Results and Conclusion
Tables 8 and 9 show the fraction of standard-model-only pseudo-experiments that have have
two p-values somewhere in the mass spectrum larger than the median p-value of each peak in
the presence of technicolor for Cases 1a,b and 2a,b respectively. An ωT with mass 225 GeV
and MpiT = 150 GeV (Case 1a) is discoverable at the 5σ-level with 200 pb
−1, while Case 1b
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∫ Ldt (pb−1) Case 1a Case 1a (imp. syst.) Case 1b Case 1b (imp. syst.)
50 0.022 (5.5×10−4) 0.017 (3.9×10−4) 0.24 (6.1×10−3) 0.20 (5.0×10−3)
100 1.0×10−4 (3.2×10−6) 5.5×10−5 (9.7×10−7) 0.017 (4.8×10−4) 7.0×10−3 (1.2×10−4)
150 1.4×10−6 (7.1×10−8) 2.7×10−7 (8.0×10−9) 9.7×10−4 (3.0×10−5) 3.6×10−4 (8.0×10−6)
200 <1.5×10−8 (5.2×10−10) <1.5×10−8 (3.5×10−11) 3.5×10−5 (2.4×10−6) 7.3×10−6 (2.9×10−7)
250 <1.5×10−8 (9.3×10−12) <1.5×10−8 (9.2×10−14) 2.1×10−6 (2.3×10−7) 2.1×10−7 (1.2×10−8)
Table 8: The fraction of standard-model-only pseudo-experiments which observe a p-value equal to or
lower than the median p-value of the first peak (shown in parentheses) and a second p-value equal to or
lower than the median p-value of the second peak of LSTC Cases 1a and 1b. The improved systematics
correspond to a reduction of background uncertainty by 50% which is a level comparable to that in a
similar CDF analysis [279].
requires ∼ 300 pb−1. Strong evidence can be obtained for 100 pb−1. This puts discovery of
such a model well within the expected reach of the first run of the LHC. For
√
s = 10 TeV and
luminosities of 600–800 pb−1 strong evidence can be obtained for Cases 2a,b. Cases 3a,b can
not be distinguished from background at luminosities less than 1 fb−1. Improving the systematic
uncertainties gives on average a factor of five increase in significance.
In the absence of a signal, limits can be set on the technicolor models. Table 10 shows
the luminosity required at 10 TeV to exclude the various cases considered. Cases 1a and 1b
can be excluded very quickly, requiring 20 and 31 pb−1, respectively. Cases 2a and 2b can be
excluded with 170 and 360 pb−1 of data. Cases 1a,b and 2a and, possibly, 2b could therefore
be excluded by an LHC experiment in 2010–11, however Cases 3a,b require significantly more
data, on the order of an inverse femtobarn. Reducing the systematic uncertainties would reduce
the luminosity required to exclude the LSTC models considered here by 10-15% which could
be important in excluding Cases 2a and 2b by the end of 2011.
∫ Ldt (pb−1) Case 2a Case 2a (imp. syst.) Case 2b Case 2b (imp. syst.)
400 0.064 (1.4×10−3) 0.042 (6.1×10−4) 0.72 (0.068) 0.72 (0.053)
600 8.1×10−3 (2.2×10−2) 3.0×10−3 (4.4×10−5) 0.36 (0.039) 0.33 (0.024)
800 2.0×10−3 (6.5×10−5) 3.6×10−4 (6.2×10−6) 0.089 (0.025) 0.066 (0.012)
1000 2.0×10−4 (1.0×10−5) 1.3×10−5 (3.8×10−7) 0.067 (0.017) 0.033 (0.0063)
1500 3.1×10−6 (5.1×10−7) 3.5×10−8 (2.2×10−9) 4.7×10−3 (9.6×10−3) 7.1×10−4 (1.9×10−3)
Table 9: The fraction of standard-model-only pseudo-experiments which observe a p-value equal to or
lower than the median p-value of the first peak (shown in parentheses) and a second p-value equal to or
lower than the median p-value of the second peak of LSTC Cases 2a and 2b. The improved systematics
correspond to a reduction of background uncertainty by 50% which is a level comparable to that in a
similar CDF analysis [279].
5 Leff for low-scale technicolor
There are three motivations for an effective Lagrangian for LSTC [274]. First, longitudinally
polarized electroweak bosons, W±L and Z
0
L, play an important role in the TCSM described in
Sect. 1 and are expected to appear in many of the technivector decays accessible at a hadron
collider. They are treated in the TCSM in the approximation W±Lµ = ∂µΠ
±
T /MW and Z
0
Lµ =
∂µΠ0T/MZ . This is valid when p
2
W  M2W , but that is not always the case, especially when
ρT → WZ for the lightest ρT we consider here. Therefore, we want a consistent mathematical
treatment of longitudinal and transverse weak bosons that a Lagrangian can furnish. This will
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Model nominal syst. improved syst.
1a 20 20
1b 31 31
2a 170 150
2b 360 320
3a 610 560
3b 1120 930
Table 10: Luminosities (in pb−1) needed at
√
s = 10 TeV to exclude ωT → e+e− in the LSTC models
in Table 1 at 95% C.L. Nominal systematics are on the left. Improved systematics on the right correspond
to a reduction of background uncertainty by 50% which is a level comparable to that in a similar CDF
analysis [279].
also allow us to assess the transverse weak boson contribution to the angular distributions in
Eq. (3). Second, a Lagrangian makes available the versatility of such programs as MadGraph
and CalcHEP for generating amplitudes to be used in PYTHIA and HERWIG. Finally, the TCSM
describes a phenomenology of LSTC expected to be valid only in the limited energy
√
sˆ <∼MρT ,
where the lightest technihadrons may be treated in isolation. An effective Lagrangian, Leff , is
well-suited for this description because it gives warning of its limitation.
The hidden local symmetry (HLS) formalism of Bando, et al. [280, 281] was adopted
to construct an Leff describing the technivector mesons, electroweak bosons and technipions of
LSTC. Such an Leff guarantees that production ofWL, ZL via annihilation of massless fermions
is well-behaved at all energies in tree approximation. Elastic WLWL scattering still behaves at
high energy as it does in the standard model without a Higgs boson, i.e., the amplitude ∼ sˆ/F 2pi
at sˆM2ρT . Of course, this violation of perturbative unitarity signals the strong interactions of
the underlying technicolor theory. The HLS method also guarantees that the photon is massless
and the electromagnetic current conserved.
The gauge symmetry group of Leff is G = SU(2)W ⊗U(1)Y ⊗U(2)L⊗U(2)R. The first
two groups are the standard electroweak gauge symmetries, with primordial couplings g and g′
and gauge bosonsW = (W 1,W 2,W 3) and B. The latter two are the “hidden local symmetry”
groups. The underlying TC interactions are parity-invariant, so that their zeroth-order couplings
are equal, gL = gR = gT . The assumed equality of the SU(2)L,R and U(1)L,R couplings reflect
the isospin symmetry of TC interactions and the expectation thatMρT ∼= MωT andMaT ∼= MfT .
This symmetry must be broken explicitly if Leff is to allow an appreciable ρT–ωT splitting. We
have not done that.8 The gauge bosons (L, L0) and (R, R0) contain the primordial technivector
mesons, V , V0,A, A0 ∼= ρT , ωT ,aT , fT .
To describe the lightest piT and to mock up the heavier TC states that contribute most to
electroweak symmetry breaking (see Sect. 1), and to break all the gauge symmetries down to
electromagnetic U(1), the nonlinear Σ-model fields in Leff are Σ2, ξL, ξR and ξM , transforming
under G as
Σ2 → UWΣ2U †Y , ξL → UWUY ξLU †L,
ξM → ULξMU †R, ξR → URξRU †Y . (5)
8Mixing between ρ0T and ωT is limited by the smallness of the T -parameter.
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The covariant derivatives describing their coupling to the gauge fields are
DµΣ2 = ∂µΣ2 − igt ·W µΣ2 + ig′Σ2t3Bµ,
DµξL = ∂µξL − i(gt ·W µ + g′y1t0Bµ)ξL + igT ξL t · Lµ,
DµξM = ∂µξM − igT (t · Lµ ξM − ξM t ·Rµ),
DµξR = ∂µξR − igT t ·Rµ ξR + ig′ξR(t3 + y1t0)Bµ , (6)
where t·Lµ =
∑3
α=0 tαL
α
µ and t =
1
2
τ , t0 = 121. The hypercharge y1 = QU+QD of the TCSM.
The field Σ2 contains the technipions that get absorbed by the W and Z bosons. They are an
isotriplet of F2-scale Goldstone bosons, where F2 = Fpi cosχ  F1, and χ was introduced
in Sect. 1. It is parameterized as Σ2(x) = exp (2it · pi2(x)/F2). It is convenient to define
Σ1 = ξLξMξR; then
Σ1 → UWΣ1U †Y
DµΣ1 = ∂µΣ1 − igt ·W µΣ1 + ig′Σ1t3Bµ . (7)
In the unitary gauge (Σ2, ξL, ξR → 1) this field will be parameterized as Σ1 = exp (2it · p˜i/F1),
where p˜i are the isovector and isoscalar technipions piT , pi0′T up to a normalization constant.
The complete effective Lagrangian is
Leff = LΣ + LWZW + Lgauge + Lf¯f + LM2pi + LpiT f¯f . (8)
Here,
LΣ = 14F 22 Tr|DµΣ2|2 + 14F 21
{
aTr|DµΣ1|2 + b
[
Tr|DµξL|2 + Tr|DµξR|2
]
+cTr|DµξM |2 + dTr(ξ†LDµξLDµξMξ†M + ξRDµξ†RDµξ†MξM)
− if
2gT
Tr(DµξMξ
†
MDνξMξ
†
M t · Lµν + ξ†MDµξMξ†MDνξM t ·Rµν)
}
. (9)
The dimensionless constants a, b, c, d, f are expected to be O(1). The first four terms are those
involving only two derivatives and/or gauge fields that are consistent with the symmetries of
TC interactions. The f -term is needed to describe decays of aT . It is one of several possibil-
ities and, to minimize the number of free parameters, only one such term is used. The LWZW
interaction includes the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) terms [282, 283] implementing the ef-
fects of anomalously nonconserved symmetries of the underlying TC theory. They are essential
for describing the radiative decays of ρT and ωT as well as pi0T → γγ. They are described in
more detail in Refs. [274] and [284]. The remaining terms in Leff are the gauge kinetic terms,
couplings of quarks and leptons to (SU(2) ⊗ U(1))EW gauge bosons, piT mass terms, and the
couplings of piT to quarks and leptons.
This Lagrangian describes production and decay of the technivector mesons. In this sec-
tion we concentrate on the modes ρ±T , a
±
T → W±Z0 and γW±. The operators describing
the on-shell decays ρ±T , a
±
T → WZ are rather complicated and they are given in Ref. [274],
Eqs. (47) and (56). The purely longitudinal process ρ±T → WLZL is controlled by the coupling
gρT piT piT and, as we discuss below, Leff predicts a considerably smaller value of this parameter
than was used in the TCSM. This and the small W,Z momenta make the transverse W and Z
contributions to this decay at least as important as the longitudinal ones. The longitudinal-W
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approximation is accurate for the radiative decays with their larger momenta. The effective
Lagrangians for these decays are
L(ρ±T → γW±) =
egy1Fpi sinχ
2MV1
[ρ+TµW
−
ν + ρ
−
TµW
+
ν ]F˜
µν
' ey1 sinχ
2MV1
[ρ+TµνΠ
−
T + ρ
−
TµνΠ
+
T ]F˜
µν ; (10)
L(a±T → γW±) = −
iegFpi sinχ
2MA2
(a+TνW
−
µ − a−TνW+µ )F µν
' ie sinχ
2MA2
(a+TµνΠ
−
T − a−TµνΠ+T )F µν . (11)
Here, Fµν is the electromagnetic field strength and F˜µν = 12µνλρF
λρ is its dual. The mass
parameters MV1 and MA2 are set equal MρT in this study.
9
The coupling gρT piT piT and the TCSM mass parameters MVi and MAi are functions of the
Leff couplings a, . . . , f and of Fpi, sinχ and NTC . It is both possible and natural to choose as
inputs Fpi, sinχ, NTC , MρT = MωT , MaT and the mass parameters MV1 , MA1 and MA2 (only
these enter the technivector decays we study) and to express f , gT and gρT piT piT in terms of them.
This is what was done in the TCSM in PYTHIA except that there gT is the ρT → piTpiT coupling
and was chosen to be (g2T/4pi)TCSM = 2.16(3/NTC). We obtain:
gT =
16
√
2 pi2MA1Fpi sinχ
NTCMV1(MA1 +MA2)
,
f =
(4piMA1Fpi sinχ)
2
NTCMV1M
2
A2
(MA1 +MA2)
,
gρT piT piT =
M2ρT√
2gT (Fpi sinχ)2
[
1 + (f − 1)M
2
A2
M2A1
]
. (12)
In the present study we set MVi = MAi = MρT .
10 In this case,
gT =
8
√
2 pi2Fpi sinχ
NTCMρT
, gρT piT piT =
MρT
2Fpi sinχ
. (13)
This expression for gρT piT piT (but not for gT ) is what one would expect for a Higgs mechanism
origin for MρT with gauge coupling' gρT piT piT and Goldstone boson decay constant Fpi sinχ '
F1. It is also reminiscent of the KSRF relation [285, 286].
9In QCD, the parameter MV controlling ρ0 → γpi0 is 700 MeV, very close to Mρ.
10The F1-scale contribution to the s-parameter vanishes in this limit.
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Case gρT piT piT Γ(ρ
±
T ) B(WZ)ρT B(γW )ρT Γ(a
±
T ) B(WZ)aT B(γW )aT
1a 1.372 46 0.349 0.133 93 0.103 0.095
1b 1.372 84 0.191 0.072 113 0.085 0.078
2a 1.829 282 0.221 0.033 146 0.124 0.087
Table 11: The ρT → piTpiT decay constant gρT piT piT and total widths (in MeV) and branching ratios
for ρ±T and a
±
T decays to W
±Z0 and γW± for cases 1a,b and 2a. Note that the QCD-inspired value of
gρT piT piT used in PYTHIA is
√
4pi(2.16)(3/NTC) = 4.512 for NTC = 4. Other TCSM parameters used
are sinχ = 1/3, NTC = 4 and QU = QD + 1 = 1 (i.e., y1 = 1).
Case σ(WZ)ρT σ(WZ)aT σ(γW )ρT σ(γW )aT
1a 45 (35) 4.3 (30) 1765 (905) 860 (555)
1b 25 (35) 3.4 (30) 920 (905) 695 (555)
2a 17 (20) 3.7 (17) 280 (245) 575 (160)
Table 12: Parton-level ρ±T , a
±
T signal cross sections (in fb) for pp collisions at
√
s = 10 TeV for cases
1a,b and 2a. Cross sections were calculated using Leff and by integrating over ±20 GeV about the
resonances. Cross sections in parentheses are the underlying standard model rates. Branching ratios of
W and Z to electrons and muons are included. Other TCSM parameters used are sinχ = 1/3, NTC = 4
and QU = QD + 1 = 1 (i.e., y1 = 1).
The important consequence of Eq. (12) is that αρT piT piT = g
2
ρT piT piT
/4pi is proportional to
M2ρT . For the MρT of low-scale technicolor, αρT piT piT is considerably smaller than the default
value 2.16(3/NTC) used in the PYTHIA implementation of the TCSM. This greatly reduces the
branching ratiosB(ρT → WpiT , WZ) and, so long as y1 is not small, correspondingly enhances
B(ρT → γpiT , γW ); see Table 11. We do not know which value of gρT piT piT is more reliable.
The KSRF relation gρpipi = Mρ/
√
2fpi works well in QCD. If HLS is more than an accidental
description of the low-energy QCD spectrum (see Ref. [287] for a contrary view), that may lend
credence to using the smaller value of gρT piT piT here. Still, we must remember the admonition to
rely with suspicion on QCD for describing walking technicolor. Only experiment can decide.
The cross sections for ρ±T , a
±
T → W±Z0 and γW±, followed by W and Z decays to
electrons and muons, for cases 1a (in which ρT → WpiT is forbidden), 1b and 2a are listed in
Table 12. The effect of the small gρT piT piT on these cross sections compared to the PYTHIA rates
in Table 2 is dramatic.
The parton-level invariant mass and angular distributions for these three cases of ρ±T , a
±
T →
W±Z0 are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. CTEQ5l parton distribution functions were used. Although
no experimental realism was included in these calculations, comparing with the results of the
CMS study in Sect. 3 (see Table 2 and Fig. 2), it seems unlikely that ρ±T → WZ with such
small gρT piT piT could be discovered with only 1–2 fb
−1 at
√
s = 10 TeV. We won’t speculate
on what it would take to observe the angular distributions and determine whether or not they
fit the LSTC expectation because no serious studies have been done. However, it is noteworthy
that the sideband-subtracted angular distribution (calculated by integrating the standard-model
contribution over the resonance region and subtracting it from the total cross section) is con-
siderably larger than the standard-model one and that it looks much more like sin2 θ than the
standard model does. It is also clear that, as expected for small gρT piT piT , there is substantial
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Figure 6: The W±Z0 invariant mass (left) and angular (right) distributions calculated from Leff for
Case 1a with
√
s = 10 TeV, MρT = 225 GeV, MaT = 250 GeV and MpiT = 150 GeV. The angular
distributions are for the ρ±T → W±Z0 region, and the total (red), standard-model (green), total - SM
(blue dashed) and pure sin2 θ (black dashed) are shown. The standard-model contribution is calculated
over the resonance region.
Figure 7: The W±Z0 invariant mass (left) and angular (right) distributions calculated from Leff for
Case 1b with
√
s = 10 TeV, MρT = 225 GeV, MaT = 250 GeV and MpiT = 140 GeV. The angular
distribution is for ρ±T →W±Z0.
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Figure 8: The W±Z0 invariant mass (left) and angular (right) distributions calculated from Leff for
Case 2a with
√
s = 10 TeV, MρT = 300 GeV, MaT = 330 GeV and MpiT = 200 GeV. The angular
distribution is for ρ±T →W±Z0.
contribution to ρ±T → WZ from transversely-polarized W or Z, and that this flattens out the
angular distributions compared to sin2 θ. Figure 8 shows that ρ±T → WLZL becomes more
important as MρT increases.
The invariant mass and angular distributions of ρ±T , a
±
T → γW± for cases 1a,b and 2a are
shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 11. Thanks to the substantially larger branching ratio for ρ±T → γW
that Leff predicts (for y1 = O(1)), both resonances can be seen with quite modest luminosity.
Conversely, it appears that 1 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV would be sufficient to exclude these cases.
If the resonances are discovered at the rates shown here, the angular distributions, shown for
a±T → γW , should be measurable as well. The sideband-subtracted distributions are quite close
to the 1 + cos2 θ expected for a γWL signal.
6 Conclusions and outlook
Low-scale technicolor remains a well-motivated scenario for strong electroweak symmetry
breaking with a walking TC gauge coupling. The Technicolor Straw-Man framework outlined
in Sect. 1 provides the simplest phenomenology of this scenario by assuming that the lightest
technihadrons — ρT , ωT , aT and piT — and the electroweak gauge bosons can be treated in
isolation. This framework is implemented in PYTHIA. A new effective Lagrangian approach
allows direct quantitative tests of some the assumptions on which the TCSM is based, in par-
ticular, the dominance of longitudinally-polarized gauge bosons in technivector decay rates and
angular distributions.
In this report, we used PYTHIA and various detector simulations, and the effective La-
grangian (at the parton level) to study technivector decays to W±Z0, γZ0, γW± and e+e−.
At the time of the 2009 Les Houches Summer Study, the initial LHC plan was to run at√
s = 10 TeV, and so all our studies were carried out for this energy and luminosities of
O(1 fb−1). As the report was being written, the LHC run plan for 2010-11 changed to run-
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Figure 9: The γW± invariant mass (left) and angular (right) distributions calculated from Leff for
Case 1a with
√
s = 10 TeV, MρT = 225 GeV, MaT = 250 GeV and MpiT = 150 GeV. The angu-
lar distributions are for the a±T → γW± region, and the total (red), standard-model (green), total - SM
(blue dashed) and pure sin2 θ (black dashed) are shown. The standard-model contribution is calculated
over the resonance region.
Figure 10: The γW± invariant mass (left) and angular (right) distributions calculated from Leff for
Case 1b with
√
s = 10 TeV, MρT = 225 GeV, MaT = 250 GeV and MpiT = 140 GeV. The angular
distribution is for a±T → γW±.
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Figure 11: The γW± invariant mass (left) and angular (right) distributions calculated from Leff for
Case 2a with
√
s = 10 TeV, MρT = 300 GeV, MaT = 330 GeV and MpiT = 200 GeV. The angular
distribution is for a±T → γW±.
ning at 7 TeV with the aim of collecting about 1 fb−1 of data. The reach of LHC experiments
at 7 TeV for the resonant processes discussed here may be estimated from our results by using
the parton-parton luminosities and their ratios in Ref. [288]. Overall, the first run of the LHC
should be able to set some useful new limits on low-scale technicolor. We reiterate what we
said two years ago: With sufficient luminosity, generally in the range of 5–40 fb−1, the LHC at
its design energy of 14 TeV can discover or rule out low-scale technicolor in the channels dis-
cussed here; with more luminosity angular distributions can be measured to determine whether
technicolor is the underlying dynamics of discovered resonances. Thus, by the time of the next
Les Houches Summer Study, we all hope that we can return to more in-depth studies of LHC
reach at 14 TeV. We conclude as we did two years ago: the main goal of our Les Houches work,
as it is for the other “Beyond the Standard Model” scenarios investigated for Les Houches 2009,
is to motivate the ATLAS and CMS collaborations to broaden the scope of their searches for
the origin and dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking.
“Faith” is a fine invention
When Gentlemen can see —
But Microscopes are prudent
In an Emergency.
— Emily Dickinson, 1860
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High mass resonances
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Abstract
The framework of a warped extra dimension with the Standard Model
(SM) fields propagating in it is a very well-motivated extension of the
SM since it can address both the Planck–Weak and flavor hierarchy
problems of the SM. We consider processes at the large hadron collider
(LHC) inspired by signals for new particles in this framework. Our
studies include identification of boosted top quarks and W/Z, produc-
tion of a particle called radion with Higgs-like properties and effects of
flavor violating tcHiggs coupling.
1 Introduction
The framework of a warped extra dimension à la Randall-Sundrum (RS1) model [289], but with
all the SM fields propagating in it [290–294] is a very-well motivated extension of the Standard
Model (SM): for a review and further references, see Ref. [295]. Such a framework can address
both the Planck–Weak and the flavor hierarchy problems of the SM, the latter without resulting
in (at least a severe) flavor problem. The versions of this framework with a grand unified
gauge symmetry in the bulk can naturally lead to precision unification of the three SM gauge
couplings [296] and a candidate for the dark matter of the universe (the latter from requiring
longevity of the proton) [297,298]. The new particles in this framework are Kaluza-Klein (KK)
excitations of all SM fields with masses at ∼ TeV scale. In addition, there is a particle, denoted
by the “radion”, which is roughly the degree of freedom corresponding to the fluctuations of
the size of extra dimension, and typically has a mass at the weak scale. In this write-up, we
summarize some of the signals at the large hadron collider (LHC) for these new particles. Some
of these studies can be useful in other contexts as well.
2 Review of Warped Extra Dimension
The framework consists of a slice of anti-de Sitter space in five dimensions (AdS5), where (due
to the warped geometry) the effective 4D mass scale is dependent on position in the extra dimen-
sion. The 4D graviton, i.e., the zero-mode of the 5D graviton, is automatically localized at one
end of the extra dimension (called the Planck/UV brane). If the Higgs sector is localized at the
other end (in fact with SM Higgs originating as 5th component of a 5D gauge field (A5) it is au-
tomatically so [212]), then the warped geometry naturally generates the Planck–Weak hierarchy.
Specifically, TeV ∼ M¯P e−kpirc , where M¯P is the reduced 4D Planck scale, k is the AdS5 curva-
ture scale and rc is the proper size of the extra dimension. The crucial point is that the required
modest size of the radius (in units of the curvature radius), i.e., krc ∼ 1/pi log
(
M¯P/TeV
) ∼ 10
can be stabilized (i.e., the radion given a mass) with only a corresponding modest tuning in
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the fundamental or 5D parameters of the theory [299, 300]. Remarkably, the correspondence
between AdS5 and 4D conformal field theories (CFT) [301–303] suggests that the scenario with
warped extra dimension is dual to the idea of a composite Higgs in 4D [212, 304, 305].
2.1 SM in warped bulk
It was realized that with SM fermions propagating in the extra dimension, we can also account
for the hierarchy between quark and lepton masses and mixing angles (flavor hierarchy) as
follows [293, 294]: the basic idea is that the 4D Yukawa coupling are given by the product of
the 5D Yukawa and the overlap of the profiles in the extra dimension of the SM fermions (which
are the zero-modes of the 5D fermions) with that of the Higgs. The light SM fermions can be
localized near the Planck brane, resulting in a small overlap with the TeV-brane localized SM
Higgs, while the top quark is localized near the TeV brane with a large overlap with the Higgs.
The crucial point is that such vastly different profiles for zero-mode fermions can be realized
with small variations in the 5D mass parameters of fermions. Thus we can obtain hierarchical
SM Yukawa couplings without any large hierarchies in the parameters of the 5D theory, i.e. the
5D Yukawas and the 5D masses.
With SM fermions emerging as zero-modes of 5D fermions, so must the SM gauge fields.
Hence, this scenario can be dubbed “SM in the (warped) bulk”. Due to the different profiles
of the SM fermions in the extra dimension, flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) are gener-
ated by their non-universal couplings to gauge KK states. However, these contributions to the
FCNC’s are suppressed due to an analog of the Glashow–Iliopoulos–Maiani (GIM) mechanism
of the SM, i.e. RS–GIM, which is “built-in” [294, 306, 307]. The point is that all KK modes
(whether gauge, graviton or fermion) are localized near the TeV or IR brane (just like the Higgs)
so that non-universalities in their couplings to SM fermions are of same size as couplings to the
Higgs. In spite of this RS–GIM suppression, the lower limit on the KK mass scale can be 5−10
TeV [308–310] 1 although these constraints can be ameliorated by addition of 5D flavor symme-
tries [313–320]. Finally, various custodial symmetries [321, 322] can be incorporated such that
the constraints from the various (flavor-preserving) electroweak precision tests (EWPT) can be
satisfied for a few TeV KK scale [323, 324]. The bottom line is that a few TeV mass scale for
the KK gauge bosons can be consistent with both electroweak and flavor precision tests.
2.2 Couplings of KK’s
Clearly, the light fermions have a small couplings to all KK’s (including graviton) based simply
on the overlaps of the corresponding profiles, while the top quark and Higgs have a large cou-
pling to the KK’s. To repeat, light SM fermions are localized near the Planck brane and photon,
gluon and transverse W/Z have flat profiles, whereas all KK’s, Higgs (including longitudinal
W/Z) and top quark are localized near the TeV brane. Schematically, neglecting effects related
to electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), we find the following ratio of RS1 to SM gauge
couplings:
gqq¯,ll¯ A
(1)
RS
gSM
' −ζ−1 ≈ −1
5
gQ
3Q¯3A(1)
RS
gSM
,
gtR t¯RA
(1)
RS
gSM
' 1 to ζ (≈ 5)
1See Refs [311] and [312] for “latest” constraints from lepton and quark flavor violation, respectively,
i.e.,including variations of the minimal framework.
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gHHA
(1)
RS
gSM
' ζ ≈ 5 (H = h,WL, ZL)
gA
(0)A(0)A(1)
RS
gSM
∼ 0 (1)
Here q = u, d, s, c, bR, l = all leptons, Q3 = (t, b)L, and A(0) (A(1)) correspond to zero (first
KK) states of the gauge fields. Also, gxyzRS , gSM stands for the RS1 and the three SM (i.e., 4D)
gauge couplings respectively. Note that H includes both the physical Higgs (h) and unphysical
Higgs, i.e., longitudinal W/Z by the equivalence theorem (the derivative involved in this cou-
pling is similar for RS1 and SM cases and hence is not shown for simplicity). Finally, the
parameter ξ is related to the Planck–Weak hierarchy: ζ ≡ √kpirc.
We also present the couplings of the KK graviton to the SM particles. These couplings
involve derivatives (for the case of all SM particles), but (apart from a factor from the overlap
of the profiles) it turns out that this energy-momentum dependence is compensated (or made
dimensionless) by the M¯P e−kpirc ∼ TeV scale, instead of the M¯P -suppressed coupling to the
SM graviton. Again, schematically:
gqq¯,ll¯ G
(1)
RS ∼
E
M¯P e−kpirc
× 4D Yukawa
gA
(0)A(0)G(1)
RS ∼
1
kpirc
E2
M¯P e−kpirc
gQ
3Q¯3A(1)
RS , g
tR t¯RG
(1)
RS ∼
(
1
kpirc
to 1
)
E
M¯P e−kpirc
gHHG
(1)
RS ∼
E2
M¯P e−kpirc
(2)
Here, G(1) is the KK graviton and the tensor structure of the couplings is not shown for simplic-
ity.
2.3 Couplings of radion [325–328]
The unperturbed metric is written as:
ds2 =
(
R
z
)2 (
ηµνdx
µdxν − dz2) , (3)
where z refers to the coordinate in the 5th dimension restricted to R < z < R′, and R is the
AdS curvature. The radion is related to the scalar perturbation of the metric, which at leading
order is given by:
δgMN = −2F
(
R
z
)2(
ηµν 0
0 2
)
(4)
where F (x, z) is the 5D radion field.
The linear radion couplings are determined by the modification of the action due to the
linear perturbation of the metric, which by the definition of the energy-momentum tensor is
given by:
δS = −1
2
∫
d5x
√
gTMNδgMN =
∫
d5x
√
gF (TrTMN − g55T 55) (5)
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The canonically normalized scalar radion field in 4D is related to F (x, z) by:
r(x) = Λr
(
R′
z
)2
F (x, z) (6)
where Λr =
√
6/R′.2 For fields that are strongly localized in the infrared brane, such as the
Higgs boson and the top quark, the coupling to the radion is given by the usual term
L = r(x)
Λr
T µµ (7)
For the top quark one has
T (t)µν = it¯γµ∂νt− ηµν t¯ (iγα∂α −m) t (8)
which implies
Lrtt = r
Λr
mtt¯t. (9)
However, for the Higgs boson the situation is complicated because of two factors: spon-
taneous symmetry breaking and the fact that the energy-momentum tensor of a scalar field must
be modified in order for its trace to vanish in the zero-mass limit, as it is required by conformal
invariance [329].
For a Higgs lagrangian (after symmetry breaking)
Lh = 1
2
(∂µh)
2 − λ
(
(h+ v)2
2
− v
2
2
)2
(10)
the modified energy-momentum tensor Θµν reads:
Θµν = ∂µh∂νh− ηµνLh + ξ
(
ηµν∂λ∂
λ − ∂µ∂ν
)((h+ v)2
2
)
(11)
which leads to
Θµµ = −(1− 6ξ)(∂µh)2 + (1− 6ξ)(λh4 + 4λvh3) + (4− 30ξ)λv2h2 − 12ξλv3h. (12)
Therefore, for ξ = 1/6, one gets
Θµµ = −λv2h2 −
1
2
λv3h (13)
where the first term of the trace of the modified energy-momentum tensor is proportional to the
Higgs mass whereas the second term will induce a mixing between the radion and the Higgs
boson.
Radion phenomenology is very sensitive to the values of ξ. The ξ term for a general scalar
field φ can be written as a coupling to the Ricci scalar R as
Lξ = ξRφ2 (14)
2Λr ≈KK scale, which can be varied by O(1) number. But canonical value is given by the above equation.
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and it breaks a shift symmetry in the scalar field. In models where the Higgs is a Goldstone
boson, one would expect the residual shift symmetry to forbid such a term, which corresponds
to setting ξ = 0. Even if the Higgs is an approximate Goldstone boson, ξ should be small. Since
in this note we will be interested in the case where the radion mass is at least twice the Higgs
boson mass, we will neglect the possibility of Higgs–radion mixing. In this case it follows that
Lrhh = r
Λr
(
(∂µh)
2 − 2m2hh2
)
(15)
where the Higgs mass is m2h = 2λv
2.
The leading contribution in the radion interaction with massive gauge bosons W± and Z
is given by
LrV V = − r
Λr
(
2M2WW
2 +M2ZZ
2
)
(16)
but there are model dependent corrections that we include in our analyses.
Usually the coupling of the radion to massless gauge bosons vanishes at tree level. At
1-loop it arises due to two contributions: the trace anomaly, which is related to the beta func-
tion, and the top quark triangle diagram. However, in the warped scenario, there are two main
differences: a tree level bulk contribution from radion and gauge bosons wave functions and
a modification in the beta function term to take into account that only particles in the infrared
brane contribute to the running. The final result for this coupling is:
LrAA = r
4Λr ln(R′/R)
(
1− 4piα
(
τ
(0)
UV + τ
(0)
IR
)
+ (17)
α
2pi
(
−11
3
− F1(τw)− 4
3
F1/2(τt)
)
ln(R′/R)
)
FµνF
µν
for photons and
Lrgg = r
4Λr ln(R′/R)
(
1− 4piαs
(
τ
(0)
UV + τ
(0)
IR
)
+ (18)
αs
2pi
(
7− 1
2
F1/2(τt)
)
ln(R′/R)
)
GaµνG
µν
a
for gluons where τx = 4m2x/m
2
r and the functions F1,1/2(τ) vanishes when τ < 1. The parame-
ters τ (0)UV and τ
(0)
UV are related to the Planck and TeV-brane induced kinetic terms.
2.4 Masses
As indicated above, masses below about 2 TeV for gauge KK particles are strongly disfavored
by precision tests, whereas masses for other KK particles are expected (in the general frame-
work) to be of similar size to gauge KK mass and hence are (in turn) also constrained to be
above 2 TeV. However, direct constraints on masses of other (than gauge) KK particles can be
weaker. Radion mass can vary from ∼ 100 GeV to ∼ 2 TeV. In minimal models, KK graviton
is actually about 1.5 heavier than gauge KK modes, i.e., at least 3 TeV.
As far as KK fermions are concerned, in minimal models, they have typically masses
same as (or slightly heavier than) gauge KK and hence are constrained to be heavier than 2
TeV (in turn, based on masses of gauge KK required to satisfy precision tests). However, the
masses of the KK excitations of top/bottom (and their other gauge-group partners) in some non-
minimal (but well-motivated) models (where the 5D gauge symmetry is extended beyond that
in the SM) can be (much) smaller than gauge KK modes, possibly ∼ 500 GeV.
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3 KK signals at the LHC
Based on these KK couplings and masses, we are faced with the following challenges in obtain-
ing signals at the LHC from direct production of the KK modes, namely,
(i) Cross-section for production of these states is suppressed to begin with due to a small
coupling to the protons’ constituents, and due to the large mass of the new particles;
(ii) Decays to “golden” channels (leptons, photons) are suppressed. Instead, the decays are
dominated by top quark and Higgs (including longitudinal W/Z);
(iii) These resonances tend to be quite broad due to the enhanced couplings to top quark/Higgs.
(iv) The SM particles, namely, top quarks/Higgs/W/Z gauge bosons, produced in the decays
of the heavy KK particles are highly boosted, resulting in a high degree of collimation
of the SM particles’ decay products. Hence, conventional methods for identifying top
quark/Higgs/W/Z might no longer work for such a situation.
However, such challenges also present research opportunities – for example, several tech-
niques to identify highly boosted top quark/Higgs/W/Z have been developed [66–71, 73, 74,
330–337].
4 Direct KK effects
Next, we summarize decay channels and production cross-sections for the KK particles: for
more details, see corresponding references given in each title and for an overview, see Ref. [338].
Based on the above discussion, note that the polarization of W/Z’s in these decay channels is
dominantly longitudinal.
4.1 KK gluon [339–345]
Kaluza Klein partners of the gluon offer a particulary interesting phenomenology at the LHC.
The cross-section of such coloured states can exceed that of typical electro-weak (Z ′) reso-
nances by one or even several orders of magnitude. However, these states cannot be observed
through the golden di-lepton resonance searches and discovery is only possible in the more
challenging hadronic final states.
In this contribution, the focus is on the basic RS setup of Ref. [345]3. In this model the KK
gluon displays strongly enhanced couplings to (right-handed) top quarks. The most promising
signature of the KK gluon is resonant tt¯ production on top of the Standard Model tt¯ continuum.
The LHC (14 TeV) production rate of the pp → gKK → tt¯ process ranges from nearly 30 pb
for a 1 TeV resonance to approximately 3 pb for a 3 TeV resonance.
The KK gluon of the basic RS setup has a number of features that do not satisfy the usual
assumptions of model-independent narrow resonance searches. A KK gluon search must take
into acount the following:
– The width of the KK gluon, 17 % of the mass in the basic RS setup, is not negligible
compared to the experimental mass resolution. The model-independent limit for narrow
resonances derived in the large majority of published tt¯ resonance searches therefore does
not apply. An experimental strategy must be developed to deal with the width explicitly.
3In Ref. [344] many different parameter sets for the KK gluon, each with a quite different phenomenology, are
discussed.
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Figure 1: The tt¯ invariant mass distribution: Standard Model continuum (shaded histogram), the sum
of SM and resonant production (dashed line) and the full interference of SM and resonant production
(continuous line).
– The interplay between the width of the resonance and the parton luminosity function leads
to a significant skew of the mass distribution of the pp → gKK → tt¯ process. Especially
for large KK gluon mass a long tail towards lower mass develops. It is therefore non-
trivial to relate an excess of events in a mass window to a total cross-section.
– The interference between the resonant production and Standard Model tt¯ production can
be significant. Figure 1 shows the difference between the full interference (continuous
line) and the sum of signal and background processes (dashed line) for a generic, spin-1
colour octet with a mass of 1 TeV and the couplings of the KK gluon implemented in
MadGraph [7]. The interference leads to a pronounced reduction of the production rate
for Mtt¯ ∼MgKK/2.
Therefore, while the KK gluon could be rather abundantly produced at the LHC, a com-
plete experimental strategy for this type of broad coloured resonances is not yet fully developed
(see, however, Contribution 13 in these proceedings).
4.2 KK graviton [346–349]
The dominant decay channels are into tt¯, WW , ZZ, hh. For a 2 TeV KK graviton, each of
these cross-sections can be ∼ O(10 fb) with a total decay width of ∼ O(100 GeV).
4.3 W ′ [350]
It turns out that in addition to KKW+L , these models also have a KKW
+
R (with no corresponding
zero-mode), due to the custodial (i.e., extended 5D gauge) symmetry. These two KK states mix
after EWSB and the mass eigenstates are generically denoted by W ′. The dominant decay
modes for W ′ are into WZ and Wh. For each W ′ and with a mass of 2 TeV, the cross-section
is ∼ O(10 fb) with a total decay width of ∼ O(100 GeV). In some models, W ′ decays to tb¯ —
giving boosted top and bottom — can also have similar cross-section. Interestingly, the process
KK gluon→ tt¯ — with KK gluon mass being similar to W ′ — can be a significant background
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to this channel since a highly boosted top quark can fake a bottom quark: techniques similar to
the ones used to identify highly boosted tops can now be applied to veto this possibility!
4.4 Z′ [351]
There are actually three neutral KK states: KK Z, KK photon and a KK mode of an extra
U(1) (again, with no corresponding zero-mode). These states mix after EWSB and the mass
eigenstates are generically denoted by Z ′. The dominant decay modes are to tt¯, WW and Zh,
each with a cross-section of ∼ O(10 fb) for a 2 TeV Z ′ with a total decay width of ∼ 100
GeV. However, the tt¯ channel can be swamped by KK gluon→ tt¯ if the Z ′ and KK gluon have
similar mass.
4.5 Heavier KK fermions [338]
The KK fermions in the minimal model being 2 TeV or heavier, even single production of these
particles can be very small (pair production is even smaller).
4.6 Light KK fermions [352–354]
As mentioned above, in non-minimal models, KK partners of top/bottom can be light so that
their production (both pair and single, the latter perhaps in association with SM particles) can
be significant. As these particles are “top-like" with respect to their production at the LHC,
the yields can be sizeable. For example, the pair production cross-section of a KK bottom
with mass of 500 GeV is ∼ 1 pb at √s = 10 TeV. These particles decay into t/b + W/Z/h,
where the W/Z can be boosted at the LHC (even for fermionic KK partners with masses as
low as ∼ 500 GeV). Some of these light KK fermions can have “exotic" electric charges – for
example, 4/3 and 5/3. This makes them appealing with respect to a generic b′/t′ from, for
example, a minimal extension to SM generations [355]. Recently, Tevatron experiments have
placed limits on such KK fermions [356]. Various search strategies for KK fermions are being
developed at the LHC [352–354] (see also Contribution 11 in these proceedings).
In addition, the other heavier (spin-1 or 2) KK modes can decay into these light KK
fermions, resulting in perhaps more distinctive final states for the heavy KK’s than the pairs of
W/Z or top quarks that have been studied so far – for such a study for KK gluon, see Ref. [357].
4.7 Radion [325–328]
Radion production at the LHC could be substantial due to the fact that the branching fraction
of the radion to two gluons could be enhanced by as much as a factor of 10 (for Λr = 1 TeV)
in comparison with the Higgs branching fraction to gluons. The enhancement is due to the
fact that the radion couples to massless gauge bosons through the conformal anomaly, which is
rather large for QCD. As a bona fide dilaton, the radion couples to the energy-momentum tensor
of the theory. Hence, its couplings are proportional to masses of particles, in much the same
way as the usual Higgs boson. As mentioned above, radion mass is a free parameters of the
theory, varying from ∼ 100 GeV to ∼ 2 TeV, which means that dominant decay channels are
determined by radion mass. For radion mass lighter than 2MW , r → γγ is a promising channel,
which can be also dramatically enhanced in the presence of Higgs–radion mixing. For larger
radion mass, WW , hh, ZZ, tt¯ channels are the dominant channels, which can pose a challenge
for detecting highly boosted signals.
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Figure 3: σ(pp→ r → HH) cross section at the LHC for 14 and 10 TeV center of mass energies.
Above a radion mass of 400 GeV or so, where decay products of radions can start to be
boosted, the branching fractions of radion into SM particles are reasonably flat. Depending
on model parameters, the WW channel can be the most dominant channel with a branching
fraction of about 50%. Figure 2 shows WW cross section of radions as a function of radion
mass at 10 TeV LHC center of mass energy using the CalcHEP implementation of Ref. [328].
It can be seen that even for a high value of Λr at 3 TeV, the cross sections can be as high as
a fraction of a picobarn. Reach prospects improve when a value of 2 TeV for Λr is chosen,
as allowed by the EWPT results. The largest yield in WW channel would come from fully
hadronic decays of the W boson, however, this channel may suffer largely from QCD dijet
production at the LHC. Looking at the semi-leptonic channel, as was done for WW scattering
searches at ATLAS [66, 163, 337], may provide a way to observe radion production in WW
channel. For example, for a radion mass of 600 GeV, the σ(r → WhadWlep) is ∼ O(10 fb), for
Λr = 3 TeV. This value would be comparable to that of a direct SM Higgs production at the
LHC.
Figure 3 shows the production cross section of radion in the HH channel for the same
settings as before in the WW channel.
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5 Identification of boosted objects from KK direct production
Motivated by above discussion of signals for KK particles in warped extra dimensional frame-
work, we study in this section the identification of boosted SM particles which decay.
5.1 Identification of boostedW and Z decay products
The identification of W and Z decays products from the models discussed will be experimen-
tally challenging due to the boosted nature of the decaying system. For available LHC energies,
the angular separation in the lab frame of the decay products will be of the order 0.1 rad.
For decays to e, µ, ν, this hampers traditional reconstruction techniques which rely on
isolated leptons in order to reject jet backgrounds and to clean fake E/T . For hadronic decays,
the two decaying quarks will merge into one collimated jet. It is possible that by exploring jet
substructure, these will be identifiable with backgrounds under control. Studies in that direction
have already been performed and discussed elsewhere (see, e.g., Ref. [163]), thus here we only
concentrate on the leptonic decays.
5.1.1 Leptonic Z
The main challenge in identifying boosted Z → e+e− will be the merging of electromagnetic
clusters. The granularity of typical LHC calorimetry is such that this will be an algorithmic
rather than a physical issue. In particular, algorithms designed to recover energy lost due to
Brehmstrahlung radiation may be detrimental to boosted Z identification.
The results of a toy Monte Carlo simulation of boosted Z → e+e−, assuming a 90%
efficiency to identify a single electron, are shown in Fig. 4. Within typical LHC detector ac-
ceptance (electron acceptance is taken to be 100% in the region |η| < 2.5), identification is
possible for centrally boosted Z’s with high relativistic γ. At high energy, the energy resolution
is dominated by the constant term, and as such resolutions of the order 1− 5% can be expected.
Existing background rejection methods, such as the jet fake rate, developed for non-boosted
decays of heavy neutral particles to di-lepton pairs will be equally applicable to the boosted
reconstruction scenario.
Figure 4: Toy Monte Carlo simulation of boosted Z → e+e−identification
In the µ+µ− channel, angular separation is not an issue, however the momentum mea-
surement will be affected by the low-curvature tracks. CMS and ATLAS expect a momentum
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resolution of order 10% for TeV muons [358, 359].
5.1.2 LeptonicW
Where aW decays leptonically,W → eνe,W → µνµ is also of interest to the models discussed.
Such a decay leads to significant E/T , correlated with the electron (muon) direction. This allows
the W mass to be reconstructed in the collinear approximation, where the neutrino three-vector
is defined as
~pνe = (6Ex, 6Ey,
√6E2x + 6E2y√
p2x,e + p
2
y,e
pz,e), (19)
where ~pe is the electron momentum. The neutrino four-vector is defined as pνeµ = (~pνe , |~pνe|).
Plotting the electron-neutrino invariant mass against the angle in φ between the electron
and E/T provides a powerful discriminant between signal and background, as shown in Fig. 5 for
events simulated with Pythia [271] and PGS [360]. The signal is a 1 TeV excited quark, which
can be taken as producing a generic boosted W with momentum near 500 GeV. A cut in the
2D plane of ∆φ < MW,col/c with c = 100 yields a boosted W identification efficiency of 77%
and a tt¯ rejection of 97%. Further study and tuning is needed with full detector simulation, but
it appears that powerful signal selection and background rejection is possible (Fig. 6).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5: Discriminating boosted W±s from background for signal (a), W + Jets (b), tt¯ (c) and Z →
e+e− (d)
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Figure 6: Acception / rejection efficiencies for signal and background, varying the constant term c in the
2D-plane cut.
5.2 High pT top reconstruction
CDF and D0 have performed extensive tt¯ resonance searches [361, 362] and a δσ
δMtt¯
measure-
ment [363]. No deviations from the Standard Model prediction have been observed and limits
are derived for several models.
At the Tevatron, the large majority of tt¯ pairs are produced essentially at rest. The tt¯ pair
with the largest invariant mass is registered with approximately 1 TeV. At 14 TeV, in 20 % of tt¯
produced, one of the top quarks has a transverse momentum greater than 200 GeV 4. The LHC
will be able to explore the tt¯ mass spectrum into the several TeV regime.
The reconstruction of highly boosted top quarks is an experimental challenge. The top
quark decay products are collimated in a narrow cone. The hadronic decay products often
cannot be individually resolved by jet algorithms. The isolation of the leptons from W -decay
is broken by the neighbouring b-jet. A number of references in the literature [66–71, 73, 74,
330–337] have addressed this issue proposing a new approach, where top decays (and similarly
W/Higgs decays) are reconstructed as a single jet. A number of techniques has been developed
that allow to identify (tag) these top mono-jets.
Recent CMS [366, 367] and ATLAS [368–371] studies have implemented these ideas
and established their performance on fully simulated signal and background events. These
techniques are indeed found to offer greatly improved top quark reconstruction efficiency, while
maintaining an adequate reduction of non-tt¯ backgrounds (primarily W+jets and QCD di-jet
production). Thus, the sensitivity of tt¯ resonance searches is improved with respect to that
obtained with classical reconstruction techniques.
6 Indirect KK effects
In addition to signals from the direct production of the KK particles at the LHC, there can also
be effects of these KK particles on the properties of the SM particles themselves.
4Estimate obtained using MC@NLO [364, 365]
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6.1 Flavor-violating Higgs/Radion couplings
Higgs flavor-violation induced by KK particles in the warped extra-dimensional framework is
discussed in Refs. [372,373]. Estimates are BR (t→ ch) ∼ 10−4 and BR (h→ tc) ∼ 5×10−3:
see Ref. [373] for more detailed numbers. Note that the radion also decays to tc (very similarly
to Higgs): see Ref. [374]. Reference [375] claims LHC sensitivity of 5×10−5 for BR (t→ cH)
(obviously for mh < mt) (see also Ref. [376] for more details). A reference for a study of
h→ tc — obviously for mh > mt — at a similar level of detail could not be found.
We suggest performing a detailed study of LHC sensitivity for tch coupling for the case
mh > mt, i.e., when t→ ch is not allowed. One method is via Higgs decays: the Higgs can be
produced via gluon fusion or by WW fusion (in the latter case, we can tag forward jets). See
Refs. [373] and [374] for first steps toward this goal (including some analysis of background).
[Reference [377] studied flavor-violating Higgs decays to top in a different framework (2-Higgs
doublet model), but without any analysis of background].
Another option is to use the tch coupling to produce the Higgs, for example, gc → th
(see Ref. [376] for a study of this channel, but using h→ bb¯, whereas here we would like to use
h→ WW/ZZ since we have mh > mt).
In both directions mentioned above, a starting point might be to use existing studies of
related channels in SM (or its extensions) in order to see how background was reduced – for
example, gb → tH+ in 2-Higgs doublet models vs. gc → th here or single top production in
SM vs. gg → h→ tc here.
Finally, a leptonic (and thus cleaner) channel: BR (h→ µτ) can be large in this frame-
work (see Ref. [373]) which might be within the LHC reach (see Ref. [378]).
6.1.1 Sensitivity study for t→ ch at LHC
Even though the LHC sensitivity for observing the flavor violating decay of top quark, t → ch
(when mh < mt), has been studied in detail in Ref. [376], we think it is useful to re-visit this
analysis which is the goal of this section. Specifically, we focus on the following new aspects:
i) optimizing cuts to improve the sensitivity, (ii) tagging charm quark, motivated by the fact
that since typically t → ch dominates over t → uh, the signal under consideration contains a
charm quark and (iii) considering mh = 160 GeV so that h → bb¯ is very small and h → WW
dominates (note that only the cases mh = 110, 130 GeV were studied in Ref. [376] such that
the dominant decay mode h→ bb¯ was used).
The signal at the LHC arises from pp → tt¯ → bWch → bWcWW leading to `bc4jE/T
events, where ` = e or µ and j = u, d, c, s is from W decays. We allowed all the three W -
bosons decay into all possible channel. The effective cross section for this signal topology can
be expressed as,
C`bc4j = σSM(pp→ tt¯)BR(t→ ch)BR(t→ bW )BR(h→ WW ) , (20)
whereW stands forW±. We considermt=175 GeV,mh= 160 GeV and BR(t→ ch)=10−4. The
SM backgrounds with the similar signal topology arises from many reducible and irreducible
sources. However, for the present study we considered the dominant two, namely, tt¯ and tt¯bb¯.
In our signal simulation we used the PYTHIA v6.408 event generator [271]. The SLHA [379]
input is used to provide the flavor violating branching ratios of the top quark. for generating
parton level SM backgrounds, we used MadGraph/MadEvent v4.4.15 [7], and we later fed
them to PYTHIA for showering. The backgrounds events were generated with the following
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preselection kinematical cuts: pj,bT >∼5 GeV; ηj,b <∼5.0; ∆R(jj, bb, bj) >∼0.3. We set the renor-
malization and factorization scale to Q =
√
sˆ and used CTEQ5L for the parton distribution
functions (PDF). All the masses and mass parameters are given in GeV.
We simulate our signal and backgrounds at the LHC for 14 TeV center of mass energy
based on the following assumptions:
– The ATLAS [24] calorimeter coverage is |η| < 5.0;
– The segmentation is ∆η × ∆φ=0.087 × 0.10 (i.e., approximately ∆R = 0.13) which
resembles the ATLAS detector;
– The toy calorimeter, PYCELL, provided in PYTHIA for the jet reconstruction. The total
energy of jets and leptons are smeared according to Gaussian distribution. The energy
resolution is taken as
∆Ej,`
Ej,`
=
50%√
Ej,`
⊕ 3% ; (21)
We reconstructed the missing energy (E/T ) from smeared observed particles. We have not
included any real detector effects in our simulations;
– The showering scales are the following: for ISR and FSR we multiplied the hard scatter-
ing scale, Q2, which we set as f × sˆ, where f=4.0 ;
– A cone algorithm with ∆R(j, j) =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 ≥ 0.4 has been used for jet finding ;
– The EcellT,min ≥ 1.0 is considered to be a potential candidate for jet initiator. The cell with
EcellT,min ≥ 0.1 is treated as a part of the would be jet and minimum summed EjT,min ≥ 15.0
is accepted as a jet and the jets are ordered in ET ;
– Leptons ( ` = e, µ ) are selected with E`T ≥ 20.0 and |η`| ≤ 2.5 ;
– We have implemented jet and lepton (` = e or µ) isolation using the following criteria:
if there is a jet within the vicinity of the partonic lepton (`p) with ∆R(j − `p) ≥ 0.4 and
0.8 ≤ EjT/E`
p
T ≤ 1.2, the jet is removed from the list of jets and treated as a lepton, else
the lepton is removed from the list of leptons;
– b-tagging: A jet with |ηj| ≤ 2.5 matched 5 with a b−flavored hadron B, i.e., with
∆R(j, B) < 0.2, is considered to be b-taggable. We imposed the b tagging in these
taggable jets with probability b=0.50;
– c-tagging: A jet with |ηj| ≤ 2.5 matched (similar to B-Hadron) with aC−flavored hadron
C − hadron (e.g., D-meson, Λc-baryons), i.e., with ∆R(j, C − hadron) < 0.2, is con-
sidered to be c-taggable. We imposed the c tagging in these taggable jets with probability
c=0.10;
– b-mis-tagging: Jets other than b-taggable/tagged and c-taggable/tagged are matched with
the light flavor parton (q = u,d,s,g and τ with minimum ∆R(j−q) and≤ 0.4. If EjT ≥ 15
and ηj ≤ 2.5 then the jet is treated as a mis-taggable jets with the flavor similar to the
matched parton, q. If a jet does not match with any parton in the event we consider
this jet as a gluon-jet originating from the secondary radiation. The jets are mis-tagged
by generating random numbers according to the flavors; we considered u,d,s,g=0.0025
following the recent ATLAS analysis [163,380] and [381] 6. It is important to note that the
mis-tagging rate can be known precisely once we have the real LHC data.
5Unlike jet-lepton matching we considered only the minimum ∆R(j, B) and not the ET ratios.
6The τ -lepton is considered to be a parton in our analysis with nearly zero mis-tagging probability.
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Nb ≥ Nc ≥ Ntot ≥
Process EvtSim 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
mh=160 100000 .4267 .0063 .0007 .1090 .0049 .0001 .4984 .0641 .0051
tt¯ 1000000 .6610 .1795 .0027 .0585 .0011 .0000 .6853 .2147 .0168
tt¯bb¯ 125000 .8037 .4024 .1077 .0612 .0012 .0000 .8185 .4330 .1314
Table 1: The Individual efficiencies for purely b-tagged (Nb), purely c-tagged (Nc) and with the inclusion
of low flavor mis-tagged (Ntot) at LHC. EvtSim stands for number of event simulated.
Process EvtSim C1 C2 C3 C4a C4b C4
mh=160 100000 .719 .357 .790 .427 .109 .064
tt¯ 1000000 .655 .330 .746 .661 .058 .215
tt¯bb¯ 125000 .838 .340 .790 .804 .061 .433
Table 2: The individual efficiencies of various kinematical selections for signal and backgrounds at LHC.
EvtSim stands for the number of event simulated. See text for the numerical values of the kinematical
selections.
We need to retain as many signal events as possible and at the same time suppress the
backgrounds to a large extent by applying different kinematical selection. In doing so we intro-
duce the following kinematical selection:
– C1: Njet ≥ 6, Ej=1−6T > 15.0 and |ηj=1−6| < 5.0;
– C2: Nlepton ≥ 1, E`T > 20.0 and |η`| < 2.5;
– C3: E/T > 20 where E/T is calculated from all visible particles;
– C4a: Nb−tag ≥ 1; |ηb−jet| < 2.5, ∆R(j, B) ≤ 0.2;
– C4b: Nc−tag ≥ 1; |ηc−jet| < 2.5, ∆R(j, C − hadron) ≤ 0.2;
– C4(with Mis-tagging from the light quarks and gluon) : Ntot=N(b+c)−tag+q−mistag ≥ 2.
The individual efficiencies for Nb−tag, Nc−tag and Ntot are given in Table 1. As expected,
Nc−tag efficiencies for Signal is larger than tt¯ and tt¯bb¯. We have also shown the individual
efficiencies for number of jets, number of lepton and missing energy (E/T ) in Table 2.
To ensure the flavor violating decay of top quark we reconstructed the W -boson, Higgs
boson and top quark masses. In order to suppress the huge backgrounds, before mass recon-
struction, at the first step we applied the basic acceptance cuts, JLM = C1 ⊗ C2 ⊗ C3. We
required one c-tagged (C4b) events to suppress more background and can be seen from Table 3.
Finally, we consider events with at least two tagged jet (C4) for the mass reconstruction.
We show the cumulative number of events after applying some combined selections in
Table 3. The combined selections are the following:
– JLM: C1 ⊗ C2 ⊗ C3;
– JLMNc: JLM ⊗ C4b;
– W -reco: JLMNc ⊗ C4;
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Process RawEvt JLM JLMNc W -reco W70 h100 t100
mh=160 8000. 1190. 138.5 66.6 63.2 47.4 6.93
tt¯ 80000000. 8081880. 376880. 261456. 225745. 129452. 8927.
tt¯bb¯ 299147. 50012. 2371. 1383. 1227. 571. 52.6
Table 3: The cumulative events for Signal and Backgrounds survived after different combination of
selection criterion at the LHC for 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity. RawEvt stands for the number of
events produced in reality. W -reco stands number of events for the combined selections: C1 ⊗ C2 ⊗
C3 ⊗ C4b ⊗ C4. W70, h100 and t100 represent the selection on the reconstructed masses of W , Higgs
boson and top quark, see text for details.
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Figure 7: The reconstructed W-boson mass (mW ) for signal and backgrounds. The distribution is nor-
malized to t100, see the last column in Table 3. Signal and tt¯bb¯ are scaled with 1000 and 10 respectively.
– W70: W -reco ⊗mW ± 70 GeV;
– h100: W70 ⊗mh ± 100 GeV;
– t100 : h100 ⊗mt ± 100 GeV
We calculated all the possible di-jet invariant mass (mjj) without considering the pure
b-tagged jets ( since BR(W → b¯u(c) ) approximately O (10−5(4)) ). The pair of jets for recon-
structing each mW were selected by minimizing |mj1j2 −mj3j4 |. The reconstruction of mh is
then straightforward, i.e., mh = mj1j2j3j4 . Furthermore, we reconstruct the top quark mass to
ensure the flavor violating decay. We consider the remaining jets, without pure b-tagged jets
(to ensure the flavor violating decay), combined with the selected four jets (mh candidates); by
minimizing |mj1j2j3j4j5 −mt|. After mass reconstructions, we applied t100 selection and show
the reconstructed masses for W , H and top in Fig. 7, 8 and 9 respectively 7. It can be seen from
Table.3 that the number of signal (total background) event is approximately 7(9000).
Our preliminary analysis shows that the number of signal and total background events
7We scaled the signal (tt¯bb¯) distribution by 1000 (10) in all the figures.
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Figure 8: The reconstructed Higgs boson mass (mh) for signal and backgrounds. The distribution
is normalized to t100, see the last column in Table 3. Signal and tt¯bb¯ are scaled with 1000 and 10
respectively.
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Figure 9: The reconstructed top quark mass (mt) for signal and backgrounds. The distribution is nor-
malized to t100, see the last column in Table 3. Signal and tt¯bb¯ are scaled with 1000 and 10 respectively.
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are approximately 7 and 9000. Thus the signal is very challenging to isolate from the SM
backgrounds, mainly due to the very low branching ratio for t→ ch. With luminosity upgrade,
one could get more signal events, however, the backgrounds will also be large. One has to
design more clever selection to reject tt¯ backgrounds. Intuitively, a slightly different approach
while reconstructing the top mass might be useful, for example, considering explicit c-jet (i.e.,
j5 candidate jet in our present analysis). Of course, an analysis by LHC experimental groups
of sensitivity for t → ch is desirable. We are aware that ATLAS group is already undertaking
such a study.
7 Summary
In this note, we have given an overview of LHC signals for the very well-motivated framework
of SM particles propagating in a warped extra dimension. We have also presented some new
results of (or directions for) such studies, for example, identification of boosted W/Z’s and
top quarks, t → ch and radion production. It is worth pointing out that some of these studies
might also be relevant in searching for other types of new physics, for example, other models
beyond the SM can also contain heavy particles decaying into top quarks, W/Z or can give rise
to sizable flavor-violating tcHiggs coupling.
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Contribution 10
Z′ discovery potential at the LHC in the minimalB−L
model
L. Basso, A. Belyaev, S. Moretti, G.M. Pruna and C.H. Shepherd-Themistocleous
Abstract
We present the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) discovery potential in the Z ′
sector of a U(1)B−L enlarged Standard Model for
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV centre-
of-mass (CM) energies, considering both the Z ′B−L → e+e− and Z ′B−L →
µ+µ− decay channels. Electrons provide a higher sensitivity to smaller cou-
plings at small Z ′B−L masses than do muons. The resolutions achievable may
allow the Z ′B−L width to be measured at smaller masses in the case of elec-
trons in the final state. The run of the LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV, assuming at most∫ L ∼ 1 fb−1, will be able to give similar results to those that will be available
soon at the Tevatron in the lower mass region, and to extend them for a heavier
MZ′ . A run at 14 TeV is needed to fully probe the parameter space. If no
evidence is found in any energy configuration, 95% C.L. limits can be deter-
mined, and, given their better resolution, the limits from electrons will always
be more stringent than those from muons.
1 Introduction
The evidence for non vanishing (although very small) neutrino masses is so far possibly the
only hint for new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) [382, 383]. It is noteworthy that
the accidental U(1)B−L global symmetry is not anomalous in the SM with massless neutrinos
though its origin is not well understood. It thus becomes appealing to extend the SM to simul-
taneously explain the existence of both (i.e., neutrino masses and the B − L global symmetry)
by gauging the U(1)B−L group thereby generating a Z ′ state. This requires that the fermion and
scalar spectra are enlarged to account for gauge anomaly cancellations. The results of direct
searches constrain how this may be done [384–387]. Minimally, this requires the addition of
a scalar singlet and three right-handed neutrinos, one per generation [388–390], which could
trigger the see-saw mechanism explaining the smallness of the SM neutrino masses [391–395].
Within this model, the masses of the heavy neutrinos are such that their discovery falls within
the reach of the LHC over a large portion of parameter space [34, 396].
In general, studies of this model focus on a specific non-disfavoured point in the parameter
space and do not preform a systematic analysis of the entire space. The Z ′B−L boson is also not
always considered as a traditional benchmark for generic collider reach studies [162, 397–401]
or in data analyses [386,387]. We have therefore performed a (parton level) discovery potential
study for the LHC in the Z ′ sector of the B − L model. In the light of the LHC plan of action
over the next few years [402], we consider the CM energies of 7 and 14 TeV, with integrated
luminosities up to 1 fb−1 for 7 TeV, and up to 100 fb−1 for 14 TeV. We also include a comparison
with the Tevatron reach for its expected 10 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. We chose to study the
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di-lepton channel (both electrons and muons), the cleanest and most sensitive Z ′ boson decay
channel in our model at colliders.
This work is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the B − L model under consider-
ation. Section 3 illustrates the computational techniques adopted. The results are presented in
Section 4 for the Z ′ boson sector and finally the conclusions are given in Section 5.
2 The Model
The model under study is the so-called “pure” or “minimal” B − L model (see Ref. [34, 390]
for conventions and references) since it has vanishing mixing between the U(1)Y and U(1)B−L
gauge groups. In the rest of this paper we refer to this model simply as the “B − L model”.
This work focuses on the extended gauge sector of the model, whose Abelian Lagrangian can
be written as follows:
L AbelYM = −
1
4
F µνFµν − 1
4
F ′µνF ′µν , (1)
where
Fµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ , (2)
F ′µν = ∂µB
′
ν − ∂νB′µ . (3)
In this field basis, the covariant derivative is:
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + igSTαG αµ + igT aW aµ + ig1Y Bµ + i(g˜Y + g′1YB−L)B′µ . (4)
The “pure” or “minimal”B−Lmodel is defined by the condition g˜ = 0, that implies no mixing
between the Z ′B−L and SM Z gauge bosons.
The fermionic Lagrangian (where k is the generation index) is given by
Lf =
3∑
k=1
(
iqkLγµD
µqkL + iukRγµD
µukR + idkRγµD
µdkR +
+ilkLγµD
µlkL + iekRγµD
µekR + iνkRγµD
µνkR
)
, (5)
where the fields’ charges are the usual SM andB−L ones (in particular,B−L = 1/3 for quarks
and −1 for leptons with no distinction between generations, hence ensuring universality). The
B−L charge assignments of the fields as well as the introduction of new fermionic right-handed
heavy neutrinos (νR’s) and a scalar Higgs field (χ, with charge +2 under B − L) are designed
to eliminate the triangular B − L gauge anomalies and to ensure the gauge invariance of the
theory, respectively. Therefore, a B − L gauge extension of the SM gauge group broken at
the TeV scale requires at least one new scalar field and three new fermionic fields which are
charged with respect to the B − L group.
An important feature of the Z ′ gauge boson in the B − L model is the chiral structure of
its couplings to fermions: since the B − L charges do not distinguish between left-handed and
right-handed fermions, the B − L neutral current is purely vector-like, with a vanishing axial
part1. As a consequence, we do not study the asymmetries of the decay products stemming
1That is, gVZ′ =
gLZ′ + g
R
Z′
2
, gAZ′ =
gRZ′ − gLZ′
2
= 0, hence gRZ′ = g
L
Z′ .
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from Z ′B−L bosons, given that their distribution is trivial in the peak region which is studied
here. However, asymmetries do become important in the interference region, especially just
before the Z ′ boson peak, where the Z−Z ′ interference will effectively provide an asymmetric
distribution somewhat milder than the case in which there is no Z ′ boson. This is a powerful
method of discovery and identification of a Z ′ and it will be reported on separately [403].
The scalar and Yukawa sectors of the model play no relevant role in this analysis, therefore
we refer to Ref. [404] for a more detailed overview of the model2.
3 Computational details
The study we present in this paper has been performed using the CalcHEP package [407]. The
model under discussion has previously been implemented in this package using the LanHEP
tool [408], as discussed in Ref. [34].
The process we are interested in is di-lepton production. We define our signal as pp →
γ, Z, Z ′B−L → `+`− (` = e, µ), i.e., all possible sources together with their mutual interfer-
ences, and the background as pp → γ, Z → `+`− (` = e, µ), i.e., SM Drell-Yan production
(including interference). No other sources of background, such as WW , ZZ, WZ or tt, have
been taken into account. These can be suppressed or/and are insignificant [162]. For both
the signal and background, we have assumed standard acceptance cuts (for both electrons and
muons) at the LHC:
plT > 10 GeV, |ηl| < 2.5 (l = e, µ), (6)
and we apply the following requirements on the di-lepton invariant mass, Mll, depending on
whether we are considering electrons or muons. We distinguish two different scenarios: an
“early” one (for
√
s = 7 TeV) and an “improved” one (for
√
s = 14 TeV), and, in computing
the signal significances, we will select a window as large as either the width of the Z ′B−L boson
or twice the di-lepton mass resolution3, whichever is the largest. The windows in the invariant
mass distributions respectively are, for the “early scenario”
electrons: |Mee −MZ′| < max
(
ΓZ′
2
,
(
0.02
MZ′
GeV
)
GeV
)
, (7)
muons: |Mµµ −MZ′| < max
(
ΓZ′
2
,
(
0.08
MZ′
GeV
)
GeV
)
, (8)
and for the “improved scenario”
electrons: |Mee −MZ′ | < max
(
ΓZ′
2
,
(
0.005
MZ′
GeV
)
GeV
)
, (9)
muons: |Mµµ −MZ′ | < max
(
ΓZ′
2
,
(
0.04
MZ′
GeV
)
GeV
)
. (10)
Our choice reflects the fact that what we will observe is in fact the convolution between the
Gaussian detector resolution and the Breit-Wigner shape of the peak, and such a convolution
2Although they do not modify the Z ′ boson properties significantly, for completeness we state the chosen heavy
neutrino and the scalar masses and the scalar mixing angle: mν1h = mν2h = mν3h = 200 GeV (value that can lead
to interesting phenomenology [34]), mh1 = 125 GeV, mh2 = 450 GeV and α = 0.01 (allowed by a preliminary
study on the unitarity bound [405], as well as on the triviality bound [406] of the scalar sector).
3We take the CMS di-electron and di-muon mass resolutions [359] as representative of a typical LHC environ-
ment. ATLAS resolutions [358] do not differ substantially.
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will be dominated by the largest of the two. Our approach is to take the convolution width
exactly equal to the resolution width or to the peak width, whichever is largest, and to count all
the events within this window.
In the next section we will compare the LHC and Tevatron discovery reach. For the latter,
we have considered typical acceptance cuts (for both electrons and muons):
plT > 18 GeV, |ηl| < 1 (l = e, µ), (11)
and the following requirements on the di-lepton invariant mass, Mll, depending on whether we
are considering electrons or muons4:
electron: |Mee −MZ′| < max
(
ΓZ′
2
,
(
0.135
√
MZ′
GeV
GeV + 0.02
MZ′
GeV
)
GeV
)
, (12)
muons: |Mµµ −MZ′| < max
(
ΓZ′
2
,
(
0.0005
(
MZ′
2 GeV
)2)
GeV
)
. (13)
In our analysis we also use a definition of the signal significance σ, as follows. In the
region where the number of both signal (s) and background (b) events is “large” (here taken to
be bigger than 20), we use a definition of significance based on Gaussian statistics:
σ ≡ s/
√
b. (14)
Otherwise, in case of smaller statistics, we used the Bityukov algorithm [410], which basically
uses the Poisson ‘true’ distribution instead of the approximate Gaussian one.
Finally, as in [34, 411], we used CTEQ6L [412] as the default Parton Distribution Func-
tions (PDFs), evaluated at the scale Q2 = M2ll. Only the irreducible SM Drell-Yan background
has been considered. Reducible backgrounds, ISR, photon-to-electron conversion etc. were
neglected.
4 Z′ Boson Sector: Results
In this section we determine the discovery potential and we present exclusion plots for the LHC.
We use centre-of-mass (CM) energies of 7 and 14 TeV and relevant integrated luminosities.
The experimental constraints come from LEP and the Tevatron. For the B−L model, the
most recent limit from LEP [385] is:
MZ′
g′1
≥ 7 TeV . (15)
The most recent limits from the Tevatron for the Z ′B−L boson (from the CDF analyses of
Ref. [386, 387] using 2.5 fb−1 and 2.3 fb−1 of data for electrons and muons in the final state,
respectively), are shown in table 1 (for selected masses and couplings).
The production cross sections for the process pp(p) → Z ′B−L for g′1 = 0.1 are shown in
Fig. 1. Note that although at the Tevatron the production cross section is smaller than at the
LHC, the integrated luminosity considered here for the LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV (i.e. 1 fb−1) is
smaller than for the Tevatron (i.e. 10 fb−1).
4We take the CDF di-electron and di-muon mass resolution [409] as respresentative of a typical Tevatron
environment.
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pp→ e+e− pp→ µ+µ−
g′1 MZ′ (GeV) g
′
1 MZ′ (GeV)
0.042 600 0.06 600
0.086 700 0.1 750
0.115 800 0.123 800
0.19 900 0.2 900
0.3 1000 0.3 1000
- - 0.5 1195
Table 1: Lower bounds on the Z ′ mass for selected g′1 values in the B − L model, at 95% C.L., by
comparing the collected data of Ref. [386, 387] with our theoretical prediction for pp → Z ′B−L →
e+e−(µ+µ−) at the Tevatron.
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Figure 1: Cross sections for pp(p) → Z ′B−L at the Tevatron and at the LHC (for
√
s = 7, 10 and 14
TeV) for g′1 = 0.1.
4.1 LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV
Initial LHC running will be at a CM energy of 7 TeV, where the total integrated luminosity is
likely to be of the order of 1 fb−1. Figure 2 shows the discovery potential under these conditions.
In the same figure we also include for comparison the Tevatron discovery potential at the inte-
grated luminosities used for the latest published analyses (2.5 fb−1 [386] and 2.3 fb−1 [387] for
electrons and muons, respectively) as well as the expected reaches at L = 10 fb−1. Ref. [404]
where a comparision to Tevatron data is shown, one can see that our parton level simulation
reproduces experimental conditions reasonably well.
At this stage of the LHC, the Tevatron will still be competitive, especially in the lower
mass region where the LHC requires 1 fb−1 to be sensitive to the same couplings as the Tevatron.
The LHC will be able to probe the Z ′B−L for values of the coupling down to 4 − 6 · 10−2 (for
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electrons and muons respectively), while the Tevatron can be sensitive down to 4− 5 · 10−2.
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Figure 2: Significance contour levels plotted against g′1 andMZ′ at the LHC for
√
s = 7 TeV and 0.1−1
fb−1 and at the Tevatron (
√
s = 1.96 TeV) for (left, electrons) 2.5 − 10 fb−1 and (right, muons) 2.3 −
10 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. The shaded areas correspond to the region of parameter space excluded
experimentally in accordance with Eq. (15) (LEP bounds, in black) and table 1 (Tevatron bounds, in red).
Figure 3: Integrated luminosity required for observations at 3σ and 5σ vs MZ′ for selected values of
g′1 for electrons (left) at the LHC for
√
s = 7 TeV and (right) at the Tevatron (
√
s = 1.96 TeV). Only
combinations of masses and couplings not yet excluded are shown. Similar plots for muons in the final
state are in Ref. [404].
Figure 3 shows the integrated luminosity required for 3σ evidence and 5σ discovery as
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a function of the Z ′B−L boson mass for selected values of the coupling for the electron fi-
nal state, both at the LHC and at the Tevatron. We now fix some values for the coupling
(g′1 = 0.158, 0.1, 0.08 for the LHC analysis, g
′
1 = 0.1, 0.08 for the Tevatron) and we see what
luminosity is required for discovery at each machine in the case of electrons in the final state.
For muons in the final state, see Ref. [404] for a similar analysis. For g′1 = 0.1 the LHC re-
quires 0.35 fb−1 to be sensitive at 5σ, while the Tevatron requires 6 fb−1. For the same value of
the coupling, the Tevatron can discover the Z ′B−L boson up to MZ′ = 825 GeV, with 12 fb
−1
of data. The LHC can extend the Tevatron reach up to MZ′ = 925 GeV for g′1 = 0.1. For
g′1 = 0.08, a discovery can be made, chiefly with electrons, requiring 0.4(7) fb
−1, for masses
up to 850(750) GeV at the LHC(Tevatron). Both machines will be sensitive at 3σ with much
lower integrated luminosities, requiring roughly 0.15− 0.1 fb−1 to probe the Z ′B−L at the LHC
and 2.5 fb−1 at the Tevatron, for g′1 = 0.08− 0.1. Finally, larger values of the coupling, such as
g′1 = 0.158, can be probed only at the LHC, which provides sensitivity at 3σ for masses up to
1.4 TeV. The lower masses kinematically accessible at the Tevatron limit the coupling that may
be probed while satisfying the LEP constraints.
If no evidence for a signal is found at this energy and luminosity configuration of the
LHC, 95% C.L. exclusion limits can be derived. We present here exclusion plots for the LHC
as well as the expected exclusions at the Tevatron for
∫ L = 10 fb−1. We start by looking at the
95% C.L. limits presented in Fig. 4 for the Tevatron and for this stage of the LHC (for 10 fb−1
and 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosities, respectively).
One can see that the different resolutions imply that the limits derived using electrons are
always more stringent than those derived using muons in excluding the Z ′B−L boson. As for the
discovery reach, the Tevatron is also competitive in setting limits, especially in the lower mass
region. In particular, using electrons at the Tevatron for 10 fb−1, the Z ′B−L can be excluded for
values of the coupling down to 0.02 (0.03 for muons) for MZ′ = 600 GeV. For the LHC to set
the same exclusion limit the same mass, 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity is required, allowing the
exclusion of g′1 > 0.02(0.04) using electron(muons) in the final state. For the same integrated
luminosity, the LHC has much more scope in excluding a heavier Z ′B−L boson, for MZ′ > 750
GeV.
For a coupling of 0.1, the Z ′B−L boson can be excluded up to 1.3(1.15) TeV at the LHC
considering electrons(muons) for 1 fb−1, and up to 975(900) GeV at the Tevatron for 10 fb−1 of
data. For g′1 = 0.05, the LHC when looking at muons will require 800 pb
−1 to start improving
the current available limits, while with 150 pb−1 it can set limits on g′1 = 0.158, out of the reach
of Tevatron. It will ultimately be able to exclude Z ′B−L up to MZ′ = 1.5 TeV for 1 fb
−1 (both
with electrons and muons).
4.2 LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV
We consider here the performance at the design centre of mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV for an
integrated luminosity
∫ L = 100 fb−1. We will present plots for the discovery potential only
for the Z ′B−L → e+e− channel. Similar plots for the muon channel can be found in Ref. [404].
As before, exclusion plots will be presented for both electrons and muons in the final state.
Figure 5 (left) shows the discovery potential for the Z ′B−L boson under these conditions,
while Fig. 5 (right) shows the integrated luminosity required for 3σ evidence as well as for 5σ
discovery as a function of the Z ′B−L boson mass for selected values of the coupling at
√
s = 14
TeV. We consider the integrated luminosity in the range between 10 pb−1 up to 100 fb−1. After
a number of years of data analysis, the performance of the detector will be well understood.
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Figure 4: (top) Contour levels for 95% C.L. exclusion in the (g′1,MZ′) plane at the LHC for selected
integrated luminosities, and in the (integrated luminosity, MZ′) plane for selected values of g′1 (in which
only the allowed combination of masses and couplings are shown), for (bottom left) the LHC at
√
s = 7
TeV and (bottom right) the Tevatron (
√
s = 1.96 TeV), for both electrons and muons. The shaded areas
and the allowed (MZ′ , g′1) shown are in accordance with Eq. (15) (LEP bounds, in black) and table 1
(Tevatron bounds, in red for electrons and in green for muons).
We therefore use the resolutions for both electrons and muons quoted in Eqs. (9) and (10),
respectively.
From Fig. 5 (left), we can see that the LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV will start probing a com-
pletely new region of the parameter space for
∫ L ≥ 1 fb−1. For ∫ L ≥ 10 fb−1 Z ′B−L gauge
boson can be discovered up to masses of 4 TeV and for couplings as small as 0.01. At
∫ L = 100
fb−1, the coupling can be probed down to values of 8 ·10−3. The mass region that can be covered
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Figure 5: (left) Significance contour levels in the (g′1,MZ′) plane for several integrated luminosities and
(right) in the (integrated luminosity, MZ′) plane for selected values of g′1 at the LHC for
√
s = 14 TeV
for electrons. The shaded areas and the allowed (MZ′ , g′1) shown are in accordance with Eq. (15) (LEP
bounds, in black) and table 1 (Tevatron bounds, in red). Similar plots for muons can be found in [404].
extends towards 5 TeV.
As before, Fig. 5 (right) shows the integrated luminosity required for 3(5)σ evidence(discovery)
of the Z ′B−L boson as a function of its mass, for selected values of the coupling. We explore lu-
minosities in the range from 10 pb−1 to 100 fb−1. However, only the configuration with g′1 = 0.1
can be probed with very low luminosity, and 80(200) pb−1 is required to enable sensitivity (at
3(5)σ) to both 0.05 and 0.2 values of the coupling. It is worth emphasising here that the first
couplings that will start to be probed at the LHC are those around g′1 = 0.1, since the current
experimental constraints are looser for this value of the coupling.
At a given mass, the superior resolution in the electron w.r.t. the muon channel results
in greater sensitivity to smaller couplings. For MZ′ = 600 GeV, the LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV
requires 0.2(1.2) fb−1 to be sensitive at 5σ to a value of the coupling of 0.05(0.025), in the
electron channel. A measure of the Z ′B−L boson width is also possible over a range of masses.
For a comparison to the case with muons in the final state, we refer to Ref. [404].
Figure 6 shows a pictorial representation of the Z ′B−L properties (widths and cross sec-
tions) for selected benchmark points on the 5σ lines for 10 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 14 TeV, plotting
the di-electron invariant mass to which just the cuts of Eq. (6) have been applied (without se-
lecting any mass window).
As before, if no evidence for a signal is found at this energy and luminosity configuration
of the LHC, 95% C.L. exclusion limits can be derived. Due to the improved resolutions for
both electrons and muons, they have very similar exclusion powers for couplings g′1 & 0.1,
therefore setting similar constraints (for details, see Ref. [404]). Depending on the amount of
data that is collected, several maximum bounds can be set (see Fig. 7) (left): e.g. for 10 fb−1
of data, the LHC at 14 TeV can exclude masses, at the 95% C.L., up to roughly 5 TeV for a
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Figure 6: dσdMll (pp→ γ, Z, Z ′B−L → e+e−) for several masses and couplings (MZ′/TeV, g′1, ΓZ′/GeV):
(0.6, 0.009, 0.009), (1.1, 0.02, 0.09), (1.6, 0.04, 0.53), (2.1, 0.07, 2.2), (2.6, 0.12, 7.9) and (3.4, 0.3,
61), (
√
s = 14 TeV), using 15 GeV binning. Notice that the asymmetry of the peaks is the result of our
choice to consider here the full interference structure.
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Figure 7: (left) Contour levels for 95% C.L. exclusion in the (g′1, MZ′) plane at the LHC for selected
integrated luminosities and (right) in the (integrated luminosity, MZ′) plane for selected values of g′1 (in
which only the allowed combination of masses and couplings are shown), for
√
s = 14 TeV, for both
electrons and muons. The shaded areas and the allowed (MZ′ , g′1) shown are in accordance with Eq. (15)
(LEP bounds, in black) and table 1 (Tevatron bounds, in red for electrons and in green for muons).
value of the coupling5 g′1 = 0.5. For 100 fb
−1 and for the same value of the coupling, the LHC
5This is the largest allowed value for the consistency of the model up to a scale Q = 1016 GeV, from a
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can exclude masses, at the 95% C.L., up to roughly 6 TeV. For 10 fb−1 it will be possible to
exclude a Z ′B−L boson ofMZ′ = 600 GeV if the coupling is greater than 1.8 ·10−2(9 ·10−3) for
muons(electrons) and values of the coupling greater than 1.5 · 10−2(7 · 10−3) for an integrated
luminosity of 100 fb−1. Figure 7 (right) shows the integrated luminosity that is required to
excluded a certain Z ′B−L mass for fixed values of the coupling. For g
′
1 ≥ 0.1 the same limits are
obtained for electrons and muons. An integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1 is required to exclude
a Z ′B−L boson mass up to 3.6 TeV for g
′
1 = 0.2 and 40 fb
−1 reduces this to g′1 = 0.1. For
an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1 the LHC experiments will be able to exclude a Z ′B−L for
masses up to 3.0 TeV for g′1 = 0.1, 2.4(2.0) TeV for g
′
1 = 0.05 and 1.6(1.0) TeV for g
′
1 = 0.025,
when considering the decay into electrons(muons). With and integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1
of data more stringent bounds can be derived: for g′1 = 0.05(0.025) the Z
′
B−L boson can be
excluded for masses up to 3.4(2.5) TeV in the electron channel, and up to 3.0(1.8) TeV in the
muons channel.
5 Conclusions
We have presented the discovery potential for the Z ′ gauge boson of the B − L minimal ex-
tension of the SM at the LHC for CM energies of
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV, using the integrated
luminosities expected at each stage. This has been done for both the Z ′B−L → e+e− and
Z ′B−L → µ+µ− decay modes, and includes the most up-to-date constraints from LEP and the
Tevatron.
A general feature is that greater sensitivity to the Z ′B−L resonance is provided by the
electron channel. At the LHC this has better energy resolution than the muon channel. A further
consequence of the better resolution of electrons is that an estimate of the gauge boson width
would eventually be possible for smaller values of the Z ′B−L mass than in the muon channel.
Limits from existing data imply that the first couplings that will start to be probed at the LHC
are those around g′1 = 0.1. Increased luminosity will enable both larger and smaller couplings
to be probed.
Our comparison shows that, for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1, the Tevatron is still
competitive with the LHC in the small mass region, being able to probe the coupling at the
level of 5σ down to a value of 0.04(0.05) using electrons(muons). The LHC will start to be
competitive in such a region only for integrated luminosities close to 1 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV. At√
s = 7 TeV the mass reach will be extended from the Tevatron value of MZ′ = 750 GeV up to
1.2(1) TeV for electrons(muons).
When the data from the high energy runs at the LHC becomes available, the discovery
reach of Z ′B−L boson will be extended towards very high masses and small couplings in regions
of parameter space well beyond the reach of the Tevatron and comparable in scope with those
accessible at a future LC [411].
If no evidence is found at any energies, 95% C.L. limits can be derived, and, given their
better resolution, the bounds from electrons will be more stringent than those from muons,
especially at smaller masses.
While this work was in progress, other papers dealing with the discovery power at the
LHC for the Z ′B−L boson appeared, for CM energies of 7 TeV [413] and 14 TeV [414], as well
as for other popular Z ′ boson models. Our results broadly agree with those therein.
Renormalisation Group (RG) analysis of the gauge sector of the model [390, 406].
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Contribution 11
Single custodian production in warped extra dimensional
models
S. Gopalakrishna, G. Moreau and R.K. Singh
Abstract
We examine the single production of heavy fermions at the LHC and
show in particular the possible importance of some new types of pro-
cesses, namely single production of the heavy fermion in association
with a standard model gauge boson or a Higgs boson. The theoretical
framework is the Randall-Sundrum scenario, motivated by the gauge
hierarchy problem, with a bulk custodial symmetry. In this context,
the heavy fermion considered in the Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitation of
a fermion that does not have a zero mode. The location along the
fifth dimension (affecting the single production) are selected such that
they generate the masses of the third generation quarks. From both the
theoretical and phenomenological sides, the studied KK quarks can be
lighter than the KK excitations of gauge bosons which makes their po-
tential discovery at the LHC easier, as illustrated by the cross sections
we obtain numerically.
1 Introduction
Recent alternatives to supersymmetric scenarios, like extra dimension theories, composite Higgs
and little Higgs models (as well as twin Higgs and fourth generation models), predict the exis-
tence of additional heavy fermions. Such fermions, e.g. exotic quarks, could be directly pro-
duced at the LHC providing a clear discovery of new physics underlying the Standard Model
(SM). In particular, the single production of such a heavy fermion is favored w.r.t. pair produc-
tion from the point of view of the phase space 1.
In the present work, we propose a systematic study of the various channels of single b′
(new quark with an electric charge of −1/3) production at LHC. The exhaustive list of possible
elementary processes of type 2 → 2 body and 2 → 3 body is: qq → tb′, qq → bb′, qg → qtb′,
qg → qbb′, bg → b′Z, bg → b′h, QQ/gg → bb′Z, QQ/gg → bb′h, qb → qb′Z, qb → qb′h,
qq/gg → tb′W and qb → qb′W , where q stands for any SM quark except for the bottom and
top quarks which are denoted b and t respectively (QQ denotes either the initial state qq or
bb) 2. The theoretical framework we consider is precisely defined: it is the Randall-Sundrum
1The pair production of exotic quarks has been studied in the warped extra dimension scenario with a custodial
symmetry [352, 415] (within the gauge-Higgs unification context [357]) or similarly within their dual composite
Higgs description [272]. See also Ref. [416] for the case of a strongly coupled fourth generation and Ref. [417,418]
for more general approaches (using jet mass [331]).
2The possible b′ decay channels, whose branching ratios depend on the considered model, are b′ → bZ and
b′ → tW .
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(RS) scenario [289] of warped extra dimensions with an extended bulk custodial symmetry.
This symmetry gives rise to new fermions like the b′, called the custodians, which appear in the
extended gauge multiplets. These custodians are pure Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations without
zero-modes, due to specific boundary conditions.
The well-known RS scenario is motivated by the gauge hierarchy problem and the cus-
todial symmetry allows to satisfy the ElectroWeak Precision Test (EWPT) constraints for KK
gauge boson masses in the vicinity of the TeV scale. The RS framework is also attractive as a
flavor model and we will carefully consider quark locations, reproducing quite precisely the b
and t masses, which are crucial for the single b′ production. In particular, in this flavor frame-
work, the b′ quark, whose mass is controlled by the location of the right-handed tR (being in the
same multiplet under the custodial extension), tends to be particularly light due to the large top
mass mt which also explains the motivation for analyzing its single production.
The above type of single heavy fermion production processes with an EW gauge boson
or Higgs field in the final state were never studied before. In contrast, the other single processes
already considered have been within generic approaches [419] or within the different theoretical
contexts of the composite Higgs models [353, 354], the little Higgs scenario [420] as well as
the twin Higgs mechanism [421]. The obtained production cross sections depend on the model
considered. There were even NLO estimations of this second class of single heavy fermion
production (with only fermions in the final state) in the fourth generation context [422, 423].
Nevertheless, to our knowledge, the contribution of KK excitations of gauge bosons, or even
their mixing effect with SM bosons – both of which we will consider here – for this class of
single heavy fermion production have never been studied previously.
2 Theoretical framework
2.1 The RS scenario
We consider the RS scenario under the theoretical assumption of a bulk gauge custodial sym-
metry SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X which allows for a reduction of the final EWPT bound on the
mass of the first KK gauge boson excitation MKK (strictly speaking, the KK photon mass)
from ∼ 10 TeV down to a few TeV [321, 424], improving then the situation with regard to
the little hierarchy problem (fine tuning of the Higgs boson mass due to its loop level cor-
rections sensitive to new physics). For simplicity, we take the minimal quark representations
under the custodial symmetry [321]: the corresponding multiplets under the custodial symmetry
SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X for the bottom and top quarks are the three doublets
QL ≡ (2,1)1/6 = (tL, bL), QbR ≡ (1,2)1/6 = (t′R, bR), QtR ≡ (1,2)1/6 = (tR, b′R)
whereas the representation for the Higgs field, responsible for the EW symmetry breaking, is
Σ ≡ (2,2)0.
Although for simplicity the quark representations just above are the only ones shown here,
the effects we present in this paper are also qualitatively relevant for the model [322] where
the Zb¯LbL coupling is protected by a custodial symmetry under which the quark doublet is
enlarged to QL ≡ (2,2)2/3 and e.g. QtR ≡ (1,3)2/3 ⊕ (3,1)2/3. We will address these details
in Ref. [425] (see also the discussion in next section).
We will focus in this work on the production of b′R at the LHC. For notational ease we
will denote the b′R simply as b
′.
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2.2 EW Precision Tests
The bulk custodial symmetry ensures that the global EW fit can reach a better goodness-of-fit
than for the SM case, in the EW gauge bosons and light fermions sector (not including the
bottom and top quarks) as long as MKK > O(3) TeV, mh ' 115 GeV and light fermions are
localized towards the Planck-brane (clight > 0.5) [426]. The c parameters are the dimensionless
quantities parameterizing the fermion five-dimensional (5D) masses which fix the profiles along
the fifth dimension (see e.g. Ref. [321]).
In the b, t sector, the Rb observable is protected from excessively large deviations in the
Zbb coupling (induced by b−b′ mixings) by taking mb′ > O(1.5) TeV [298]. We will also con-
sider some masses belowO(1.5) TeV but then the Zb¯LbL vertex can be protected by a subgroup
of the custodial symmetry O(3) [322] 3. We thus assume such a symmetry for this low mass
spectrum, keeping in mind that this symmetry corresponds to quark representations different
from those given above but these new representations are not expected to modify significantly
the b′ couplings involved in its single production, and in turn our illustrative numerical results.
Given the present simple theoretical context, we are forced to assume that the anomalies on
the forward-backward asymmetries AbFB and A
t
FB are due respectively to underestimated un-
certainties and too preliminary data, so that we do not have to interpret them in terms of new
physics effects (see Ref. [427] and Ref. [428], respectively, for interpretations based on KK
contributions).
3 b′ at the LHC
We discuss here the production of the b′ in association with a (longitudinal) vector boson at the
LHC. In particular, we are interested in the processes: gg → b¯Lb′RZL/h and b¯LbL → b¯Lb′RZL/h,
where ZL is the longitudinal polarization. Owing to the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem,
the longitudinal polarization of the vector boson is nothing but the corresponding Goldstone
boson, and we have the correspondence V µL ↔ ∂µφ/MV where MV is the vector boson mass.
We show in Fig. (1) example Feynman diagrams for these processes. The couplings φ±tb′,
φ0bb′ and hbb′, involved in each single b′ production, are important due to a large wave function
overlap near the TeV-brane owing to these fermion masses being sizable.
3.1 b′ couplings
For computing the b′ couplings, we will need the Yukawa couplings given, in terms of the 5D
Yukawa coupling constants, by
L5D ⊃ −λtQ¯LΣQtR − λbQ¯LΣQbR . (1)
Electroweak symmetry is broken by 〈Σ〉 = diag(v, v) (the Higgs boson vev is v ≈ 174
GeV). The Goldstone bosons of electroweak symmetry breaking (φ) are contained in Σ =
ve2iφ
aTa/v, written in the nonlinear realization, where T a are the generators of SU(2)L. We
work here in the unitary gauge (as for our numerical calculations) for which we absorb the
3The corrections to Zb¯RbR from the mixing with KK excitations of the Z boson are less dangerous than the
Zb¯LbL deviations due to the vanishing SU(2)L isospin of bR leading to a smaller coupling to Z excitations.
Moreover, we consider here only the domain cbR > 0.5 which tends to minimize the effective four-dimensional
(4D) bR couplings to KK Z(′) excitations. In a more precise analysis [425], we will give the numerical results for
the corrections to the Zb¯RbR vertex in the O(3) context.
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Figure 1: Examples of Feynman diagram contributing to the single custodian productions b¯LbL →
b¯Lb
′
Rφ
0, b¯Lb
′
Rh and gg → b¯Lb′Rφ0, b¯Lb′Rh at LHC. We indicate here the fermion fields in interaction
basis (those are not the mass eigenstates). g stands for the gluon, φ0 for the neutral Goldstone boson
(equivalently the longitudinal Z) and h for the Higgs field. ZKK represents the full KK tower for the Z
boson (including the zero-mode), γKK the full KK tower for the photon, Z ′KK is the KK tower for the
additional neutral gauge boson and similarly gKK stands for the (KK) gluons.
Goldstone bosons as the longitudinal polarization of the gauge bosons. Nevertheless, for com-
pleteness and to have a clear understanding of the involved couplings, a derivation of the cou-
plings using Goldstone boson equivalence is presented in App. A.
Electroweak symmetry breaking also gives rise to fermion masses. Taking the case of the
bL, for example, the off-diagonal terms in the bottom mass matrix resulting from Eq. (1) lead to
the mixing of the fields (bL, b
′(n)
R L, b
(n)
L L, b
(n)
R L), where when two subscripts are present, the first
L,R denote the gauge-group representation while the second subscript denotes Lorentz chiral-
ity, and (n) denotes the nth KK state. Similarly, a mixing is induced amongst the corresponding
Lorentz R fields. Focusing on the dominant of these mixing terms for simplifying the present
discussion 4 we have
L4D ⊃ −
(
b¯L b¯′L
)( λbv
piRc
fQL(piRc)fbR(piRc)
λtv
piRc
fQL(piRc)fb′R(piRc)
0 mb′
)(
bR
b′R
)
+ h.c. (2)
where L,R above (and in the text that follows) denote Lorentz chirality, fi are the wavefunction
values of the corresponding fields at the IR-brane location. The above mass matrix is diago-
nalized by biorthogonal rotations, and we denote the sine (cosine) of the mixing angles by sL,Rθ
(cL,Rθ ). The sine of mixing angle s
L
θ is given in Appendix App. A. We denote the corresponding
mass eigenstates as (b1 b2).
Due to these mixings, the Zb¯1Lb2L and Wt¯1Lb2L couplings are induced, where we simi-
larly define t1,2 as the top mass eigenstates and cα as the cosine of mixing angle between the
4Numerically, we take into account also the bmixing with the second KK excitations of the b′ custodian as well
as with the first KK excitations of the bL and bR fields.
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top quark and t′ field. The contribution to these couplings due e.g. to W ↔ WKK mixings are
higher order in v/MKK , which we have not shown here, but included in our numerical results.
The couplings of the heavier mass eigenstate b2 in unitary gauge are given by
L4D ⊃ − e
3
b¯2L/Rγ
µb2L/RAµ + gsb¯2L/Rγ
µTαb2L/Rg
α
µ −
(
gsLθ c
L
α√
2
t¯1Lγ
µb2LW
+
µ + h.c.
)
+ gZ
(
−1
2
sLθ
2
+
1
3
s2W
)
b¯2Lγ
µb2LZµ +
[
gZc
L
θ s
L
θ
(
1
2
)
b¯1Lγ
µb2LZµ + h.c.
]
+ gZ
(
1
3
s2W
)
b¯2Rγ
µb2RZµ , (3)
where gZ ≡
√
g2 + g′2. The photon and gluon couplings are diagonal in the (b1 b2) basis and
are identical to the b-quark couplings.
To derive the Higgs couplings to fermions, we start with Eq. (2) and apply the vev re-
placement v → h/√2. Writing in terms of the fermion mass eigenstates, we obtain
L4D ⊃ − h√
2
[
b¯1Lb1R(c
L
θ c
R
θ λ
4D
b + c
L
θ s
R
θ λ
4D
b′ ) + b¯2Lb2R(s
L
θ s
R
θ λ
4D
b − sLθ cRθ λ4Db′ )
+b¯1Lb2R(−cLθ sRθ λ4Db + cLθ cRθ λ4Db′ ) + b¯2Lb1R(−sLθ cRθ λ4Db − sLθ sRθ λ4Db′ )
]
+ h.c. (4)
where λ4Db,b′ =
λb
piRc
fQL(piRc)fbR,b′R(piRc). For instance, fb′R(piRc) is the value of the wave func-
tion for b′R (controlled by the ctR parameter of the QtR doublet) taken at the TeV-brane — as
induced by the overlap with the peaked profile of the Higgs field.
3.2 Parameter space
The motivation for the single b′ production resides in both its possibly low mass and its rather
large coupling to φ and h compared to lighter quark generations.
Let us first consider the most severe experimental lower bound on a fourth generation b4
quark mass in order to get a rough idea (a priori the b′ couplings differ from the b4 ones) of
the realistic mb′ range: mb4 > 199 GeV at 95%C.L. [2]. Now there might appear more severe
lower bounds on mb′ from FCNC considerations. Indeed, generally the new heavy fermions
can contribute to b → sγ at the one-loop level (see [429] for the two-site approach to 5D AdS
models with bulk Higgs, a framework that differs from the present one where e.g. the Higgs
field is confined on the TeV-brane). However such indirect constraints rely on the whole set
of 5D Yukawa couplings and light fermion locations along the extra dimension that we do not
specify here. A complete three-flavor study, beyond our scope, should also reproduce the CKM
angles for the quark mixing [2].
We consider a set of parameters, MKK = 2.7 TeV, mh ' 115 GeV and gZ′ = 1.57,
justified by considerations on the global EW fit [426]. Then we choose various values of ctR
(ctR is the main parameter determining the single b
′ production cross section) fixing the right-
handed top quark location and also mainly mb′: ctR = −0.55 (mb′ = 225 GeV), ctR = −0.4
(mb′ = 756 GeV) and ctR = −0.1 (mb′ = 1574 GeV). Strictly speaking, the physical state is the
b2 state, namely the second lightest bottom quark mass eigenstate composed in general mainly
of the first b′ custodian excitation but also partially of the pure SM b field (due to the b − b′
mixing effect). So the lightest b1 eigenstate is associated to the measured bottom quark mass
mb, while the b2 eigenstate is associated to mb′ (that we should write mb2 but leave as mb′ for
simplification reasons).
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For each ctR value, examples of cQL and the top quark 5D Yukawa coupling constant λt
are chosen so that mt ∼ 175 GeV. We note that the exact top mass value can only be fitted
precisely after a complete three-flavor treatment of the full quark mass matrix. Then order one
corrections can bring the top mass obtained here exactly to the measured value. Finally, we
select some values of cbR and λb reproducing mb ' 4 GeV.
3.3 Numerical results and discussion
Including the main contributions of the first KK gauge boson and fermion excitations, we obtain
the cross sections for the single b′ production at LHC given in Table 1. Strictly speaking, the
calculated amplitudes correspond to a final state with a unique b2 state, namely the second
lightest bottom quark mass eigenstate.
A)
cQL = −0.2
ctR = −0.55
cbR = +0.58
B)
cQL = −0.2
ctR = −0.40
cbR = +0.62
C)
cQL = −0.2
ctR = −0.10
cbR = +0.62
mb′ = 225 GeV 756 GeV 1574 GeV
mb ' [mt '] 4 [197] GeV 4 [179] GeV 4 [171] GeV
σ(qq → tb′) ' 592 fb 8.74 fb 0.40 fb
σ(qq → bb′) ' 728 fb 16.0 fb 0.34 fb
σ(qg → qtb′) ' 3044 fb 20.8 fb 0.86 fb
σ(qg → qbb′) ' 5668 fb 134 fb 2.58 fb
σ(bg → b′Z) ' 1392 fb 2.88 fb 0.01 fb
σ(bg → b′h) ' 2572 fb 116 fb 1.06 fb
σ(QQ/gg → bb′Z) ' 3074 fb 11.6 fb 0.04 fb
σ(QQ/gg → bb′h) ' 27000 fb 2800 fb 26.8 fb
σ(qb→ qb′Z) ' 557 fb 30.8 fb 1.53 fb
σ(qb→ qb′h) ' 882 fb 67.8 fb 1.59 fb
σ(qq/gg → tb′W ) ' 453 fb 5.84 fb 0.05 fb
σ(qb→ qb′W ) ' 206 fb 42.2 fb 2.40 fb
σ(QQ/gg → b¯′b′) ' 94000 fb 271 fb 1.23 fb
Table 1: Values (in fb) of the cross sections for the pair and the various single b′ production reactions
at LHC for three sets (A, B, C) of parameters with MKK = 2.7 TeV, mh ' 115 GeV, gZ′ = 1.57 [see
text]. For each set, we also give the predicted values of mb′ , mb and mt (in GeV). QQ denotes either the
initial state qq or bb.
We conclude from the examples of parameter sets considered in the table that within the
present RS framework (reproducingmb,t) both the single and pair b′ productions have promising
cross sections which might allow for their possible detection at LHC, if one assumes the typical
high luminosity regime expected (L ∼ 300 fb−1). The considerable number of events predicted
here should still lead to significant signals after including the decay analysis, hadronization
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effects, the Monte Carlo simulation and effects of detector response. Note also that for the
extreme situation at mb′ = O(1.5) TeV, if a b′ custodian is to be discovered at LHC it is mainly
via the single production reaction QQ/gg → bb′h only. Indeed, for this high custodian mass,
the pair production rate is reduced too much by the phase space suppression.
Note that in comparison, the resonant KK gluon production suffers from typically lower
cross sections at LHC [341] (see also Ref. [350, 351, 430] for the production of KK EW gauge
bosons) rendering its observation more tricky. This is essentially due to the high KK gluon
masses (MKK > O(3) TeV) compared to the lighter b′ custodians considered here.
While the dominant single production processes were thought to be only qg → qtb′ and
qg → qbb′ (partially due to a polarization increase effect), we see that for instance the new
single production reactions bg → b′Z and QQ/gg → bb′h – originally studied here (see also
Ref. [425]) – can be of comparable order or even larger than the previously thought dominant
ones. The reason is principally the possibly pure gluonic initial state for these new processes.
The gg → tb′W reaction, having only a possible pure gluonic initial state, is significant at a low
mb′ value for which the parton density functions are significantly higher for the gg initial state.
Therefore, from a more general point of view, novel reactions such as bg → b′h,QQ/gg →
bb′Z orQQ/gg → bb′h should be now included in the experimental investigations for any heavy
quark production predicted by a scenario underlying the SM. Finally, note also that such new
processes – like the ones drawn in Fig. (1) – constitute new channels for the Higgs boson pro-
duction at LHC 5.
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Appendices
App. A Goldstone boson equivalence
Here we explicitly check the correspondence through the equivalence theorem between e.g. the
φ±tb′ and W±L tb
′ couplings in the Rξ and unitary gauges respectively. The correspondence in
the neutral sector can be shown analogously.
In the linear realization, the Higgs is written as
Σ =
(
Φ∗0 φ
+
−φ− Φ0
)
, (5)
with Electroweak symmetry broken by 〈Σ〉 = diag(v, v) (recall that v ≈ 174 GeV in our
notation) and the three Goldstone bosons are φ± and Im(Φ0) = φ0/
√
2.
After reducing the 5D theory to an equivalent 4D theory, we can write the mass matrix in
the b-sector as
L4D ⊃ −
(
b¯L b¯′L
)( λ4Db v λ4Db′ v
0 mb′
)(
bR
b′R
)
+ h.c. , (6)
5In contrast, the corrections arising in the RS model to the usual Higgs production mechanisms have already
been studied e.g. in Ref. [424, 431].
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with the 4D Yukawa couplings given as λ4Db =
λb
piRc
fQL(piRc)fbR(piRc) and λ
4D
b′ =
λt
piRc
fQL(piRc)
fb′R(piRc) where the λ’s are the corresponding 5D Yukawa couplings.
In the λ4Db v → 0 limit, the mass matrix is diagonalized by rotating only the L fields by
sLθ = −λ4Db′ v/
√
m2b′ + (λ
4D
b′ v)
2 with the heavier mass eigenvalue beingmb2 =
√
m2b′ + (λ
4D
b′ v)
2.
Next we turn to showing the correspondence. For simplicity (and since it represents a
good approximation) we do so in the λ4Db v → 0 limit. In order to extract the relevant interaction
of the b′ quark, we focus on the following two couplings contained in the first term of Eq. (1):
L ⊃ −λ4Db′ φ+t¯Lb′R + λ4Dt φ+t¯RbL + h.c. . (7)
Here λ4Dt =
λt
piRc
fQL(piRc)ftR(piRc). Writing in terms of the fermion mass eigenstates we obtain
L ⊃ φ+ (−λ4Db′ t¯Lb2R + cLθ λ4Dt t¯Rb1L − sLθ λ4Dt t¯Rb2L)+ h.c. . (8)
We will show that we can recover Eq. (8) starting from the longitudinalW±L unitary gauge
coupling in Eq. (3). Including the SM piece, this coupling in unitary gauge in the mass basis is
L ⊃ g√
2
WL
+
µ t¯Lγ
µ
(
cLθ b1L − sLθ b2L
)
+ h.c. , (9)
where we have ignored the t ↔ t′ mixing (since mt′  mb′ for the parameter sets considered)
and thus set cLα = 1. The Goldstone-boson equivalence theorem implies WL
+
µ ↔ ∂µφ+/mW =
qµφ
+/mW where qµ is the momentum of the W boson. Using this and momentum conservation
qµ = pt µ − pb µ (where pt is the momentum out of the vertex and pb into the vertex) and
mW = gv/
√
2, Eq. (9) becomes
L ⊃ 1
v
φ+t¯L
[
cLθ
(
/pt − /pb1
)
b1L − sLθ
(
/pt − /pb2
)
b2L
]
+ h.c. . (10)
Under the assumption that all fermions are on mass-shell and using the equations of motion
(Dirac equations: 6p ψ(p) = mψ(p)) we recover Eq. (8), thus explicitly showing the corre-
spondence. One has to recall that if the top quark mixing is neglected, the top mass reads as
mt ' λ4Dt v.
The contributions to this coupling due to the mixing of the SM W boson with its KK
excitations constitute higher order corrections, in v/MKK , which we have already ignored in
the present theoretical demonstration (but not in the numerical results as mentioned previously).
Finally, we note that the correspondence between the φ0bb′ and Z0Lbb
′ couplings can be similarly
shown.
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Contribution 12
Four top final states
G. Servant, M. Vos, L. Gauthier and A.-I. Etienvre
Abstract
Of the many interesting final states that may be produced at the LHC,
four top production is maybe one of the most spectacular. In this con-
tribution, the sensitivity of this final state to several classes of physics
beyond the Standard Model is discussed. The focus is on models where
this topology is produced through a heavy resonance. The possibility to
reconstruct the top and anti-top quarks in these events is explored.
1 Introduction
Four top production occurs in the Standard Model through a large number of diagrams [432],
two of which are indicated in figure 1(a-b). The total pp → tttt cross-section at 14 TeV is 7.5
fb in the Standard Model. The production is dominated by gluon-initiated diagrams.
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Figure 1: (a-b): Two Standard Model diagrams that give rise to the tt¯tt¯ final state. (c-d): Two diagrams
involving new physics, that yield to a non-zero event rate even if the new particle does not couple to light
quarks. (c) represents s-channel (resonant) tt¯ production. The effective four-top interaction in (d) can
result from integrating out a heavy particle.
The interest of this final states lies primarily in its sensitivity to beyond-the-standard-
model physics, as recently discussed in [433–435]. These authors consider a composite top
quark that would give rise to contact interactions like that of figure 1(d). The production cross-
section through the contact interaction can be as large as several tens of fb.
Another possibility is the production of the tt¯tt¯ final state through an exotic heavy particle.
In many extensions of the Standard Model the top quark plays a special role. New particles with
a preference for the top quark could yield a sizeable cross-section through processes like that
depicted in figure 1 (c), where the contact interaction is replaced by a resonance (in this case a
Kaluza–Klein gluon). It is interesting to note that this diagram involves only couplings of the
new particle to top quarks. In particular, the new particle does not have to couple to light quarks
or gluons to be produced at the LHC. In section 2 two models giving rise to resonant four top
production are discussed in some detail.
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A measurement of the four-top production rate would strongly constrain several models.
While a complete, detector-level analysis is still missing, several authors [433–435] have in-
vestigated the possibility to isolate this signal. A common aspect of these studies is that the
isolation strategy consists in requiring two leptons with the same sign. Thus, processes like
tt¯+ jets production, with cross-sections that are several orders of magnitude larger than typi-
cal signal cross-sections, are effectively reduced. The power of selecting same-sign dilepton
events to study ttWW final states from pair-production of heavy quarks was shown in detail
in [353] and recently applied by CDF to put a strong bound on the mass of fourth generation
down-type quarks (b′) [356]. The reduction of SM tt¯ production using the same-sign criterion
was shown by ATLAS Monte Carlo studies of tt¯H production, with H → WW ∗ ( [436], pages
1367-1368).
Further experimental handles to distinguish the signal are particularly important in the
light of the large cross-section of several reducible background processes, like tt¯W+ jets,
tt¯WW+ jets and tt¯+ jets. Therefore, reconstruction of all or several of the top decays can
strengthen the robustness of the analysis considerably. This possibility is particularly interesting
in searches for resonant production. Reconstruction of the top quarks allow the reconstruction
of the mass of the resonance. The background level can then be normalized in the off-peak
region, thus considerably increasing the sensitivity of the search.
A complete study into the reconstruction of this extremely challenging final state is clearly
beyond the scope of this contribution. The results from a first superficial exploration of some
ideas is presented in section 3.
2 Resonant production
A prototype is based on the Randall-Sundrum (RS) setup where the hierarchy between the
Planck and electroweak scales is explained through warping of an extra dimension. The Stan-
dard Model (SM) lives in the bulk [321] but the Higgs lives on the IR boundary where the
natural scale of physics is ∼ TeV. As a result of the localized Higgs, the zero mode of the right-
handed top quark must also live close to the IR brane, in order to realize the large top mass1. As
a consequence of the warping, all of the low level Kaluza–Klein (KK) modes have wave func-
tions whose support is concentrated near the IR brane. Thus, they inevitably couple strongly to
tR and the Higgs.
The KK gluon [437] has a number of features that render it very interesting phenomeno-
logically. First of all, it cannot be revealed by resonance searches in di-lepton final states. As
a coloured object it can be produced relatively abundantly (compared to partners of the electro-
weak gauge bosons). With the couplings to light quarks of reference [437], gq = gLb = −0.2gs,
gRb = g
L
t = gs and g
R
t = 4gs, it is still sufficiently narrow (Γ = 0.15M ) to yield a resonant
signature. Finally, it has a very sizeable branching ratio of 92.5 % into a top anti-top pair. The
cross-section for the four-top final state through the KK gluon is represented in figure 2. It
is noted here that the model of reference [437] is experimentally viable for KK gluon masses
greater than 2-3 TeV, in which case the 4 top production cross section is well below a fb and
LHC prospects are not encouraging.
However, one can easily envision some variation of the RS setup as follows. Consider a
1The left-handed top is usually chosen to be further from the IR brane, in order to mitigate constraints from
precision electroweak tests [321].
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Figure 2: Four top production cross section at the LHC in the different theories discussed in this report.
The orange curve refers to the effective 4-fermion interaction (tRγµtR)(tRγµtR)/Λ2 leading to fig. 1(d).
top-philic Z ′ described by the following lagrangian [438]
L = LSM − 1
4
F ′µνF
′µν +M2Z′Z
′
µZ
′µ +
χ
2
F ′µνF
µν
Y + g
Z′
t t¯γ
µPRZ
′
µt (1)
where F ′µν (F
Y
µν) is the usual Abelian field strength for the Z
′ (hypercharge boson), gZ′t is the Z
′
coupling to right-handed top quarks2 (we will take gZ′t = 3 in our simulations). The parameter
χ encapsulates the strength of kinetic mixing between the Z ′ and SM hypercharge bosons (even
if absent in the UV, it is generated in the IR by loops of top quarks). These extra terms in
the lagrangian have a natural connection to Randall–Sundrum theories. The Z ′ represents the
lowest KK mode of the U(1) contained in SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L. It typically has
mixing with the electroweak bosons, resulting in strong constraints from precision data. This
will also be the case when the Z ′ is a KK mode of the electroweak bosons. We circumvent these
constraints by considering a Z ′ whose mixing with the Z is kinetic. At large Z ′ masses this is
not operationally different from the mass-mixing case, but it allows us to consider lower mass
Z ′s which are not ruled out by precision data.
Through the RS/CFT correspondence [304, 305], the extra-dimensional theory is thought
to be dual to an approximately scale-invariant theory in which most of the Standard Model is
fundamental, but with the Higgs and right-handed top largely composite. The Higgs couples
strongly to composite fields, and the amount of admixture in a given SM fermion determines its
mass [212]. In this picture, the Z ′ is one of the higher resonances, built out of the same preons
as tR.
More generically, in models of partial fermion compositeness, it is natural to expect that
only the top quark couples sizably to a new strongly interacting sector. As a simple example
of a UV completion (see Appendix A of [438]) we can treat all SM fields (including tR) as
2One can easily include a coupling to the left-handed top (and bottom). Our choice to ignore such a coupling fits
well with typical RS models, balancing the need for a large top Yukawa interaction with control over corrections
to precision electroweak observables.
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uncharged under U(1)′. We include a pair of fermions ψL and ψR, whose SM gauge quantum
numbers are identical to tR, but with equal charges under U(1)′. To realize coupling of the Z ′
to the top quark, we consider the gauge invariant masses and Yukawa couplings of the top-ψ
sector,
yHQ¯3tR + µψ¯LψR + Y Φψ¯LtR (2)
where Q3 is the 3rd family quark doublet, H is the SM Higgs doublet, Φ is the Higgs field
responsible for breaking U(1)′, y and Y are dimensionless couplings, and µ is a gauge-invariant
mass term for ψ. The lightest mass eigenstate is identified as the top quark. It can have a large
coupling to Z ′ through its ψ component.
Four-top production arises via the diagrams shown in Fig. 3. Given that the Z ′ under
consideration has suppressed couplings to all SM fields (induced by the kinetic mixing χ) but
the top quarks, constraints are weak and a mass of a few hundreds of GeV is allowed, which
can lead to large four-top signals at the LHC. A detailed study is presented in [439] and com-
pares with the non-resonant four-top events obtained from the effective four-fermion interaction
(tRγµtR)(tRγ
µtR)/Λ
2 leading to the diagram 1(d). The corresponding cross sections at LHC as
a function of the Z ′ mass and Λ are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: Four-top production via Z ′
An interesting way to probe the properties of the top interactions relies on measuring
the top polarization. The SM four top production being dominated by parity invariant QCD
processes, we expect to generate an equal number of left and right-handed pairs. However, in
the new physics models discussed here, there is a strong bias towards RH tops. The angular
distribution of the leptons from the top decays enables to analyze the polarisation of the top
quarks. The differential cross section can be written as
1
σ
dσ
d cos θ
=
A
2
(1 + cos θ) +
1− A
2
(1− cos θ) (3)
where θ is the angle between the direction of the lepton in the top rest frame and the direction
of the top polarization. The corresponding distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 5, we show the invariant mass Mtt of the tt pair coming from the Z ′ for different
MZ′ masses as well as Mtt from the SM four-top events. The latter peaks close to 600 GeV.
We also display the maximum of the tt pair transverse energy distribution as a function of
MZ′ . Fig. 6 compares the Mtt distributions of the tt pair emitted by a Z ′ with MZ′ = 1.2 TeV,
the spectator tt pair, which peaks around 500 GeV and the tt pair produced by the effective
4-fermion contact interaction.
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Figure 4: Distribution of cos(θ) for the Z ′ Model with MZ′ =800 GeV compared to the SM.
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Figure 5: (a) Invariant mass of the tt pair coming from the Z ′ compared with that from the SM four-top
events; (b) Position of the maximum of the ET distribution of the tt pair as a function of MZ′ .
3 Reconstruction
Reconstruction of four top events is a challenge to the detector and event reconstruction. The
decay of the top quarks gives rise to twelve fermions. To benefit from the same-sign lepton
signature two W bosons must decay to lepton-neutrino. The presence of two escaping neutri-
nos then prevents a complete reconstruction of the twelve momenta. In the most abundantly
produced final states, most of the remaining fermions will be quarks, giving rise to a large jet
multiplicity.
The minimal approach to reconstruction merely registers the scalar sum of the transverse
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Figure 6: Comparison of the different tt invariant mass distributions.
energy of all final state objects. The HT distribution for a 500 GeV and 1 TeV Z’ resonance as
described in the previous section are shown in Figure 7. For sufficiently large resonance mass,
i.e. for mZ′ = 1 TeV in the central panel, the signal distribution clearly differs from that of
some important (reducible) backgrounds like tt¯W±+ jets and tt¯W+W−.
A further experimental signature of the four-top final states is the large b-jet multiplicity
which can be used as a powerful tool to extract the signal even coming from a heavy resonance
as shown in Figure 7 and in [439]. Reconstruction of (some of) the top quarks in the event can
provide additional handles to reduce the background.
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Figure 7: Total transverse energy after demanding nj ≥ 6, pT > 30 GeV (first two plots) and in addition
nb−jet ≥ 3 (third plot).
For a complete reconstruction of the tt¯tt¯ final state, one must address the challenge of
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assigning 12 final state fermions to the four top candidates. Before exploring this very complex
final state, we consider the reconstruction of tt¯ events that is much better understood.
For the reconstruction of tt¯ pairs the W-mass constraint and a top mass constraint are
used to find the correct pairing. This approach is quite successful for tt¯ events and a bit less so
for the (simulated) tt¯H topology. An alternative approach presents itself when one considers
the reconstruction of tt¯ events originating in the decay of a heavy resonance. Due to the boost
of the top quark, its decay products are collimated in a narrow cone. This top mono-jet can
be identified as such by techniques revealing the jet substructure [70, 71, 339, 343, 437, 440].
Importantly, for sufficiently large resonance mass the decay products of top and anti-top are
cleanly separated. A simple assignment based on (geometrical) vicinity is sufficient to find the
correct assignment of jets to top candidates. Thus, the ambiguities found in reconstruction of
“tops at rest” disappear in regime of large top pT .
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Figure 8: The probability as a function of resonance mass that final state fermions are correctly assigned
to top and anti-top quarks in tt¯ production (open circles) and tt¯tt¯ production. The filled circles (triangles)
indicate the probability to find two (four) correctly paired top quarks. The central panel shows the
invariant mass distribution of the two top quarks with highest pT in SM tt¯tt¯ production (filled histogram)
and for production through a 1.5 TeV KK gluon. The rightmost panel shows the invariant mass of the
two reconstructed clusters with highest pT .
To quantify this statement a parton level simulation of pp → X → tt¯ has been analysed.
Lepton+jets events are selected, where one of the W bosons decays to a lepton and a neutrino
and the second W boson decay to two jets. The neutrino is discarded and the momenta of the
remaining five fermions is presented to the kT algorithm [441,442] for clustering 3. Clustering is
considered correct whenever all decay products from the top (and anti-top) quark are clustered
together in a single jet. The result is represented with open circles in the leftmost plot of
figure 8. For tops produced at rest the probability of correctly clustering the event is essentially
equal to 0. For resonant tt¯ production the probability to find the correct assignment increases
rapidly as the resonance mass is increased. The decay products of the top and anti-top quark
are collimated more and more in a narrow cone, while the top anti-top are emitted essentially
back-to-back. Indeed, for a resonance mass of 1 TeV, the correct assignment is found in nearly
eighty percent of events. For a more exhaustive discussion, and results including a complete
detector simulation the reader is referred to reference [444].
3The implementation in FastJet [443] was used, with E-scheme recombination. The algorithms was used in
exclusive mode, forcing it to return exactly two jets. The R-parameter was set to 2.5. For this, somewhat unusual,
choice nearly all input objects are clustered into jets (rather than included in the “beam jets”).
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When repeating the exercise for tt¯tt¯ production, the simple clustering has to deal with a
much denser topology and is much less successful. As shown with blue triangles in figure 8
the probability to find a perfectly clustered event is less than 10 % over the entire mass range
studied here. Of course, the decay of a heavy resonance leads to only one pair of strongly
boosted top quarks, while the pT of the associated (spectator) top quarks remains relatively
small. The third curve (filled circles) in 8 represents the probability that at least two tops out of
four are clustered correctly. This probability is quite large even for relatively small resonance
mass, reaching approximately 60 % for a 1 TeV resonance.
The mass of the resonance is reconstructed as the invariant mass of the two objects with
highest pT in the event. At the parton level this yields good results: the combination of the two
top quarks with highest pT yields the distribution of the central panel of figure 8. The resonance
clearly stands out on top of the SM four top production (black). Applying the same criterion
to the top quark candidates reconstructed by the clustering algorithm, the distribution in the
rightmost panel is obtained. Obviously, the resonant signature is washed out by false combina-
tions and the energy carried away by the escaping neutrinos. Still, the signal and background
distributions can clearly be distinguished.
The additional handle of highly boosted top quarks is found to be quite useful to reduce
the combinatoric problem of four top events. Reconstruction of a resonant signature may well
be feasible, thus turning the counting experiment into a resonance search. Given the simple-
minded nature of this attempt to reconstruct this complex final state this result must be consid-
ered as encouragement to develop a more sophisticated approach.
4 Conclusions
The four top final state is sensitive to new physics that is relatively unconstrained by precision
measurements at LEP or resonance searches at the Tevatron. Examples are models where the
top quark is composite, or where a new heavy particle couples strongly (or exclusively) to top
quarks.
Reduction of Standard Model processes is achieved primarily through the requirement of
two same-sign leptons. The small signal cross-sections (typically 10s of fb) render a counting
experiment susceptible to large uncertainties due to large (tt¯+ jets) backgrounds.
Partial or complete reconstruction of the event enhances the robustness of the measure-
ment. In this contribution we have explored the reconstruction of this complex final state, at
the parton level, in the case where a tt¯ pairs originates in the decay of a heavy resonance. The
boost of the top quarks is found to greatly reduce the combinatorics involved in assigning the
final state fermions. Even with the limited performance of our simple-minded algorithm, a mass
peak may be reconstructed for a resonance mass of (or greater than) 1.5 TeV. Reconstruction
thus provides a way to distinguish signal and SM background.
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Contribution 13
LHC sensitivity to wide Randall–Sundrum gluon excitations
G. Brooijmans, G. Moreau and R.K. Singh
Abstract
We apply the results recently obtained by the ATLAS collaboration in
the reconstruction of high mass tt¯ resonances to Kaluza–Klein excita-
tions of gauge bosons as predicted in Randall–Sundrum models with
fields propagating in the bulk. The resulting ATLAS sensitivity to such
signals is determined.
1 Introduction
Randall–Sundrum (RS) models [289] of extra dimensions are an attractive approach to dealing
with the hierarchy problem (for a short review, see Contribution 9 of these proceedings). If, fur-
thermore, standard model fermions and gauge bosons are allowed to propagate in the bulk, the
model can offer solutions to other major open questions, such as for example the existence of
dark matter [297,298,445]. An interesting way to constrain such models is to hypothesize [427]
that they are the source of the deviation between the standard model prediction [446] and ex-
perimental measurement at LEP and elsewhere [447] of the forward-backward asymmetry AbFB
in Z boson decays to bottom quarks. A study of such a scenario [341] 1 and more generally the
geometrical mechanism generating a large top quark mass [272] implies that the principal LHC
signature is the production of broad, high mass resonances (mainly due to the Kaluza–Klein
excitation of the gluon) decaying primarily to tt¯ pairs. Indeed, electroweak precision tests in-
directly force the first Kaluza–Klein mass of the gluon to be typically larger than ∼ 3 TeV in a
custodially protected framework [321, 424, 426].
Due to the collimation of top quark decay products at large top quark momentum, the
reconstruction of high mass tt¯ resonances requires the development of new experimental ap-
proaches [339, 346]. The ATLAS collaboration recently released a full simulation study [449]
describing the effectiveness of such new techniques in the reconstruction of narrow tt¯ res-
onances. In this note, these results are applied to the four concrete scenarios described in
Ref. [341] to estimate the integrated luminosity required to exclude these models.
2 Simulation
Both signal and tt¯ continuum events are generated using the SHERPA [450] event generator for
proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV. All four scenarios from Ref. [341] are considered.
These scenarios correspond to different localizations of the bottom/top quarks along the extra-
dimension, all typically reproducing the bottom/top quark masses. These different localizations
lead to variations in the wave function overlaps between the bottom/top quarks and the Kaluza–
Klein excitation of the gluon (whose profile is peaked on the so-called TeV-brane), and in turn
1The production of the Kaluza–Klein excitations of the gluon was also studied in [345, 448].
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to variations in the four-dimensional effective couplings. The resulting total cross-sections for
2 < mtt¯ < 4 TeV are given in Table 1.
Signal Model Cross-section (2 < mtt¯ < 4 TeV) (fb)
Standard Model (SM) Only 365
E1 + SM 620
E2 + SM 560
E3 + SM 615
E4 + SM 535
Table 1: Cross-sections for production of tt¯ pairs with 2 < mtt¯ < 4 TeV in the standard model and
standard model plus the Kaluza–Klein excitations of all the neutral gauge bosons for the model points
considered.
3 Experimental reconstruction efficiencies
The ATLAS collaboration released a study [449] of the reconstruction efficiency of high mass
tt¯ resonances in the lepton (e and µ) plus jets channel using splitting scales obtained from
reclustering the jets using the k⊥ jet clustering algorithm. In this analysis, fully hadronic top
quark decays were identified using a combination of jet mass and the first three k⊥ splitting
scales into a likelihood variable yL. A combination of the fraction of visible top mass carried
by the lepton [69] and relative pT of the lepton w.r.t. the jet were used to tag semileptonic top
quark decays. One of the main conclusions of the analysis is that after cuts, the by far dominant
background is the standard model tt¯ continuum. Backgrounds from QCD multijet and non-tt¯
W boson plus jets are found to be substantially smaller. For the study described in this paper,
the ATLAS operating point chosen is the one with a cut on the hadronic top likelihood variable
yL > 0.6. The total tt¯ selection efficiency for e, µ + jets events is parametrized as a function of
the hadronically decaying top quark’s transverse momentum (ptopT ) with a linear increase from
0% to 35% for ptopT from 500 to 900 GeV, and a constant value at 35% for values p
top
T > 900
GeV. This selection efficiency is applied at truth level to the generated events. The tt¯ invariant
mass is then smeared by 5% to reflect the resolution found in the ATLAS study.
4 Results
The semi-frequentist CLs method [451] based on a Poisson log-likelihood test statistic is used
to determine the sensitivity after taking into account branching ratios and reconstruction effi-
ciencies. The invariant mass distribution between background-only and signal + background are
compared, taking into account flat systematic uncertainties on the integrated luminosity (6%),
reconstruction efficiency (10%) and background cross-section (15%).
The resulting luminosities (for
√
s = 14 TeV) to exclude the model points at 95% C.L.
are given in Table 2. In all cases these are well below 10 fb−1, showing these models should be
accessible in the first few years of LHC running at
√
s = 13 or 14 TeV.
5 Conclusions
The LHC reach for broad, high mass excitations of the gauge bosons decaying to tt¯ final states
in Randall–Sundrum models has been investigated using the results of a full simulation study
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Signal Model Integrated Luminosity for 95% C.L. Exclusion (fb−1)
E1 + SM 2.5
E2 + SM 5.4
E3 + SM 1.8
E4 + SM 6.7
Table 2: Required integrated LHC luminosities for 95% C.L. exclusion of the model points for
√
s = 14
TeV.
of high pT top quark reconstruction. Using the lepton plus jets channel, the LHC experiments
should be sensitive to such models with integrated luminosities smaller than 10 fb−1 collected
at
√
s = 14 TeV.
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Contribution 14
Effects of nearby resonances at colliders
G. Cacciapaglia, A. Deandrea and S. De Curtis
Abstract
We describe propagators for particle resonances taking into account
the quantum mechanical interference due to the width of two or more
nearby states with common decay channels, incorporating the effects
arising from the imaginary parts of the one-loop self-energies. The in-
terference effect, not usually taken into account in Montecarlo gener-
ators, can modify the cross section or make the more long-lived reso-
nance narrower. We give examples of New Physics models for which
the effect is sizable for collider physics.
1 Introduction
In the following we consider a generalisation of the Breit–Wigner description [452] which
makes use of a matrix propagator including non-diagonal width terms in order to describe phys-
ical examples in which these effects are relevant. Indeed for more than one meta-stable state
coupled to the same particles, loop effects generate mixings for the masses as well as mixed
contributions for the widths (imaginary parts). In general a diagonalisation procedure for the
masses (mass eigenstates) will leave non-diagonal terms for the widths. Usually non-diagonal
width terms are discarded. When two or more resonances are close-by and have common decay
channels such a description is not accurate. The usual Breit–Wigner approximation amounts to
sum the modulus square of the various amplitudes neglecting the interference terms and this is
the usual procedure in Montecarlo generated events. When there are common decay channels
and the widths of the unstable particles are of the same order of the mass splitting, the interfer-
ence terms may be non-negligible. In the following we shall consider models of physics Beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) in which new resonances play a crucial role. Based on these results
we suggest that a proper treatment should be carefully implemented into Monte Carlo gener-
ators as physical results may be dramatically different from a naive use of the Breit–Wigner
approximation.
2 The formalism
We discuss here only the formalism for scalar fields which gives a simpler overview of the
problem without the extra complications of the gauge and Lorentz structure of the general case.
A more detailed analysis can be done also including vector resonances [453].
For a system involving many fields, which do couple to the same intermediate particles,
loops will generate mixings in the masses, but also out-of-diagonal imaginary parts. In general
the real and imaginary parts will not be diagonalisable at the same time. The kinetic function is
in general a matrix :
(Ks)lk = (p
2 −m2l )δlk + iΣlk(p2) . (1)
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(We are considering the imaginary part only, the real one is used to renormalise the masses.)
The propagator of the fields can be defined as the inverse of the matrix:
i(∆s)lk = i
(
K−1s
)
lk
. (2)
For simplicity we give here the two-particle case :
i∆s =
i
Ds
(
p2 −m22 + iΣ22 −iΣ12
−iΣ21 p2 −m21 + iΣ11
)
, (3)
where
Ds = (p
2 −m21 + iΣ11)(p2 −m22 + iΣ22) + Σ12Σ21 . (4)
For vanishing Σ12 and Σ21, the propagator is diagonal and it reduces to two independent Breit–
Wigner propagators with miΓi = Σii(m2i ).
However, the narrow width approximation is not valid if the off-diagonal terms are sizable
compared with the mass splitting. Defining 2M2 = m22 + m
2
1 and 2δ = m
2
2 −m21, the poles of
the propagator (zeros of Ds) are:
m˜2± = M
2 − iΣ11 + Σ22
2
± i
2
√
(Σ22 − Σ11 + 2iδ)2 + 4Σ12Σ21 . (5)
Note that the value of the masses is modified by the presence of the off-diagonal terms due to the
imaginary part of the square root, at the same time the widths are affected. More importantly,
the off-diagonal terms in the propagator will generate non-negligible interference, which can be
in turn constructive or destructive.
3 Numerical examples
We first study two heavy Higgses where both the scalars develop a vacuum expectation value
(VEV) and therefore couple to the W and Z gauge bosons. This situation is common in super-
symmetric models where two Higgses are required by writing supersymmetric Yukawa interac-
tions for up and down type fermions, and generic two Higgs models. The interference between
near degenerate Higgses has been studied in [454–456] focusing in CP violation effects.
The couplings of the two CP-even Higgses to gauge bosons can be written as
λWWH1 = g mW cosα , λWWH2 = g mW sinα ,
λZZH1 =
g mZ
cos θW
cosα , λZZH2 =
g mZ
cos θW
sinα ; (6)
where α is a mixing angle taking into account the mixing between the two mass eigenstates and
the difference between the two VEVs.
Here we are interested in a generic production cross section of the two nearby Higgses
on the resonances, with decay of the Higgses into gauge bosons (either WW or ZZ). The
amplitude of this process is proportional to the resonant propagator weighted by the couplings
given in eq.(6). In the case we are considering, the common decay channels can give off-
diagonal terms in eq.(3) which are sizable compared with the mass splitting. Here we assume
that the coupling to the initial particles are the same :∣∣(∆11s + ∆21s ) cosα + (∆22s + ∆12s ) sinα∣∣2 . (7)
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Figure 1: Plots of the production cross section (in arbitrary units) of two nearby Higgses decaying into gauge
boson pairs for the naive Breit–Wigner (blue-dashed) and exact mixing (red-solid). The mass of the first resonance
is fixed to 400 GeV, the splitting respectively 50, 25, 10 and 5 GeV and α = pi/4.
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Figure 2: Plots of the production cross section (in arbitrary units) for seven nearby Higgses equally coupled to
SM gauge bosons: the naive Breit–Wigner (blue-dashed) bump reduces to a row of seven dwarfs when the exact
mixing (red-solid) is taken into account. The mass of the first resonance is fixed to 400 GeV, the splitting between
the six Higgses respectively 10 and 5 GeV.
In Fig. 1, we plot this quantity in arbitrary units and compare it with the Breit–Wigner approx-
imation: we fix mH1 = 400 GeV, and vary the splitting from 50 to 5 GeV. For simplicity, in
the following we will assume α = pi/4, so that the two scalars have the same couplings. The
exact treatment of the resonances unveils a destructive interference that can drastically reduce
the cross section.
This effect can be even more important for scenarios with a large number of scalars as
predicted in some string models. Our analysis can be easily extended to an arbitrary number
of Higgses. Let’s take for example the couplings to the gauge bosons to be given by gSM/
√
N ,
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where gSM is the SM coupling of the gauge bosons and N is the number of Higgses. In Fig. 2
we plot the cross section for seven nearby Higgses, with the first one at 400 GeV and the others
at a distance of 5 and 10 GeV, the width of each being 6.2 GeV. From the plot it is clear that the
destructive interference reduces the giant resonance (which is not distinguishable from a single
Higgs, once the experimental smearing is taken into account) to a bunch of gnometti (dwarfs),
which will be very hard to detect. The cross section is in fact reduced by a significant factor
with respect to the naive expectation, and the smearing will wash out the peak structure. It is
intriguing to compare this analysis with Un-Higgs models [457,458], where the Higgs in indeed
a continuum: such behaviour may arise from the superposition of Kaluza-Klein resonances in
extra dimensional realisations or deconstructed models.
Another striking example involving vector resonances is given by Higgsless models [459,
460], where the first two neutral resonances are nearly degenerate, and they correspond to the
first KK excitation of the Z and of the photon. The masses can be approximated by
m2Z′ ' m2KK + 4m2Z , m2A′ ' m2KK , (8)
so that the mass difference is very small:
mZ′ −mA′ ' 2 m
2
Z
mKK
∼ 16 GeV ·
(
1TeV
mKK
)2
. (9)
In terms of the parameters of the warped geometry (R is the curvature, R′ the position of the
Infra-Red brane in covariant coordinates):
mKK ∼ 2.4
R′
, mW =
1
R′ log R
′
R
; (10)
therefore, given the value of the curvature R, the KK mass (R′) is determined by the W mass.
The determination of the couplings is more involved and we refer to [453] for details.
We consider the following processes: Drell–Yan production and decay into gauge bosons
W+W− (DY), Drell–Yan production and decay into a pair of leptons (Leptonic) and vector
boson fusion production followed by decay into gauge bosons (VBF). As in the scalar case, the
amplitudes at the resonance are proportional to the propagators weighted by the couplings with
the incoming and outcoming particles.
In Figure 3 we plot, for illustrative purposes, the squared matrix element of the three reso-
nant production channels forA′ and Z ′ as function of
√
s for three different cases: mKK = 1000
GeV, 800 GeV and 600 GeV. For large masses, the effect of the interference is very important
and it can affect the value of the cross section significantly. We give in the table the ratio of the
area under the peaks in the figure obtained by the exact formula and the BW case. This roughly
corresponds to the ratio of the integrated cross sections.
MKK = 1000 GeV 800 GeV 600 GeV
DY: 1.6 1.15 1.02
Lept: 3.15 1.4 1.05
VBF: 0.6 0.8 0.97
In the VBF channel there can be a reduction up to 50%, while in the other two channels the
interference is constructive and the total cross section can be enhanced by a factor of 2–3. The
interference is therefore extremely important, especially in the TeV region. Since this represents
the upper bound for Higgsless models, the interference effects are crucial to determine if the
whole Higgsless parameter space can be probed at the LHC.
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Figure 3: Plots of production cross section (in arbitrary units) of the two low-lying neutral resonances of the
Higgsless model for the naive Breit–Wigner (blue-dashed) and exact mixing (red-solid). The rows correspond
(from top to bottom) to DY, Leptonic and VBF; the columns (from left to right) correspond to mKK = 1000 GeV,
800 GeV and 600 GeV.
4 Conclusions
We have shown that for two or more unstable particles, when there are common decay channels
and the masses are nearby, the interference terms may be non-negligible. This kind of scenario
is not uncommon in models of New Physics beyond the Standard Model, especially in models of
dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking or in extended Higgs sectors. In models with multi-
Higgses and in Higgsless models with near degenerate neutral vector resonances, we showed
that interference induced by the off-diagonal propagators are very important and they can either
suppress or enhance the total cross sections on resonance depending on the relative sign of the
couplings to the initial and final states. The interference effects can be crucial to study the
phenomenology of such models at the LHC, and to determine its discovery potential. A proper
treatment should be carefully and systematically implemented into Monte Carlo generators used
to study BSM models.
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Hidden sectors
Contribution 15
An exotic photon cloud trigger for CMS
C. Henderson
Abstract
We propose a novel trigger to be sensitive to a new kind of beyond-
Standard-Model physics: a ‘photon cloud’, consisting of ∼ 200 GeV
of transverse energy emitted through many soft photons (. 1 GeV
each). Such an exotic event could potentially be overlooked by con-
ventional trigger configurations. We demonstrate that by considering a
simple new variable, Sum-ET in the electromagnetic calorimeter, which
is straight-forward to calculate in a high-level trigger, an experiment
could be sensitive to this photon-cloud scenario. We estimate rates for
this trigger for the expected LHC early luminosity scenario and show
that the proposal is feasible. This trigger is planned to be implemented
in the CMS experiment for the 2010 LHC running period.
At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the eventual goal is to collide proton bunches at rate
up to 40 MHz. However, the rate of events which can be written to permanent storage is limited
to ∼ 300 Hz. Therefore a sophisticated trigger system is required to make an online selection
of the most interesting collision events to be recorded.
At the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector [162, 359], a two-level trigger system
is employed. At Level 1 [461], lower resolution information (with full eta-phi coverage) from
the calorimeter and the muon chambers is used to create particle candidates, and specially-
programmed firmware selects events at a rate up to 100 kHz. A Level 1 accept initiates the
complete detector readout, and the full event is made available to the second trigger stage,
the High-Level Trigger (HLT) [462]. This comprises essentially the full event reconstruction
software, running on a large PC farm. Standard particle objects such as jets, photons, muons,
electrons, etc. . . are all reconstructed, and form the basis for further event selection. Generally
speaking, events containing high-ET particles or combinations of particles are chosen, with the
goal of selecting the most interesting events for permanent storage, up to a maximum rate of ∼
300 Hz. The performance of the CMS trigger system in cosmic-ray operations during 2008 is
described in [463, 464].
The trigger selection is therefore a crucial part of the experiment - events that do not
pass the trigger can never be analysed. Thus it is of critical importance that we consider all
possible types of collision event, including those arising from exotic new physics beyond the
Standard Model, and ensure that they are not being unwittingly rejected by the online trigger
selection. Here we consider an unusual type of event topology that could potentially be missed
by conventional trigger configurations, and propose a novel trigger selection to remedy this.
The unusual event topology that we will consider is a ‘photon cloud’, which we take to
be a large amount of transverse energy (& 100− 200 GeV) that is emitted as a large number of
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soft photons (. 1 GeV each). An exotic physics scenario which could potentially produce such
a photon cloud is described in [465]. The authors consider an extension of the Standard Model
that contains a new asymptotically free SU(N’) gauge force (called QCD’) and new fermions
q′ which are charged under this force (and also carry some SM gauge quantum numbers, so
they can be pair-produced in sufficiently high-energy collisions). For such a gauge field, a wide
range of values for the confinement scale Λ can be considered ‘natural’, since the confinement
scale is related to the fundamental gauge coupling g0 defined at a scale µ0 by:
Λ = µ0e
−8pi2/bg20 (1)
where b is the one-loop coefficient of the SU(N’) beta function.
The novelty in this scenario arises when, unlike QCD, one considers the confinement
scale Λ << mq′ , where we take mq′ to be a few hundred GeV or greater (above current ob-
servable limits). This scenario was first discussed in [466] and later revived in the context of
the LHC in [467], where the new fermions were given the name “quirks”. The model of [465]
specifically considers scalar quirks (“squirks”), which arise in the context of a folded super-
symmetry scenario [468], where the superpartners which cancel the ultraviolet divergences in
the Higgs mass due to SM quarks, are charged under the new QCD’ force rather than having
normal QCD color. Squirks could be pair-produced in LHC collisions via weak interactions (a
Drell–Yan process, or gauge boson fusion), and their high mass means they will typically be
semi-relativistic. The relationship Λ << mq′ can then result in striking new phenomenology.
There will be a QCD’ string connecting the squirk-antisquirk pair, but unlike normal QCD,
string fragmentation cannot occur because the energy density in the string, Λ2, is much less
than the typical energy density (∼ m2q′) needed for quirk pair production in a standard ‘hadro-
nisation’ mechanism. Instead, the heavy squirks will continue to separate, until eventually all
their kinetic energy has been transferred into the stretched QCD’ string. At this point, the string
tension will cause the squirks to start oscillating, forming a “squirkonium” bound state. If the
squirks are electrically charged, this oscillation will then radiate photons, with characteristic
frequency given by:
ω ∼ piΛ
2
mq′
(2)
It is possible that a large fraction of the squirkonium energy could be radiated this way, and
assuming a squirk mass of 500 GeV, any value of the confinement scale Λ . 13 GeV will result
in photons with typical energy . 1 GeV.
Such photon cloud events could represent a striking signature of physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model. The problem is that in such an event, no individual detector region has very high
activity and therefore no typical high-energy object would be seen by the trigger. Triggering on
this kind of event therefore requires consideration of the global properties of the event, not just
local regions of high-activity.
We propose to introduce a new variable at the trigger level: a sum of the transverse energy
observed in all channels of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). This is a modification of
the standard Sum-ET trigger, which typically sums contributions from both the electromag-
netic and hadronic calorimeters. Not only is this new ECAL-only Sum-ET measure more
directly sensitive to the photon cloud signature, it also takes advantage of the reduced back-
ground from the electromagnetic component of minimum bias proton-proton collisions relative
to the hadronic component. In addition, by considering only one sub-detector, it is less affected
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by detector noise, and it is particularly well suited for the CMS detector, which has a high-
performance electromagnetic calorimeter [469]. These combined benefits allow for a lower
trigger threshold, increasing our sensitivity to potential exotic physics.
At the High-Level Trigger stage in CMS, the full detector readout is available and essen-
tially complete ‘offline-like’ event reconstruction can be performed. Thus it is straight-forward
in the software to construct the ECAL-only Sum-ET variable for event selection at the HLT.
Ideally one would do a similar thing at the Level 1 stage also. However, unfortunately in this
context, the design of the CMS Level 1 trigger system is such that only the complete calorime-
ter Sum-ET can be computed - the electromagnetic and hadronic Sum-ET components are not
available separately. Fortunately though, we can tolerate a higher trigger rate at Level 1, since
further refinement will be done at the HLT. A cut at Level 1 on the complete calorimeter Sum-
ET of ∼ 100 GeV is expected to be fully efficient for the signal we are considering, while
still producing an acceptable rate. For the remainder of this paper, we will discuss only the
final high-level trigger selection. For simplicity, we choose to focus only on the ECAL Barrel
sub-detector, which spans the central pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.47.
Since the HLT is required to be able to accept incoming events at a rate up to 100 kHz
without incurring deadtime, this imposes a limit on the average total time which can be spent
processing each event. The design goal is that the average HLT event processing time not exceed
50 ms [470]. Unlike other region-of-interest based triggers, our proposed new global trigger
requires the raw data from all ∼ 60, 000 ECAL barrel channels to be unpacked; it is therefore
important to verify that the time spent doing this will not be prohibitive for HLT operations. We
have studied the CPU-time required for the new selection on minimum bias Monte Carlo events,
and verified that it is well within the acceptable limits. As well as checking the average time,
we must also ensure that high-occupancy events do not result in unacceptably long processing
times. An excellent opportunity to test this was provided during the LHC commissioning phase
with so-called ‘beam splash’ events1 where essentially every calorimeter channel is illuminated
by high-energy particles. We studied the time taken for this trigger path on the data collected
during ‘beam splashes’ in November 2009. The time taken in these extreme high-occupancy
conditions forms an upper bound for the trigger path, and the result is found to be well within
the acceptable range for operations.
The background to this photon cloud signature will come from rare proton-proton colli-
sion events which contain a large number of final-state photons, either from prompt production
or from pi0 decays. We estimate this background using minimum bias events generated by the
PYTHIA Monte Carlo event generator [271].
Based on the Monte Carlo generator-level information, the distribution of the Sum-ET
of all final-state photons in the simulated event is shown in Figure 1. In combination with the
anticipated accelerator luminosity profile, this will allow us to estimate the expected trigger
rate as a function of selected threshold value. Our goal is to choose a trigger threshold that
corresponds to a trigger rate < 1 Hz (in order to have minimal impact on the limited trigger
bandwidth, and hence the rest of the CMS physics program).
Sum-ET triggers are especially sensitive to the effect of multiple minimum bias collisions
within a single bunch crossing, a phenomenon known as pileup. Because the trigger merely
sums the total energy deposited in the calorimeter, it cannot distinguish the separate contribu-
1As part of the accelerator commissioning, the beam is fired into the collimators, generating a large spray of
secondary particles that can be seen in the detector. These events are called ‘beam splashes’.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the Sum-ET of final-state photons in PYTHIA minimum bias collisions, based
on the generator-level information.
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Figure 2: Effect of additional collisions per bunch crossing on the total photon Sum-ET distribution.
tions from the individual collisions. Figure 2 shows how the total photon Sum-ET distribution
evolves as a function of the number of separate minimum bias collisions per bunch crossing. To
illustrate the point, consider that a total of, say, 100 GeV in the detector can be obtained by two
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simultaneous collisions if both generate 50 GeV each, or one generates 60 GeV and the other
40 GeV, or 70 GeV and 30 GeV, and so on. The probability to exceed a given Sum-ET threshold
therefore grows nonlinearly with the number of independent collisions per bunch crossing, as
displayed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Probability to exceed a given threshold value of Sum-ET as a function of the number of
independent collisions per bunch crossing.
The likelihood of there being N collisions per bunch crossing follows a Poisson distri-
bution characterised by < n >, the mean number of interactions per crossing. < n > can be
determined from the expected LHC luminosity parameters, in particular the instantaneous lumi-
nosity and the number of colliding bunches. A benchmark for the early part of the 2010 running
period is for the LHC to reach an instantaneous luminosity of 1031 cm−2 s−1 with 156 × 156
colliding bunches [471]. Taking a proton-proton cross-section of 80 mb at 7 TeV, this corre-
sponds to < n >≈ 0.45. Figure 4 shows the Poisson-weighted probability to exceed a given
trigger threshold, assuming < n >= 0.45. Fortunately, we find that the reduced likelihood of
having an extra collision more than compensates for the increase due to combinatorics, and the
observed rate hence remains under control. Estimated trigger rates for the 1031 cm−2 s−1 lumi-
nosity scenario as a function of the chosen threshold value are shown in Table 1. Note that the
values shown here are just from the generator-level photon Sum-ET – the actual trigger thresh-
old value that should be used in the experiment must also account for detector effects such as
noise and resolution, and will therefore be somewhat higher. However, it is clear from this table
that we can expect to be sensitive to potential photon clouds with Sum-ET ∼ 200 GeV while
maintaining a trigger rate < 1 Hz, which was our goal.
In summary, we have considered an unusual potential event topology: a ‘photon cloud’,
consisting of ∼ 200 GeV of transverse energy emitted through many soft photons (. 1 GeV
each). Such an event could arise from the production and decay of ‘squirks’ in a folded super-
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Figure 4: Poisson-weighted probability to exceed a given threshold value of Sum-ET as a function of
the number of independent collisions per bunch crossing, assuming < n >= 0.45.
Photon Sum-ET (GeV) Trigger Rate (Hz)
50 285
80 7
100 1.5
120 0.4
140 0.15
Table 1: Estimated rates as a function of chosen trigger threshold, for LHC 1031 cm−2 s−1 startup
luminosity scenario.
symmetry scenario. A photon cloud event could be missed by conventional trigger selections,
because no individual detector region has particularly high activity. We have proposed a new
variable, Sum-ET in the electromagnetic calorimeter, which can be easily computed in an exper-
iment’s high-level trigger and which would be sensitive to this unusual new physics signature.
We have estimated the expected rates for this new trigger for the LHC early luminosity scenario,
and shown that the proposal is feasible. This trigger is being implemented for the CMS detector
and it is planned to be operational for high-energy LHC collisions in 2010.
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Contribution 16
Models and benchmarks for long-lived exotica production at
the LHC/Tevatron
M.J. Strassler and I. Tomalin
Abstract
Numerous theories predict that long-lived exotic particles may be pro-
duced at the LHC/Tevatron. These yield highly unusual signatures,
which can prove a major challenge for triggering and event reconstruc-
tion. This note highlights some of these theories, and uses them to de-
fine simple analysis benchmarks, as might be appropriate for early LHC
searches. The note also defines reconstruction/trigger benchmarks, which
are deliberately more difficult to find, designed to stress the detector and
so identify weaknesses to be remedied.
1 Motivation
New long-lived particles, with lifetimes such that their decays commonly occur at distances
outside the beam-pipe but inside the detector volume, do not generally arise in the most popular
models of electroweak symmetry breaking. Perhaps for this reason, they were little studied by
LHC/Tevatron theorists and experimentalists until recently. Only those cases arising in partic-
ularly simple models of gauge-mediated [472] supersymmetry, with neutral LSP’s decaying to
photon plus gravitino, were covered by early LHC studies.
However, looking across the literature, one finds plenty of models in which a long-lived
particle appears; see for example [473–475]. Also, it has been emphasized recently in the lit-
erature that long-lived particles arise very commonly in models with hidden sectors and a mass
gap (hidden valleys [476]) in which a number of new particles may naturally arise with a variety
of long lifetimes. (The example of the QCD spectrum, which has many long-lived hadrons with
widely varying decay lengths and final states, is instructive.) Moreover, it has also been shown
that finding long-lived particles with current hadron colliders can be exceptionally difficult,
because of challenges in triggering, reconstruction and detector backgrounds (e.g. secondary
interactions.) This motivates a serious effort to ensure that the collaborations have a plan to
perform searches for long-lived particles and ensure that the detector hardware and software is
used in a way which helps, rather than hinders, this effort.
Toward this end, it was decided that benchmark models were needed as targets for the
experimental collaborations. We describe the current status of that enterprise here. Our efforts
are organized along two different lines, with differing goals.
First, we aim to provide benchmarks for long-lived particle searches appropriate for early
days at the LHC. The goal in this case is to provide simple models, with moderately large cross-
sections and with signatures that are relatively uncomplicated. These models have a small
number of variable parameters on which limits could be placed if no discovery is made. We
will propose specific possibilities below.
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Second, we aim to provide benchmark models that would serve as a stress-test of the
trigger system and reconstruction software. The goals in this case are to check whether a chal-
lenging signature might cause problems either for the trigger pathways or the reconstruction
software, or even the methods of data storage. The underlying concerns are that a long-lived
particle signature might (a) be rejected by the trigger, (b) cause the event to fail quality control
cuts, or (c) be inefficiently reconstructed. Even where events are successfully kept, poor recon-
struction can confuse subsequent event skims, so making it difficult to select a sample of events
on which detailed analysis should be performed. The variety of possible signatures and the
complexity of the software involved make it difficult to guess whether the currently designed
system is robust without a test. We have considered models with signatures that are in some
cases simple, in others exceptionally complex, though always realistic. For each model we are
making available a data set that will serve in such a test, as well as providing, where possible,
the information as to how to simulate the model without special-purpose software.
2 Classes of models used in the benchmarks
In all the models chosen, long-lived particles either arise when a visible-sector particle decays
slowly into a hidden sector, or when a hidden-sector particle decays slowly to standard model
particles. We will first discuss the production mechanisms for the long-lived particle(s). Then
we will address the final states emerging in the decay of the long-lived particle(s).
2.1 Production
The models chosen for the benchmarks produce long-lived particles via three mechanism: (1)
decays of a singly-produced light resonance (such as a Higgs boson or Z ′) into a hidden sector
with long-lived particles [476,477]; (2) R-parity-conserving decays of the lightest super-partner
of any standard-model particle (LSP), in the case that the LSP is heavier than the lightest super-
partner in the hidden sector (vLSP) [472, 478, 479]: and (3) annihilation of quirks [466, 467,
476, 480], confined particles charged under standard model and hidden sector gauge groups,
to hidden valley gluons (also called “infracolor”.) In each case, the number of hidden sector
particles produced, and the lifetimes of the long-lived particles, are strong functions of the
essential dynamics in the hidden sector and of the parameters of the model. However, the
production rate for a Higgs boson, Z ′, LSP or other particles occurs as usual in the standard
model or in its appropriate extensions by an extra U(1) and/or supersymmetry. For the usual
reasons, these rates may be of order 1 – 10 pb for light resonances or supersymmetry, and of
order 100 fb – 1 pb for a Z ′ or moderately heavy scalar. (These numbers are only guidelines
and can be exceeded in particular models.) Quirks are produced through usual standard model
pair production, and to estimate their cross-sections one need merely compare standard model
production rates for standard model fermions of the same mass and quantum numbers, possibly
multiplied by a hidden color factor (typically a small integer.)
Let us note here that the Higgs scalar that dominantly gives mass to the W and Z bosons
through its expectation value will dominantly decay to WW and ZZ when these channels be-
comes kinematically allowed. For this reason, only a light Higgs is likely to have exotic decays
to long-lived particles with a large branching fraction (above a percent). However, any scalars
or pseudoscalars which are not responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking (including for
example the CP-odd A0 boson in two-higgs doublet models such as supersymmetry) will not
(dominantly) decay to gauge bosons and typically will have small widths to decay to standard
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model particles. This makes them susceptible,whatever their masses might be, to new couplings
to a hidden sector, and thus to new exotic decays.
We should also note that when designing an analysis, care should be taken to assure that
quantum numbers are properly accounted for in any process considered. For example, just as
ρ0 → pi0pi0 is forbidden by Bose statistics, a process Z ′ → XX where X is a real scalar is
forbidden. However Z ′ → XX¯ where X is complex is allowed, as is ρ0 → pi+pi−.
2.2 Decays
For simplicity we limit ourselves to scenarios that are both “natural” and popular. It must be em-
phasized that other scenarios cannot be excluded on either theoretical or experimental grounds.
All long-lived particles discussed below are charge- and color-neutral unless explicitly stated
otherwise. Such particles, if sufficiently weakly coupled, are poorly constrained by experiment
and may be extremely light, as emphasized for example in [476, 481, 482].
New hidden-sector scalar or pseudoscalar particles tend to decay to the heaviest fermion
pair available, due to helicity suppression and/or coupling proportional to standard model Yukawa
couplings. For moderate masses these particles will decay dominantly to bb¯, and perhaps τ+τ−.
An interesting special case occurs when the mass becomes of order 1 GeV, as for example in
the case of a “dark axion” motivated by current anomalies in dark matter experiments. In this
case, among experimentally detectable decays, µ+µ− may be dominant.
New hidden-sector vector or axial-vector particles usually decay to leptons and quarks in
a generation-independent fashion, subject of course to kinematic constraints. In this case µ+µ−
and e+e− may be the best channels, though the large rate for dijet decays may outweigh their
relative difficulty. Again a special case occurs for masses of order or below 1 GeV. A vector
boson (such as a “dark photon” or “dark gluon”) at this mass, mixing with the photon, have (like
dark axions) been proposed to explain astrophysics signals from the PAMELA/ATIC and now
Fermi-LAT experiments [483, 484]. It would decay equally to µ+µ− and e+e− (unless below
2mµ.) The relative branching fractions for decays to leptons versus pi+pi− is a complicated but
known function of the particle’s mass, determined by electromagnetic couplings and by mixings
of the photon with hadronic resonances [485, 486]. Additional results on such particles appear
in [487–489].
New hidden-sector scalar or tensor particles may decay to gauge boson pairs, including
gluon pairs, photon pairs, and (when kinematically allowed) W+W− and ZZ, and perhaps Zγ.
In some cases a decay to two Higgs bosons may be permitted. Branching fractions of these
various final states may vary widely.
The case of a long-lived neutral LSP (or any analogous particle in models with KK-parity,
T-parity, or other new global symmetries) offers two different possibilities. (a) Even without R-
parity violation, the LSP may be an long-lived particle and decay in flight to a partly visible final
state. Well-known examples include decay to a gravitino plus a photon, Z or Higgs boson [478].
It is also possible for the decay to go to new hidden sector particles (as in many supersymmetric
hidden valley models [479,485,488], of which many of the recent dark matter models [484,490]
are examples) in which case their decay products might appear all at the point of the LSP decay.
(b) Conversely, it is also possible that the LSP decays promptly into the hidden sector, producing
among other things a long-lived hidden-sector particle that may decay as described above.
In all cases (except the LSP→ γ+ gravitino decay mode) quoted so far, the decay prod-
ucts observed form a resonance — generally a new resonance, except in the case of decays of
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the LSP to a Z boson (plus a gravitino). Like the LSP, new hidden sector particles also might
have decays emitting a photon, Z or Higgs and a second hidden-sector particle [479, 480].
However, more complicated decays, where the final state might produce invariant-mass edges
or endpoints rather than resonances, are possible. For example, a hidden sector particle, of any
spin, might decay to a second while emitting two standard model fermions (X → ff¯X ′), where
the ff¯ invariant mass is a continuum, with an edge or endpoint. Another interesting example
is the model [34], which predicts Z ′ → νH ν¯H → (`−W+)(`+W−), where νH is a long-lived,
heavy neutrino. Even more complex decays are possible, if for example, the decay X → ff¯X ′
is followed by a prompt decay [476] such asX ′ → ff¯ orX → W+W−. In this case many stan-
dard model particles will be emitted from a single vertex. The number of possibilities rapidly
becomes very large. Once there is experience with searching in the simpler scenarios, and it
is clearer how robust the initial analyses are and where the gaps lie between them, these more
complex signatures should be considered, and attempts made where necessary to check for their
presence.
One might ask if there are strong constraints on the masses and lifetimes of the new
particles. Unfortunately there are not. In general, in any fixed model, the lifetime of a particular
particle is often a strongly decreasing function of its mass (for roughly the same reason that the
muon lifetime varies inversely with the fifth power of its mass) or of other parameters. However,
across models there is no correlation between mass and lifetime. Even within a model there
may be very long-lived particles with large masses (just as B mesons live a bit longer than D
mesons.) Thus one ought if possible to treat these parameters as independent, since otherwise
model-based assumptions will limit the applicability of the results obtained.
2.3 Multiplicity
The decay of a visible sector particle into the hidden sector may lead to a final state with any
number of long-lived decays, subject only to kinematical constraints. This is partly because of
the wide variety of dynamics that can be present in hidden sectors, affecting the intrinsic mul-
tiplicities of hidden particles produced, and partly because hidden sectors may contain several
new particles with different lifetimes, some of which may decay promptly, others of which may
be stable or may decay far outside the detector.
For example, models exist in which a Z ′ may decay into two identical particles with iden-
tical lifetimes (analogous to ρ → pi+pi−). In this case one has two back-to-back particles with
the same average lifetime. But it may also decay to a single long-lived particle and a promptly-
decaying particle (analogous to a1 → piρ) or to a long-lived particle and an invisibly-decaying
(or stable) particle. At the other extreme, it may decay to particles which have showering
or cascade decays that may lead to a very large number of hidden-sector particles being pro-
duced, possibly producing many displaced vertices [476, 491]. The same is true if the LSP
in a SUSY model decays promptly to long-lived particles in the hidden sector; the number of
visibly-decaying long-lived hidden-sector particles produced may vary, and consequently the
number in each event may range from one to a very large number [479, 488]. By contrast, in
SUSY models where the LSP itself is long-lived [472, 475] the number of displaced vertices is
generally equal to two (except when one LSP happens to live too long or too short a time for its
displaced decay to be detected.)
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3 Analysis benchmarks
A key requirement for early-data analysis benchmarks is that they should be sharply defined,
theoretically well-motivated, relatively simple experimentally, and contain a small number of
tunable parameters. It should be possible to imagine a search strategy (or small number of
strategies) that would make these models appropriate targets for analyses within the coming
few months.
In all the cases listed below, the signatures are simple enough that it is very easy to imple-
ment these models in MadGraph or other similar event generators. In particular, all decays in
these models are a sequence of two-body decays. To obtain precise limits, spin effects should
be properly included, since angular distributions will affect efficiencies.
3.1 Z′ orH→ BB¯ → (ff¯)(f ′f¯ ′)
In this benchmark, B is a long-lived, neutral boson and f and f ′ are Standard Model fermions.
Experimentally, these events can be identified by reconstructing the displaced difermion ver-
tices in the Tracker or using time-of-flight measurements. One can also require that very few
promptly produced hadrons should be flying in a similar direction to the displaced fermions.
One should trigger on the displaced fermions, to avoid assumptions about the rest of the event.
Modifications to the trigger are often needed to accomplish this. Such analyses have been per-
formed at the Tevatron [492–494].
One should publish the measured the cross-section σ[Z ′/H → BB¯ → (ff¯)(f ′f¯ ′)] for
individual ff¯ and f ′f¯ ′ species. As explained in Sect. 2.2, e+e−, µ+µ− and qq¯ final states should
give better sensitivity to spin 1 bosons B, whilst τ+τ− or bb¯ should be better for the spin 0 case.
Searching for mixed states where one boson decays to leptons and the other to jets may also be
useful, since the leptons will facilitate triggering and suppress backgrounds.
The cross-section measurements will depend on 3 parameters, which can be taken to be
the masses MZ′ and MB and the mean B lifetime (or decay length). Quoting results as a
simultaneous function of all 3 variables is not practical, so one may instead show them as a
function of each in turn. (N.B. For analyses that rely on reconstructing the displaced vertices
with a Tracker, the reconstruction efficiency is a strong function of the mean decay length, so it
then makes sense to parametrize the results in terms of it, rather than the lifetime).
The published measurements should be sufficiently complete, to allow one to subse-
quently combine the different channels into a measurement of σ(Z ′/H → BB¯). This step
requires theoretical assumptions about the branching ratios B.R.(B → ff¯ ). e.g. If B is a
pseudo-scalar, a simple model might assume these to be equal to those of a pseudoscalar Higgs
at the corresponding mass (i.e. no decays to WW , ZZ).
3.1.1 More complex Variations on Z′ orH→ BB¯ → (ff¯)(f ′f¯ ′)
It is worth considering two variations on the previous benchmark, both of which can be studied
with only minor changes in analysis software. They are:
1. As explained in Sect. 2.1, the BB¯ system may originate from something other than a
resonance decay (e.g. a SUSY cascade decay chain). One could therefore repeat the
analysis of the previous section, but without requiring the presence of a Z ′/H peak in
the reconstructed BB¯ mass. This leads to a measurement of σ[BB¯ → (ff¯)(f ′f¯ ′)], as a
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function of 3 principal parameters, which can be taken to be MBB¯, MB and the mean B
decay length.
2. As explained in Sect. 2.3, the Z ′ or H may decay to only one boson that yields a visible,
displaced ff¯ vertex. One should therefore publish inclusive measurements of σ[B →
ff¯ ], as a function of 3 parameters, which can be taken to be the transverse momentum
PtB, mass MB and mean decay length of the boson B.
In these two variants (especially the second one), the backgrounds will be larger and harder to
control. They may therefore only be practical for leptonic final states.
A more complex analysis (but perhaps possible in a well understood detector) is to search
for a pair of long-lived fermions, each decaying to a 3-fermion final state. However, to reduce
the number of free parameters, the early benchmarks described here consider only the special
case, where this occurs via an intermediate 2-body state (fermion plus boson, where the boson
then decays promptly to ff¯ ′). One suitable benchmark is the model [34], which predicts Z ′ →
νH ν¯H , where νH is a long-lived, heavy neutrino, followed by νH → `−W+ or νZ0.
The case where both νH decay to νZ0 is simplest. One can begin by using this channel
to make a measurement of the cross-section σ[νH ν¯H → (νZ0)(ν¯Z0)], as a function of MνH ν¯H ,
MνH and the mean decay length of νH . In this initial measurement, one should explicitly re-
construct the displaced Z0, but not attempt to reconstruct the νH or Z ′. This ensures that the
results obtained will also constrain other models predicting displaced Z0. (e.g. Long-lived 4th
generation quarks b′ → bZ0 [495]).
The case where both νH decay to `−W+ is expected to have a larger cross-section, so
is also worth pursuing. The mixed channel, where one W decays hadronically and the other
leptonically is perhaps most promising. Measurements of σ[Z ′ → νH ν¯H → (`−W+)(`+W−)]
could be quoted as function of MZ′ , MνH and the mean decay length of νH . (Here one would
fully reconstruct the νH and Z ′). Ultimately, this benchmark could be further generalized to
consider long-lived fermions decaying to a quark/lepton plus an unknown boson (charged or
neutral) which in turn decays promptly to ff¯ ′.
3.2 SUSY: χ˜01 → D˜B
In this model, D˜ is a stable, invisible fermion, assumed to be of negligible mass, (e.g. a grav-
itino). The neutral boson B can be a photon (already covered in standard GMSB searches and
ignored here), a Z, a Higgs (with a new parameter, the Higgs mass), or a new exotic boson (with
an unknown mass). This boson is assumed to decay to difermions ff¯ .
The underlying SUSY event can be based on a standard SUSY benchmark [4], in which
the χ˜01 is the LSP. However, it must be understood that the search strategy, and the parameters
limited by the analysis, will depend strongly upon the particular SUSY benchmark point chosen.
A key feature of these events is that, in addition to the fermions from the long-lived
exotic, the rest of the event will contain other hard particles from the SUSY decay chain. One
can use these additional particles for triggering or background rejection. Doing so allows one
to explore regions of parameter space which would otherwise be inaccessible. (e.g. Where
the fermions from the long-lived exotic are too soft to be triggered upon). However, relying
on these additional particles does make the results very dependent on the particular choice of
SUSY benchmark. It is therefore strongly advisable to also quote results for the case where
these extra particles have not been used.
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There are two simple benchmarks based on this model:
1. The χ01 decays promptly and the boson B is long-lived. This leads to an inclusive cross-
section measurement of σ[BB → (ff¯)(f ′f¯ ′)], as a function of the B boson’s mass and
mean decay length. (N.B. The results obtained will also be influenced by the Pt of the bo-
son B, which depends on the particular SUSY benchmark chosen). One would probably
not need to reconstruct the χ˜0, except to establish the exact nature of a discovery.
Technically, this benchmark is very similar to the first benchmark described in Sect. 3.1.1.
Indeed, unless one is using the rest of the SUSY event for triggering/background rejec-
tion, they are almost identical, and one can query if it is worth studying both. Doing so
does, however, allow one to check if the more crowded environment of the SUSY event
affects the signal selection efficiency.
2. The χ˜01 is long-lived and the boson B decays promptly. In this case, one can measure
the inclusive cross-section σ[χ˜01χ˜
0
1 → (D˜B)(D˜B) → (D˜f f¯)(D˜f ′f¯ ′)] as a function of
the B boson’s mass and the χ˜01’s mean decay length. (The results will also depend on
the mass and Pt of the χ˜0, which depend on the choice of SUSY benchmark). This
is the more experimentally challenging of the two variants, because one can no longer
suppress background by assuming that the momentum vector of the displaced ff¯ system
is collinear with direction from the beam spot to the displaced vertex. (However, one
could limit oneself to the special case when B = Z0, which allows one to use the Z0
mass constraint to suppress background, and makes the cross-section dependent on one
less free parameter).
Technically, this benchmark is very similar to that based on νH → νZ0. described in
Sect. 3.1.1. So again, it may not be necessary to study both. As was the case for that
benchmark, more generally applicable results could be obtained by only explicitely re-
constructing the boson B, and not attempting to find the χ01.
3.3 Charged or Colored Long-Lived Exotics
In all the above benchmarks, one can consider the possibility of the long-lived exotic being
charged. The analysis remains similar, although the final states will be subtly different (e.g. l−ν¯
instead of l−l+). It may be worth specifically searching not only for the tracks produced by
the daughters of the exotic, but also for the highly ionizing track produced by the exotic itself.
These should all form a common vertex. (In the case a signal is seen, this will help clarify its
exact nature, whereas if no signal is seen, it may suppress background). This technique may be
particularly helpful for signatures such as the GMSB SUSY τ˜− → τ−G˜, where τ˜− is long-lived
and the gravitino G˜ is invisible. The decay point of the τ˜− can be found by searching for the
vertex of the τ˜− and τ− tracks.
For colored exotics decaying in flight, there are subtle issues. (An example of such an
exotic is the long-lived gluino, predicted in ‘Split SUSY’ theories, where the gluino is much
lighter than the squarks [475]). These exotics may form neutral or charged exotic hadrons,
which may or may not have a track pointing to the decay vertex. Moreover, there is some
probability of a nearby pion being formed in the hadronization process (even though gluon
radiation is suppressed for a massive particle) and this could give a nearby soft track that could
impact vertex-isolation requirements in an analysis. On the other hand, colored particles are
generally most often pair-produced (rather than produced in a decay of a heavier particle) and
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therefore they travel at a variety of speeds. Some fraction of them might therefore be detectable
through the late arrival of their decay products at the ECAL.
3.4 Very Light Long-Lived Particles
A special case occurs if the long-lived exotic is very light (less than or of order 1 GeV/c2).
In this low mass case, kinematics mean that it can only decay to pairs of leptons (or pairs of
hadrons). These will often have a very small opening angle, which can make them difficult
to resolve experimentally (and prevent them being selected by isolated lepton triggers) [486].
Also, they can appear in clusters, further complicating isolation requirements.
As explained in Sect. 2.3, there is theoretical motivation for this scenario, in which the
long-lived particles are known as “dark photons”. This makes it well worth pursuing. Since
these decay to normal matter only as a result of mixing with the photon, their decay branching
ratios are determined by electromagnetic couplings. After measuring the cross-section of these
particles to decay to individual fermion species, one can therefore subsequently use this theo-
retical knowledge to combine the separate channels and/or obtain a measurement of the dark
photon production cross-section.
4 Trigger/reconstruction benchmarks
A serious concern that has arisen in the study of models with new long-lived particles involves
the behavior of the triggering and reconstruction software of the LHC (and Tevatron) experi-
ments for such events. It is now rather well-appreciated that triggering can be a serious chal-
lenge in certain events with long-lived particles. Studies of various examples are on-going and
there are some public results [491]. However, only preliminary studies have been performed of
the risks at the step following triggering: reconstruction and data storage. The primary recon-
struction software, designed for obvious reasons to look for jets, leptons and photons emerg-
ing from or near the interaction point, may behave unpredictably when faced with long-lived
decays, especially in cases that have not already been actively studied in the context of gauge-
mediated supersymmetry breaking with photons [472]. While it is certainly necessary, when
looking for long-lived particles, to run special reconstruction algorithms, it is often not feasible
to run these algorithms on the full data set. It is therefore important that data set be reduced
through some initial event selection to a manageable size. (This is particularly true for final
states involving only jets, because of the large QCD background). If the primary reconstruction
process in some way fails to identify events with long-lived particles as candidates for special-
ized reconstruction, it might turn out to be impossible to collect a large fraction of the signal
into an analysis sample. Conversely, if the primary reconstruction software can recognize and
flag events with unusual features that merit inclusion in a long-lived particle analysis, this may
significantly increase the fraction of signal that can be collected.
After some discussion of this issue, it was generally agreed that a stress-test of the trigger
system and reconstruction software of the experiments is warranted. Toward this end, a number
of simulated data sets, from a variety of models with long-lived particles, has been assembled.
Some of the models produce simple signatures, while others produce relatively extreme (though
realistic) signals that, though not especially probable, are appropriate for testing the behavior
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of the reconstruction software. It must be emphasized that for this reason these more complex
models should not be viewed as proper benchmark models for early LHC analyses, and they
may turn out not to be good benchmark models for later analyses either. Moreover, for some
models, the simulation techniques employed in the event generator are crude. Any serious
experimental analysis would deserve more carefully constructed event generators (which for
most of these models are under construction or consideration.) However, in all models the
events themselves are consistent with the underlying physical process — only the statistical
distribution of the events over phase space is not entirely correct. For this reason, the limitations
just described should not much affect the realism of individual events, and so any problems
observed in the reconstruction of these events should still allow important lessons regarding the
behavior of the software to be drawn.
Though relatively simple in their signatures, the simple models discussed in Sect. 3 as
analysis benchmarks are also appropriate for the trigger/reconstruction stress-test. It is already
known that certain models with mainly low-energy jets produced by long-lived particles (e.g.
H → BB¯ followed by displaced B → bb¯) can cause trouble for the ATLAS trigger [491]. Even
when triggered, BB¯ final states with decay lengths of order or greater than ∼20 cm may lack
hits in the pixel detectors, which can lead to a failure of track reconstruction. For B → dijets,
a partially successful reconstruction may be insufficient, because of large QCD backgrounds
from secondary interactions.
Special problems arise when B is very light (and potentially also for larger masses if B is
sufficiently boosted.) Even when prompt, very light (∼ 1 GeV) dilepton resonances (e.g. dark
photons) with a boost factor 1 can cause various problems for triggering and reconstruction,
including but not limited to a failure of isolation requirements (with each lepton ruining the
isolation of the other) or because only one of the two close leptons is identified. A long lifetime
for the new particle compounds these problems.
While there have been some public trigger studies at ATLAS [491], the question of
whether these relatively simple signatures cause problems for reconstruction at the LHC ex-
periments has so far been only subject to preliminary studies. Any issues that arise in these
simpler settings will need to be addressed before there is any hope of understanding the situa-
tion for more complex signatures, which we now discuss.
Complex signatures easily arise once the multiplicity of long-lived particles exceeds one
or two. The distribution of decay vertices and their daughter particles around the detector can
be enormously variable and complicated. Many classes of Hidden Valley models can produce
high-multiplicity final states and/or long-lived particles in some regions of parameter space.
Consequently, Hidden Valleys serve as a useful set from which to select examples of physically
realistic phenomena that might be especially challenging for reconstruction software.
As emphasized in [476], high-multiplicity states may result through a number of mecha-
nisms, including cascade decays within the hidden sector, parton showering within the hidden
sector, and/or hidden sector hadronization. For those hidden sector particles which are for-
bidden by kinematics and/or quantum numbers from decaying to final states of purely hidden
sector particles, their decays to standard model particles are relatively slow, and their lifetimes
relatively long. This arises because of the weak couplings (through small mixings or irrelevant
interactions) of the hidden sector to the standard model sector. As for hadrons in QCD, their
lifetimes may be further enhanced by approximately conserved quantum numbers (analogous
to strangeness or CP). Furthermore, a given hidden sector often has multiple metastable hidden-
sector particles with relatively long lifetimes. There is typically, therefore, a wide range of
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parameters over which a hidden valley model will produce at least one type of particle that will
generally decay with an observably displaced vertex, often well within the detector volume.
The models chosen for the reconstruction stress-test draw upon the same three produc-
tion mechanisms for v-particles described earlier: resonance decay, LSP (or similar) decay,
and quirk annihilation. (Other mechanisms certainly may arise but these three suffice to give
the wide variety of kinematic distributions needed for the stress-test.) Holding the produc-
tion mechanism fixed, and within a given class of models, experience has shown that one may
usually vary the v-particle decay chains or showering rates, masses, and lifetimes as almost
independent parameters,1, subject to relatively weak constraints from existing data. These phe-
nomenological parameters may be adjusted so as to create unusual but nevertheless realistic and
plausible final states which are qualitatively unlike those for which reconstruction software was
designed.
For any hidden valley model, key aspects of its signatures are determined by the quantum
numbers of any metastable v-particles which produce standard model particles in its decays.
Since v-particles are always neutral 2 their masses are not directly constrained by experiment,
so they may be very light. On the other hand, their neutrality limits their possible final states
to manageable sets. As discussed earlier, there are three types of two-body resonances that
commonly arise, assuming the hidden sector does not strongly violate standard model flavor
symmetries: (1) scalar or pseudoscalar v-bosons that decay to the heaviest fermions available
(or to three pions, etc., if sufficiently light); (2) vector v-bosons that decay in a generation-
democratic way to fermion pairs (or to light lepton and meson pairs, if sufficiently light) with
a “dark photon” (a particle coupling to the standard model only through kinetic mixing with
the photon) as a special case; (3) spin-0 and spin-2 v-bosons that couple to photon pairs, gluon
pairs, and (if kinematically allowed) weak boson pairs. Also commonly arising are v-particles
(of any spin) that decay to other v-particles via single emission of a photon, Z or Higgs boson,
or via emission of a fermion pair. Each one of these types of particles arises in at least one
model used in the stress test, and in some models several such particles may be present.
Obviously the lifetimes of the v-particles play a key role in determining the signature. In
models with more than one stable type of v-particle, the lifetimes of these particles may vary
widely, potentially leading to prompt decays, highly-displaced decays, and/or missing energy
in the same event. At least one model of this class arises below. For many of the models given
below, two variants are presented with different lifetimes for the long-lived particle(s).
A final key determinant of the final states is the multiplicity and clustering of the v-
particles. This is highly model-dependent and depends crucially on the details of how particle
production in the hidden sector proceeds. A general example of a signature with high mul-
tiplicity and complex clustering was discussed in [476], where the visibly decaying particles
might decay to dijets [496] or to a mixture of jets and leptons [497]. Another is the dark-matter-
motivated example of a “lepton jet”, where we mean in this context a jet made from more
than one very light particles which decay (with a branching fraction that is substantial though
possibly not unity) to lepton pairs.
1This is not true of the most minimal hidden valley models, where certain relations between these quantities
and overall cross-sections often hold. For early-LHC analyses, these more minimal models are more suitable as
benchmarks. Here, for reconstruction stress-tests, a more complex signature, even if it only arises from a non-
minimal hidden valley model, is sometimes more appropriate.
2This is simply by definition; charged or colored particles that couple to the hidden sector are not v-particles but
rather “communicators” or “mediators” between the two sectors, and are constrained by experiment to be rather
heavy.
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On the website http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/∼strassler/LesHouchesModels is presented
the list of models appropriate for the trigger and reconstruction stress tests. For each model are
provided
1. A Les Houches Accord event file modelname.lhe with at least one thousand events. The
event samples themselves are in the form of LHE files at parton level; they must still be
piped through a showering Monte Carlo to account for standard-model showering, decays
and hadronization.
2. A description of the model (and the simulation technique used) in the file modelname.mdl
3. If the model was generated using a standard Monte Carlo, the appropriate run-card com-
mands will be given in modelname.run
4. If appropriate, an SLHA file that was used in the Monte Carlo generation will be given in
modelname.spc.
For some models the full set of particles in intermediate steps is provided in the LHE
files, but in other cases they are not; this depends on the simulation method used. However in
all cases the mother pointers in the LHE file are internally consistent. Some of the particles
in intermediate steps, and certain stable particles, are new and have non-standard PDG codes,
though since they are charge- and color-neutral no conflicts or challenges should arise with
simulation.
5 Conclusions
We have presented some possible analysis benchmarks and for trigger/reconstruction stress-
test benchmarks for long-lived particles. This work will clearly require revision after data is
acquired and backgrounds to displaced vertices of various types are better understood. The
current benchmarks are available through the website
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/∼strassler/LesHouchesModels.
There are a number of other topics that were discussed at the Les Houches workshop that
we have not covered here. These include interesting but exotic prompt signatures, including
four-lepton (non-Z) decays of the Higgs boson, prompt light dilepton resonances, produced
isolated or in clusters; Monte Carlo implementation of non-abelian hidden sectors in HERWIG
and in SHERPA; and the simulation of the various phenomena associated with (microscopic)
quirks.
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Abstract
New and unusual collider signatures can arise if the MSSM couples
to a light hidden sector through gauge kinetic mixing. In this note we
describe the minimal supersymmetric realization of this scenario. This
model provides a simple benchmark for future LHC collider studies of
light hidden sectors.
1 Introduction
Supersymmetry is a well-motivated candidate for new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM),
and the collider and cosmology signals of the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
have been studied very extensively [162,163]. However, many new possibilities can arise if the
field content of the MSSM is expanded. One interesting extension consists of the MSSM cou-
pled to a new gauged hidden sector with characteristic mass scale near a GeV [483]. Models of
this type have received attention recently in relation to potential hints of dark matter, but they
are also worthy of study in their own right since they can produce new and unusual signals at
particle colliders [483].
The largest effect of such a light hidden sector on the phenomenology at the LHC comes
from the fact that, even with exact R-parity, the lightest MSSM superpartner will no longer
be stable. Instead, the LSP of the full theory will lie in the hidden sector. Supersymmetric
cascades initiated by QCD-charged MSSM states will therefore terminate at the lightest MSSM
superpartner, which will subsequently decay into the hidden sector. These decays, or subsequent
cascades within the hidden sector itself, can potentially generate highly boosted leptons or jets.
In these proceedings we describe the minimal MSSM extension containing a gauged light
hidden sector, consisting of a Higgsed Abelian U(1)x gauge group that couples to the MSSM
through gauge kinetic mixing. This simple extension can display a wide variety of collider
signals, and could potentially serve of as benchmark example for collider studies of light hidden
sectors.
2 Model, parameters, and spectrum
The extension of the MSSM that we consider consists of a new supersymmetric U(1)x gauge
multiplet (Xµ, X˜), together with a pair of hidden Higgs fields H and H ′ with charges x = ±1
under U(1)x, but singlets under the Standard Model gauge groups. We take their superpotential
to be [498]
Wx = −µ′H H ′. (1)
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We also assume soft supersymmetry-breaking couplings of the form
−L ⊃ m2H |H|2 +m2H′ |H ′|2 +
[
−(Bµ)′HH ′ + 1
2
MxX˜X˜ + h.c.
]
. (2)
By redefining these fields, we can take (Bµ)′ and Mx to be real and positive with no loss of
generality. For reasons we will discuss below, all dimensionful terms in the hidden sector are
assumed to be on the order of a GeV.
To connect this hidden sector to the MSSM, we introduce a kinetic mixing coupling be-
tween U(1)x and hypercharge. At the supersymmetric level, this is given by
L ⊃
∫
d2θ
(
1
4
BαBα +
1
4
XαXα +

2
BαXα
)
+ h.c. (3)
⊃ −1
4
BµνB
µν − 1
4
XµνX
µν − 
2
XµνB
µν + iX˜†σ¯µ∂µB˜ + . . .
Such a term will be generated radiatively when there are fields charged under both U(1)x and
U(1)Y [499–501],
∆(µ) ' gx(µ)gY (µ)
16pi2
∑
i
xiYi ln
Λ2
µ2
, (4)
where xi and Yi denote the charges of the i-th field, Λ is the UV cutoff scale, and the log is cut
off below µ ' mi, where mi is the (supersymmetric) mass of the i-th field. This leads to values
of the kinetic mixing in the typical range  ' 10−4 − 10−2. Conversely, the kinetic mixing
parameter  can be highly suppressed or absent if there exist no such bi-fundamentals, or if the
underlying gauge structure consists of a simple group.
In the present work we concentrate on the case where all the dimensionful couplings in the
hidden U(1)x sector are on the order of a GeV, but with the soft supersymmetry breaking (and
µ) terms in the MSSM larger than a few hundred GeV. This can arise naturally if the mediator
of supersymmetry breaking couples more strongly to the MSSM than to the hidden sector.
The canonical example we have in mind is gauge mediation in which the gauge messengers
are charged under the Standard Model gauge groups but not U(1)x. Supersymmetry breaking
in the MSSM sector will then be communicated to the hidden sector through gauge kinetic
mixing with characteristic size m(x)soft ≤ m(MSSM)soft [502]. We additionally assume that there
are supergravity contributions to supersymmetry-breaking parameters in all sectors of order
m3/2 ∼ GeV. These contributions will be subleading in the MSSM sector (and sufficiently
small so as to avoid flavor mixing problems), but can be very important in the hidden sector.
Supergravity contributions of this size also provide a natural origin for µ′ ∼ GeV through the
Giudice-Masiero mechanism [503].
Supersymmetry breaking in the MSSM will also induce an effectively supersymmetric
contribution to the hidden-sector potential. A non-vanishing hypercharge D-term arises in the
MSSM when the visible-sector Higgs fields acquire VEVs with tan β 6= 1 (induced by SUSY
breaking)
ξY = −gY
2
c2βv
2. (5)
The kinetic mixing operator of Eq. (3) then leads to an effective Fayet-Iliopoulos [504] term in
the hidden-sector D-term potential [487, 501, 505, 506]
VD =
g2x
2
c2
(
|H|2 − |H ′|2 − 
gx
ξY
)2
, (6)
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with c = 1/
√
1− 2. The hypercharge D-term potential retains its usual form.
Putting together all the contributions, the hidden sector scalar potential can be written as
V = (|µ′|2 +m˜2H)|H|2 +(|µ|2 +m˜2H′)|H ′|2− [(Bµ)′HH ′ + (h.c.)]+
g2x
2
(|H|2 − |H ′|2)2 , (7)
where we have defined
m˜2H = m
2
H −  gxξY , m˜2H′ = m2H′ +  gxξY , (8)
and we have dropped terms of O(2). This potential is structurally identical to the Higgs po-
tential in the MSSM. Since we can take (Bµ)′ to be real and positive (after a suitable field
redefinition), this potential is minimized with real and non-negative vacuum expectation val-
ues (VEVs). It is convenient to write them as
〈H〉 = η sinα, 〈H ′〉 = η cosα, (9)
with sinα, cosα ≥ 0.
Extremizing the potential, we find
sin 2α =
2(Bµ)′
2|µ′|2 + m˜2H + m˜2H′
(10)
η2 = −|µ
′|2
g2x
+
−m˜2H tan2 α + m˜2H′
g2x(tan
2 α− 1) . (11)
This solution defines a consistent local minimum provided sin 2α ≤ 1 and η2 ≥ 0.
For non-zero η, U(1)x is broken and we obtain a massive gauge boson Zx with mass
mZx =
√
2gxη. (12)
This state will mix with the photon and the Z due to the kinetic coupling, but the effect on the
mass eigenvalues are minuscule for   1. Symmetry breaking leads to two physical CP-even
scalars and one physical CP-odd scalar. The tree-level mass of the CP-odd state Ax is
m2Ax =
2(Bµ)′
sin 2α
= 2|µ′|2 + m˜2H + m˜2H′ . (13)
For the two CP-even states, hx and Hx, the mass matrix is given by
M2hx =
(
m2Zxs
2
α +m
2
Ax
c2α −(m2Zx +m2Ax)sαcα
−(m2Zx +m2Ax)sαcα m2Zxc2α +m2Axs2α
)
. (14)
The remaining states in the hidden sector consist of fermions from the U(1)x neutralino (xino)
and the hidden higgsinos. Their mass matrix in the basis (X˜, H˜, H˜ ′) is
M =
 Mx mZxsα −mZxcαmZxsα 0 −µ′
−mZxcα −µ′ 0
 . (15)
Note that this mass matrix acquires a zero eigenvalue in the limit that Mx → 0 and sinα → 0.
When the only source of supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector is residual gauge me-
diation through gauge kinetic mixing, one naturally obtains M2x , (Bµ)
′  m2Zx and is pushed
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to this limit. The resulting light neutralino state can be highly problematic cosmologically and
could potentially overclose the universe. It is for this reason we include additional supergravity
contributions to the soft parameters from the beginning.
The masses in this sector share a strong structural similarity with the MSSM. In particular,
we see that the lightest CP-even hidden Higgs mass is bounded from above at tree level by
m2hx ≤ m2Zx cos2 2α. (16)
This has important implications for the decay properties of the lighter Higgs state since there
need not be any light hidden fermions in the spectrum. In particular, the decay of hx can be very
slow if the only channel available to it involves a loop or a pair of highly off-shell Zx gauge
bosons.
For the fermions, the mass matrix has a similar form to the MSSM, but without a wino
state. Only the hidden higgsinos couple to gauge bosons. In the absence of large mixing be-
tween the xino and the higgsinos, the relative mass gap between two mostly higgsino states will
be less than the Zx mass. Thus, for Mx  µ′ or Mx  µ′, the heaviest neutralino will decay
to the lighter state(s) primarily by emitting a hidden Higgs. In the latter case, the decay from
the slightly heavier mostly higgsino state to the lighter one will have to involve an off-shell Zx.
Only when there is a great deal of mixing between the xino and higgsinos will neutralino decays
through on-shell gauge bosons be relevant [507].
So far we have not considered the effects of gauge kinetic mixing on the spectrum. To
leading order in , the gauge boson kinetic mixing can be removed by shifting the photon field
according to [487]
Aµ → Aµ − Xµ. (17)
This shift induces a coupling between MSSM fields carrying electromagnetic charge and the
Xµ gauge boson through the operator
−L ⊃ −XµJµem. (18)
This coupling allows the decay Zx → ff¯ , where f is a light Standard Model fermion with
width on the order of Γx ∼ 2g2xmx/12pi [508]. Despite its small width, these decay channels
will dominate if there are no channels open kinematically in the hidden sector. A small mixing
with the Standard Model Z is also induced [487].
Among the neutralinos, the kinetic mixing between the bino and the xino can be removed
most conveniently by shifting the xino according to
X˜ → X˜ −  B˜. (19)
This shift induces a very small mass mixing between the hidden and MSSM neutralinos on the
order of mZx/M1. More importantly, it leads to a coupling of the Bino to the hidden sector,
−L ⊃ −
√
2gx
(
H H˜B˜ −H ′ H˜B˜ + h.c.
)
. (20)
On account of these couplings, a would-be MSSM neutralino LSP will decay to the hidden
sector according to χ˜01 → χ˜xi hx, χ˜xiHx, χ˜xiAx. These decays will typically be prompt for  >
10−4. In the case of a non-neutralino LSP, this coupling will also permit its decay, albeit at a
lower rate.
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For the purposes of defining a benchmark model, let us point out that the phenomenology
of the model (in the hidden sector) can be specified by the seven parameters:
{gx, , mZx , mAx , tanα, µ′, Mx} . (21)
All these parameters are defined at the low (GeV) scale. Note that we have implicitly used the
minimization conditions to eliminate m˜2H , m˜
2
H′ , and (Bµ)
′ in favor of mZx , mAx , and tanα
which have a more intuitive interpretation. We could also have included a soft mass mixing
between the bino and xino, but it is consistent to neglect such a term provided the origin of  is
supersymmetric.
3 Constraints and signatures
A light hidden sector of this form can produce striking signals at the LHC [483]. These originate
primarily from supersymmetric MSSM cascade decays. Instead of terminating at the lightest
MSSM superpartner, these cascades will continue into the hidden sector. The cascade will
continue in the hidden sector until the lightest superpartner is reached. If these produce one
or more Zx gauge bosons or hx hidden Higgses, a distinctive signature will arise from decays
of the Zx or hx to Standard Model leptons. These leptons will typically have a small invariant
mass on account of their origin, but they will also be highly collimated since their energy scale
is set by the mass of the much heavier MSSM states [487, 488]. This construction is a simple
and perturbative example of a hidden valley scenario [476, 477].
Before discussing the collider signatures of this scenario, let us first outline the bounds
on a light hidden sector with a kinetic mixing to hypercharge. The most stringent bounds come
from the induced Zx coupling to SM fermions. For mZx ∼ GeV, and with Zx → ff¯ the
dominant decay mode, limits from (g−2)µ and B-physics force  < 10−3 or so [482, 509].
Additional constraints can arise if hx is long-lived [508, 510–512]. This arises naturally if
mhx < mZx and there are no lighter x-sector fermions, in which case it can only decay through
a loop with Zx’s or through an off-shell pair of Zx’s to the SM [508]. Constraints on both the Zx
and hx states are weakened considerably if they decay primarily to the invisible hidden-sector
LSP.
A wide range of collider signals can arise from the minimal hidden sector model dis-
cussed here. The dominant mode of production at the LHC is expected to be through MSSM
cascade decays. These cascades will proceed to the MSSM LSP, which we assume here to be
the lightest MSSM neutralino. This LSP will subsequently decay to the hidden sector through
the interaction of Eq. (20), and the decay cascade will continue in the hidden sector down to the
LSP. Along the way, hx, Hx, Ax and Zx states will be emitted, which can potentially generate
new signals.
Consider first the situation for min{µ′, Mx} < mhx/2. In this case the Zx and hx bosons
emitted in the decay cascades will almost always decay to pairs of the lightest neutralino LSP.
The LHC collider signatures are then nearly identical to those of the MSSM in the absence of
the hidden sector: even though the decay cascades continue, they still only produce missing
energy.
A more interesting case is mAx  µ′ ∼ Mx > mZx such that all the hidden neutralinos
are well-mixed with mχx1 > mZx and mχx3 − mχx1 > mZx . This spectrum allows the decays
Hx → ZxZx along with χx3 → χx1Zx, while the only decay channel open to the gauge boson
is back to the Standard Model, Zx → ff¯ . In this situation, some of the decay cascades will
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produce new visible signatures from the Zx decays to highly boosted Standard Model states.
For mZx < 700 MeV, these decay products will frequently form lepton jets consisting of highly
collimated lepton pairs [483, 487, 488]. Note that in this case, the hx state is typically very
long-lived and escapes the detector [508]. Thus, some of these can also include missing energy.
We are currently working on implementing this simple benchmark model into together
with a spectrum generator to generate the necessary SLHA format input data [507].
4 Conclusions
Light hidden sectors can lead to exciting new signals at the LHC. We have presented here a
simple benchmark Abelian hidden in the context of supersymmetry that could be useful for
future collider studies.
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